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Abstract
The groundstation of the Eindhoven University of Technology receives beacon signals from
several communications satellites. Now a beacon signal from ITALSAT at 39.592014341
GHz is received. The equipment used to receive the co and cross polar signals consists of
an analog PLL and a digital detector based on the Z80 microprocessor. The processing
power compared to modern signalprocessors is poor. Therefore the telecommunications
division started the development of a receiver based on the TMS 320C25.

This resulted in the design of a receiver consisting of a digital Frequency Locked Loop /
Phase Locked Loop (FLLlPLL) and a digital decimator/detector. These designs are based
on a TMS 320C25FNL signalprocessor which is capable of processing at a frequency of
50 MHz. In this report the assembler software for the FLLlPLL is extensively discussed.
A new delay line is implemented in a routine called WAlT present in the FLLlPLL
software. This delay line compensates for the processing time needed for the Hilbert
transform filter. The output of the Hilbert transform filter and the output of the new
implemented delay line are used for calculating the relative phase of the input signal. This
relative phase is determined in the arctangent algorithm and is used in the digital PLL for
calculating the relative phase error.

Experiments are executed with the FLLlPLL using an output signalof a synthesizer as input
for the FLLlPLL. The FLLlPLL locks on the signal generated by the synthesizer. The signal
power of the synthesizer can be adapted and the dynamic range of the FLLlPLL is
determined. Also an experiment is executed with a down-converted ITALSAT propagation
signal.

An acquisition computer is used for displaying the measured data, controlling the FLL/PLL
and the decimator/detector. The acquisition software written in C++ is adapted in order to
be able to scale the amplitude, in-phase and quadrature signals displayed on the screen of
the acquisition computer. The displayed signals for the co- and crosspolar channels can be
scaled individually with any desired factor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Designing a new satellite communication system nowadays requires a thorough knowledge

of the propagation characteristics of the path between the transmitter and the receiver. In

order to obtain accurate data about the propagation medium the Olympus Propagation

experiment (OPEX) started, in 1986, originated by the European Space Agency (ESA). In

1989 the ESA launched the Olympus satellite. This satellite transmitted propagation beacon

signals at 12.5, 20 and 30 GHz. The satellite beacon signals were received by the

groundstation of the Telecommunications Division of the Eindhoven University of

Technology (EUT).

The EUT still receives beacon signals from the European Communications Satellite flight

2 (ECS 2). These beacon signals are transmitted at 11.451094 Ghz. At the moment the

EUT is working on receiving signals from ITALSAT which transmits a beacon signal at

39.592014341 Ghz.

The receivers currently in operation at the groundstation of the Telecommunications

Division Qf the Eindhoven University of Technology use an analog Phase Locked Loop

(PLL) and a digital detector based on the Z-80 microprocessor [1]. A new design of a fully

digital receiver with faster digital signal processors had to be implemented because of the

lack of processing power of the old design. This resulted in the design of a receiver

consisting of a digital Frequency Locked Loop / Phase Locked Loop and a digital decimator

/ detector. These designs are based on a TMS 320C25FNL microprocessor which is capable

of processing at a frequency of 50 Mhz.

In this graduation report a frequency locked loop / phase locked loop (FLLlPLL) and a

decimator/detector are described and discussed. In chapter two the concept of the digital

receiver interfacing with an acquisition computer is discussed. Chapter three analyses the

theory used for a phase locked loop (PLL), a frequency locked loop (FLL) and a

demodulator used in the FLLlPLL concept.
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The PLL, FLL and demodulator are evaluated in paragraphs 3.7.1 until 3.7.4. Chapter three

is ended with displaying, describing and evaluating the total concept of the FLLlPLL. In

chapter four the operation of the decimator/detector is explained and the initial hardware

settings such as the dipswitch settings are discussed. The hardware consisting of the

decimator/detector printed circuit board (PCB) and the FLLIPLL PCB is treated in Chapter

five. Both double sided PCB's are build around a TMS 320C25 digital signal processor and

communicate via a parallel interface with an acquisition computer.

The software used for the decimator/detector and the FLLlPLL is elucidated in chapter six.

Special attention is given to the new implemented delay lines used in the FLLIPLL

software. In chapter seven the optimum bandwidth of the PLL is calculated and verified

with an experiment using the output of a HP 3326A synthesizer as input for the PLL. In

the same experiment the signal power of the PLL input signal is adjusted and the dynamic

range of the FLLlPLL is determined. This experiment is done with three different

bandwidths and the results are explained in paragraph 7.4. Another experiment is done

using a down-mixed propagation signalof ITALSAT. This experiment is described in

paragraph 7.5. A bug concerning the real-time calculation in the acquisition software is

solved. The changed parts of the acquisition software and an explanation is given in

paragraph 7.6. Finally in paragraph 7.7 the principle of subsampling is explained and the

errors caused by frequency deviation in the sample frequency are discussed.

This report ends with the conclusions and the recommendations regarding the

decimatorldetector and the FLLlPLL.
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Chapter 2

The digital receiver

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the concept of the digital receiver is discussed. The digital receiver described

in this chapter consists of three basic components. The frequency locked loop / phase

locked loop, the decimator / detector and the acquisition computer. In the fol1owing

paragraphs the three components are briefly discussed. A more detailed description of the

component parts used in the FLLlPLL is given in chapter three. The component parts of

which the decîmator/detector consists are discussed in chapter four.

2.2 The digital receiver concept

A digital beacon receiver is used in order to obtain data about the propagation medium.

This data can be implemented so that it gives a measurement of amplitude and re1ative

phase of the beacon signais. In Figure 2.1 the implementation of a digital beacon receiver

is displayed.

signa} in data out

decimator I "" acquisition.... FLL I PLL ..... ,. ....., ,
detector .- computer

,
""'"

), I t

Figure 2.1 The digital beacon receiver.
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The digital receiver displayed in Figure 2.1 can be split up in three mayor devices

- The frequency locked loop / phase locked loop

- The decimator / detector

- The acquisition computer

The three devices of which the digital receiver is build up will be discussed in the following

paragraphs.

2.2.1 The frequency locked loop / phase locked loop system

A frequency locked loop / phase locked loop receiver (FLLlPLL) can be split up in the two

constituting parts, the FLL and the PLL. The FLL locks on the frequency and then the PLL

locks on the phase of the incoming signal. This is done in order to achieve a fast tracking

of the incoming signal. On the other hand if the signal to noise ratio of the incoming signal

has become so low that phase tracking is impossible then it is still possible to do frequency

tracking. The status data of the FLLlPLL is transmitted to the decimator/detector. The

decimator/detector then decides whether it should do direct or indirect I/Q. This is

thoroughly discussed in chapter four. The FLLlPLL is extensively discussed in chapter

three.

2.2.2 The decimator / detector system

The FLLlPLL generates two pairs of signais. The in-phase demodulated co and cross polar

signals ( leo(t) and lx(t) ).The other pair is the quadrature demodulated co and cross polar

signals ( Qeo(t) and Qx(t) ). These signals are applied to the decimator / detector. The

decimator detector then determines the amplitude and relative phase of the beacon signais.

The digital output signals of the decimator/detector are transmitted to the acquisition

computer and displayed on the screen. This is done using a software program named

"GRAPH", which is written in the software language C++. The output signals consist of

two amplitude signals and one relative phase signal. These digital output signals are also

converted into analog signals and can be examined with the use of a scope. The

decimator/detector is discussed more detailed in chapter four.
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2.2.3 The acquisition computer

The resulting measured data are transported by means of a digital parallel interface to the

acquisition computer. The acquisition computer processes the data and saves it for future

analysis. The acquisition computer can communicate with the digital receiver by means of

some commands. The available commands for the FLLlPLL are:

- HELLO

- RESET

- DCF ON (for future use)

- DCF OFF

- GETSPECTRUM

The available commands for the decimator detector are :

- HELLO

- RESET

- GETDATA

- GETDATA [T]

- TIME [T]

- INDIRECT I1Q

- DIRECT IIQ

- DCF ON

- DCF OFF

- AMPLITUDE LOG

- AMPLITUDE LIN

These commands are all explained individually in the text below.

In order to get a response from the digital receiver one should make sure that all the

necessary connections are made. Such as connecting the interface soekets of the FLLlPLL

with a one to one interface cable, and also leading this cable to the parallel socket of the

acquisition computer. Also the FIFO cable which is a one to one connection cable between

the FLLlPLL demodulator and the FIFO buffer of the decimator/detector should be

connected. The acquisition software must be initiated by typing GRAPH at the command

prompt, and the acquisition screen appears. The commands mentioned above can now be

typed and executed.
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HELLO : This command can be used to test the interface lines between the acquisition

computer and the device which is selected. The present FLLlPLL which is assigned device

number two responds to the command HELLO with "HeIlo, I'm a digital FLLlPLL version

2.0". The present decimator I detector responds with "heIlo, I'm a decimator/detector

version 1.0".

RESET : The reset command has a reboot of the software of the selected device as

consequence. The program of the selected device is executed from address O. This

command should be used if the setting of the dipswitches has changed. The software reads

the dipswitch settings in the initialization routine and this is not automatically repeated. So

a reset is required for reading the changed dipswitch settings.

GETDATA : If the time argument in the "GETDATA" command is not specified then

automatically the processed data of the last second is transmitted from the decimatorl

detector to the acquisition computer.

GETDATA [T] : The decimator detector has got enough ram to store data for a timelength

of about ten seconds. This data can be retrieved by specifying the desired second in the

time argument of "GETDATA [T]".

TIME [T] : The T in the "TIME [T]" command represents the number of seconds expired

from the startup moment. T runs from zero to 3599 seconds. With this command it is

possible to ask for data of a specific second.

INDIRECT I/Q : If the phase locked loop of the FLLlPLL reports to be out of lock then

the indirect I/Q command can be used. This in order to produce measurement data when

the PLL is out of lock.

DIRECT I/Q : Vnder normal operation conditions the PLL of the FLLlPLL device is in

lock and the decimator Idetector should be in DIRECT I/Q mode. The output data of the

first decimator is now directly used as input for the second decimator.

DCF ON : The hardware of the digital receiver is already prepared for the use of a DCF

77 second pulse. This is done in order to synchronize the system with the "real-world" time.

DCF OFF : If the command DCF OFF is executed then the time T is increased one second

every 12288 interrupts.
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GETSPECTRUM : If the FLL / PLL is selected and this command is executed then the

calculated spectrum is transmitted to the acquisition computer.

AMPLITUDE LOG : If this command is executed a logarithmic scale is used for putting

the measured amplitude as a voltage at the output of a DA converter. The output is

calculated using equation 2.1.

v = 3 - [ 110 * 20.
10

10g ( ~ )] Volt (2.1)

The A specified in equation 2.1 is the amplitude of the input signal in volt. The maximum

input voltage is 5 volt, the output voltage saturates at -3 volt. If A in equation 2.1 is

measured in dB then every 10 dB attenuation of the input amplitude equals one volt

reduction in the output signal. The output V has a dynamic range of 60 dB.

AMPLITUDE LIN : If this command is selected then the output V of the DA converter is

presented with a linear scale. The output V is now calculated using equation 2.2.

V = [ 6 * A - 3] volt
5

(2.2)

In Equation 2.2 the symbol A is the amplitude of the input signal with a maximum of 5

volt. The output subsequently has a maximum of 3 volt. If the input signal has an amplitude

of 2.5 volt then the output voltage is zero volt. If the amplitude of the input signal equals

zero volt then the output voltage becomes -3 volt.
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Chapter 3

The frequency locked loop /

phase locked loop receiver

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter the frequency locked loop (FLL) and the phase locked loop (PLL) are

discussed. In paragraph 3.3 the digital PLL is discussed. The stabie region of the digital

PLL is defined and the block diagram of the digital PLL is discussed. In paragraph 3.4 the

digital FLL is discussed. In paragraph 3.5 the block diagram of the demodulator is

explained. Finally the whole concept of the FLLlPLL is discussed in paragraph 3.6 and 3.7.

3.2 Analysis of the phase locked loop in theory

In Figure 3.1 a basic design of a phase locked loop (PLL) is given.

(t) phase- Vd (t) loop fIlter
Vc (t)- detector

Vo (t) voltage
- controlled

oscillator

Figure 3.1 : Phase Locked Loop block diagram
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The PLL consists of three basic components:

- The phase detector.

- A loop filter.

- The voltage controlled oscillator.

The phase locked loop functions as follows [2]. The phase of the VCO output signal is

compared with the phase of a periodic input signa1. The output of the phase detector is the

measure of the phase difference between its two inputs. The voltage difference generated

by the phase detector is then filtered in order to remove high frequency components that

are also generated by the phase detector. The output of the loop filter is applied to the

VCO. The control voltage on the VCO changes the frequency in a direction that reduces

the phase difference between the input signal and the local oscillator.

If the input signal frequency is almost equal to the VCO output signal frequency then the

loop locks. This resuIts in a control voltage which is on a certain level that keeps the

frequency of the VCO exactly equal to the average frequency of the input signa1. For each

cycIe of input there is one cycIe of oscillator output.

To maintain the control voltage needed for lock it is generally necessary to have a non-zero

output from the phase detector. Consequently, the loop operates with some phase error

present. However this error tends to be very small in a well-designed loop.

In practice the incoming signal will be corrupted with additive noise. It will be the task of

the phase locked loop to reproduce the transmitted signal. That means reproducing the

original signal while removing as much noise as possible.

To reproduce the signal, the receiver makes use of a local oscillator whose frequency IS

very close to that expected in the signa1. Local oscillators and incoming signal waveforms

are compared with one another by a phase detector whose error output indicates

instantaneous phase difference. To suppress noise the error is averaged over some length

of time, and the average is used to establish the frequency of the oscillator.

If the original signal is weIl behaved (stabIe in frequency) then the local oscillator will need

very little information to be able to track. The information can be obtained by averaging

for a long period of time, thereby eliminating noise that could be very large.
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The input to the loop is a noisy signal, whereas the output of the veo is a "cleaned-up"

version of the input. It is reasonable, therefore, to consider the loop as some kind of filter

that passes signals and rejects noise. The loop-bandwidth of the PLL therefore is something

that can be optimized. ealculating an optimum loop-bandwidth is difficult because

increasing or decreasing the bandwidth improves one feature of the PLL but deteriorates

another feature of the PLL.

If the PLL is to mlmmlze the output phase jitter caused by external nOlse then the

bandwidth should be chosen as narrow as possible. On the other hand if the PLL has to

minimize the output phase noise caused by the veo then the bandwidth of the PLL should

be chosen as wide as possible.

The tracking area of the PLL is also dependent on the bandwidth of the PLL [4]. A wide

bandwidth of the PLL makes it possible to track signals in a large part of the frequency

spectrum. The optimum bandwidth is a compromise between three principles.

- Minimizing the output phase jitter caused by external noise.

- Minimizing the output phasenoise caused by the veo

- Maximizing the tracking area of the PLL

With these three features taken into account, an optimum bandwidth can be ca1culated. This

will be discussed more extensively in chapter five (Optimization of the FLLlPLL).

Two important characteristics of the filter are that the bandwidth can be very small and that

the filter automatically tracks the signal frequency. The narrow bandwidth of the filter

makes it possible to reject large amounts of noise. It is not at all lUlusual for a PLL to

recover a signal deeply embedded in noise.

One obvious application of phase locked loop systems is in a beacon receiver which has

to receive a faint signal transmitted by a satellite.

3.3 The digital implementation of a phase locked loop

If a PLL is to be classified as digital it ought to have at least these two properties.

12



- The output phase is generated in discrete increments and not as a continuous function.

- The error signaI is generated as a digital number and not as an analog voltage.

The PLL loop present in the FLL-PLL device complies with these two properties[5]. The

output phase is generated by a digital VCO and is not a continuous analog signal. This

complies with the first property. The error signal is not generated with a multiplier but by

means of a digital subtracter. Consequently the error signal is a digital number. This

complies with the second property. In Figure 3.2 a block diagram of the digital phase

locked loop is given.

4}e(k)
Yi(k)

.... H(z) .... arctan [Y1(k),IXi(k)] • PD .... LF- , 1-,

J~ J'

time 4}o(k) _....
delay

Xï(k) DVCO ~,

Figure 3.2 : The digital phase locked loop

The Hilbert transformer H(z) given in Figure 3.2 introduces a phase shift of 90 degrees.

The input of the Hillbert transformer is the digitized copolar input signal. The output of the

Hilbert transforrner Yi(k), is the input of the arctangent circuit. Xi(k) is the delayed copolar

input signal and is also applied to the arctangent circuit. The phase component of the input

signalof the basic PLL loop <Dj is now determined by an arctan circuit. After the phase of

the input signal is calculated the phase detector (PD) accounts the phase error <De' This

phase error is filtered and then used to control the instantaneous output phase ofthe DVCO.

The digital phase locked loop (DPLL) is fully digital implemented on the TMS 320C25FNL

microprocessor. The basic difference between an analog and a digital PLL is the fact that

a time delay is introduced by the Hilbert transformer in the DPLL. (See Figure 3.2) This

is not a problem as long as the time delay caused by the Hilbert transformer is of constant

duration. The DPLL has two ranges for acquisition. There is a certain time period required

for puIling the DPLL in range. Another time period is the period needed for the Hilbert

transform when the loop is in lock. If we assume that the loop is in loek then no problems

occur.

13



On the other hand if the loop faUs out of loek or if the startup initialisation is not correct,

then the time delay will be to smal!. The time delay in case of a unlocked PLL should be

the time needed for pulling the loop in range added up with the time for the Hilbert

transform when the loop is locked. So if the loop is unlocked then the time delay must be

adjusted by enlarging the constant TWAlT in the FLLlPLL assembler software.

The digital PLL basicaUy consists of three elements :

- The phase detector.

- A loop filter.

- A digital voltage controUed oscillator.

The phase detector present in the DPLL has a linear phase detection characteristic from 180

degrees to -180 degrees. The digital phase detector is not a multiplier, as in an analog

circuits, but is an accumulator which processes only the instantaneous phase component of

the input signa!. A block diagram of the linear phase detector is given in Figure 3.3.

Modulo 2n circuit

Figure 3.3 : The linear phase detector.

In the phase detector the input phase and the output phase of the digital VCO are

subtracted. The output of this process is fed into a modulo [-n,n] circuit. This is done in

order to produce the correct phase difference. The phase input signal (<1>;) and the phase

output signalof the DVCO (<1>0) are functions with period 2n. Without the modulo [-n,n]

circuit the phase error (<1>e) could become larger than n or smaller than -n. If <1>i is n and

<1>0 is -n then the phase error would become n - (-n) = 2n. With <1>; and <1>0 switched the

phase error would be (-n) - n = -2n. The modulo [-n,n] circuit ensures an linear output

range of [-n,n]. In Figure 3.4 the performance ofthe linear phase detector with the modulo

[-n,n] circuit is displayed (The solid lines).
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Mod [-n,n]

L
,~,.-' ...........- '1t

-n

,.

Figure 3.4 : Performance of two phase detectors with modulo [-7t,7t] circuit.

The dashed line in figure 3.4 is the performance of a multiplier phase detector. This type

of phase detector doesn't has a linear phase characteristic and introduces undesired high

frequency components. A block diagram of a multiplier is displayed in Figure 3.5.

·T ·multiplier

Figure 3.5 : A multiplier type phase detector.

The loop filter implemented in the current DPLL can be controlled by two parameters Cl

and C2• The block diagram of the loop filter is given in Figure 3.6.

cIli(z) cIlo(z)

0---·~

H(z)

Figure 3.6 : Loop filter used in the DPLL
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The transfer funetion H(z) of the DPLL given in Figure 3.2 is given in Equation 3.1

H(z) = (3.1)

In order to determine the eonstants Cl and C2 the equivalent seeond order analogue system

with transfer funetion H(s) is eonsidered. H(s) of the PLL is given in Equation (3.2).

H(s) (3.2)

The sampling frequeney fs should be high eompared to the natural frequeney fn' This means

mn.T~ 1. If this eondition is met then Cl and C2 ean be ealeulated.

Cl = C/ 14TJ2

C2 = 2TJm nT

(3.3)

(3.4)

For stabie operation the poles of H(z) must be inside the unit eircle in the z-plane.

If the DPLL is to operate in a stabie region then the eonstants Cl and C2 should eomply

with the eonditions given by :

2.C2 - 4 < Cl < C2

Cl> 0

(3.5)

(3.6)

The eonditions (3.5) and (3.6) are graphieally displayed in Figure 3.7. Ifthe DPLL operates

in the marked area then the DPLL operates in the stabie region. The DPLL doesn't loek on

the ineoming signal if the eonstants Cl and C2 are ehosen outside the shaded area in figure

3.7.

The DC loop gain Kv is given by Equation 3.7.

. [Cl + C2 (z - 1)] _00K =lIm
v z-l (z - 1)2
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A very wide tracking range can be expected, because the tracking range of the DPLL is

equivalent to the DC loop gain.

4
(4,4)

Figure 3.7 : Cl and C2 ,constants determining the stabie region ofthe DPLL (shaded area).

In Figure 3.8 the block diagram ofthe digital voltage controlled oscillator (DVCO) is given.

Figure 3.8 : The digital voltage controlled oscillator.

The constant C given in figure 3.8 gives the DVCO an offset-error frequency close to the

centre-frequency of the DPLL. Small changes in voltage of the input signal cause little

diversions in the frequency of the output signal. The output frequency is kept close to the

offset-error frequency of the oscillator.
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3.4 The digital implementation of a frequency locked loop

In order to achieve a fast locking on the incoming signal a FLL is used to control a voltage

controlled oscillator (VCO) which mixes down the 10 Mhz input signal to a frequency of

124.516 Khz. After this is done the signal is bandpass filtered in order to remove undesired

high frequency components present in the down-converted signal. After the signal is

filtered a 124.516 Khz signal remains with a bandwidth of 3 Khz.

In Figure 3.9 a block diagram of the digital frequency locked loop is given.

f

fs=12.288 kHz

~c
)~

Bü=3kHz DFr
16 :MHz ,

VCO .- LPF .- DAC .- control
"""'" ...... .....

t

Co

flo=10.124,5

fiFl24.516 kHz
fi,nom= 10 MHz

.®~--••I RPF

PLL
unlocked

Figure 3.9 : The digital frequency locked loop.

In the FLL the output signalof the bandpass filter is applied to an ADC converter. The

even digital samples are stored into a DfT (discrete fourier transform) buffer. There are two

DFT buffers. If data is WTitten in the first DFT buffer then an in place FFT is calculated

in the second buffer. The FFT is a measurement for the spectrum of the input signal. If the

spectrum of a signal is known, then the power in each bin can be calculated. The frequency

interval that contains the largest signal power must be the one containing the

sub-carrier. This is led back to a frequency which is the calculated sub-carrier frequency.

The acquisition computer samples at 3 Hz, so a sample frequency for the ADC of the

FLLlPLL should be chosen in such a way that it can be decimated back to 3 Hz.

Subsampling is sampling of a bandpass signal with a centre frequency larger than half the

centre frequency. If subsampling is performed at 212 * 3 Hz = 12.288 Khz then the signal

can be easily brought back to 3 Hz by decimating with 212
• A sample rate of 24.576 Khz

is proven to be too high for the available processing power.
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If subsampling is performed at 12.288 Khz then a copy of the spectrum around the centre

frequency of 124.516 Khz appears at 1.536 Khz . This is illustrated in Figure 3.7 and 3.8.

l i~L.o~~ ....
~ fI)

Q 5
~ "0 , .....:...::::....-.---L_....:::.....- --'--_

t fi = 124.516 kHz

Figure 3.7 : The frequency spectrum of the BPF output signal

_._._.- --_._.-.-._._._._._._.-.

frequency [kHz]

fs = 12.288 kHz

fs/2fs/4t
'c= &/8 = 1.536 kHz

o

Figure 3.8 : The frequency spectrum after subsampling

The carrier frequency should be 1.536 Khz. The difference between the calculated bin and

the wanted centre frequency of 1.536 Khz is used to control the analog veo. The digital

frequency data is converted by means of a DAe into an analog control voltage. If the bin

containing the maximum power is found at 1.536 Khz then the output of the DAe is zero

Volt. This analog voltage controls the veo which has a offset-error frequency close to the

frequency needed in the multiplier.
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3.5 The demodulator

One part of the PLL output argument is transformed into a discrete sine and mixed with the

delayed co- and cross polar signais. The mixed signals are low-pass filtered and send to

the decimator/detector. These signals are named the in-phase co- and cross polar signals (Ic

and Ix)'

The same is done with a eosine instead of a sine look-up tabie. <Do(k) is transformed into

a discrete eosine function. The eosine function is mixed with the delayed co- and cross

polar signais. These signals are low-pass filtered and are named the quadrature co- and

cross polar signals (Qc and Qx)' These signals are transmitted to the decimator/detector and

are stored in the FIFO on the decimator/detector. In Figure 3.9 the block diagram of the

demodulator is given.

Co-polar Input

X-polar input

L

}----+----..~----~~

Figure 3.9 : The demodulator block diagram

3.6 The FLL/PLL concept

The FLLlPLL consists of the Frequency locked loop (FLL), the phase locked loop (PLL)

and the demodulator. The PLL is discussed in paragraph 3.3, the FLL is discussed in

paragraph 3.4 and the demodulator is discussed in paragraph 3.5. If these parts are

connected with each other then the FLLIPLL is created. A block diagram of the FLLlPLL

is displayed in Figure 3.10.
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flo • 10.124,516 MHz

I r. = 12.288 kHz

f---~delay A

BPF

r. • 12.188 kHz

Bil· 3 kHz

~
r..- - 10 MHz fit • 124.516 kHz

Figure 3.10 : Bloek diagram of the FLLIPLL

3.7 Evaluation of the FLL/PLL

3.7.1 Evaluation of the frequency locked loop

L

LPF

L

In Figure 3.10 the bloek diagram of the FLLIPLL is given. The copolar signal first enters

the FLL loop. The eopolar signal is bandpass filtered and digitized by means of an ADC.

The digitized signal is applied to DELAY A, the Hilbert transformer, DELAY B, DELAY

C and the Discrete Fourier Transformer (DFT).

The DFT in the frequeney loeked loop (FLL) has two memory buffers. One acquisition

buffer and a FFT (fast fourier transform) buffer. The ineoming samples are eolleeted in the

acquisition buffer. In the FFT buffer an in plaee FFT is ealculated. If the aequisition buffer

is eompletely filled with samples then the aequisition buffer beeomes FFT buffer and the

FFT buffer is c1eared and beeomes acquisition buffer.

The FFT algorithm eonverts information between the time domain into the frequeney

domain. In Equation 3.8 a N points DFT is given.
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N-l N-l

X(k) = L x(n) W: = L x(n) e -2j1tnk / N

n=O n=O

(3.8)

WN in equation 3.8 is the phase or twiddle factor. The first step of the FFT algorithm

consists of splitting the N points DFT into two N/2 points DFT. This is done by splitting

the input samples into even and odd samples. The two N/2 points DFT's and the N points

DFT are given in Equation 3.9.

N-l N/2 -1

X(k) = L x(n) W: = L
n=O m=O

N/2 -1

x(2m) W~mk + L x(2m + 1) W~2m + l)k

m=O

(3.9)

The two N/2 points DFT's are now transformed into four N/4 points DFT's. This procedure

is repeated 210g N times until N/2 two points DFT' s are left over. In Figure 3.11 a

schematic representation is drawn for a four point DFT in place decimation. The DFT has

natural order input and shuffled output.

X(0)

X(l)

X(2)

X (3)

X (0)

X(2)

X(l)

X(3)
3 2

Figure 3.11 : 4 point in place FFT with natural input

The two points DFT's are simple to solve. A two points DFT is schematically presented

in Figure 3.12.
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X2(k)
-1

X(k)

X(k+N/2)

Figure 3.12 : schematic representation of a two points DFT

If the DFT is not split into 210g [N] two-point DFT's then N2 multiplications would be

required. If the DFT is split up into 210g[N] two-point DFT's then (N . 210g [N])

multiplications are required. If N is 2048 then 20482 - 2048 . 210g 2048 = 4,171,776

multiplications are eliminated. In other words with the conventional method 4,194,304 are

required. With this fast frequency transform (FFT) method only 22,528 multiplications are

necessary to calculate a 2048 points DFT. After the spectrum of the input signal is

calculated, the power in each frequency interval can be calculated. After this is done the

frequency of the carrier is known. The carrier is found in the frequency interval with the

largest signal power. This frequency should be f/8. The carrier frequency should be 12.288

I 8 = 1.536 Khz. The difference between the wanted frequency of 1.536 Khz and the

calculated carrier frequency is used to control the analog VCO. The VCO requires an

analog voltage, therefore a digital to analog converter (DAC) is used. The output of the

DAC is not a smooth signa!. In order to get a signal without high frequency components

due to stepping of the DAC, a low pass filter is used.

3.7.2 Evaluation of the phase locked loop

The digitized copolar input signal is applied to the Hilbert transformer of the PLL. The

Hilbert transform takes a certain time period. The time needed for the Hilbert transform

depends on the number of coefficients of the Hilbert transform. The implemented Hilbert

transform has 31 coefficients of which 15 are zero. If a correct argument of the signal is

to be determined, then the output of the Hilbert transform and the input of which the

Hilbert transform was calculated should be used to determine the argument of the input

signal. An arctangent algorithrn is implemented to determine the input signal argument from

the in phase copolar input signal X(k) and the quadrature copolar input signal (see Figure

3.10).
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The arctangent algorithm is implemented using two sub routines:

- First the angle 8 between the resulting phasor of X(k) and Y(k) and the in phase

signal X(k) is calculated.

- Secondly the argument <I> is calculated. <I> is dependent on the angle 8 and in

which quadrant the input signal is in.

The angles and phasors are displayed in Figure 3.13. The first step of the arctangent

algorithm is determining the minimum value of IX(k) I and IY(k) I. Then the maximum

value of IX(k) I and IY(k) I is determined. The minimum value is divided by the

maximum value of IX(k) land 1Y(k) I. The result of this operation is looked up in the

arctangent tabie. If IX(k) I is larger than IY(k) 1 then the looked up angle is 8. On the

other hand if 1X(k) I is smaller than 1Y(k) I then the looked up angle is 90 degrees minus

8. The angle 8 is then 90 degrees minus the looked up angle.

4

3

1

2

~

X{k)

Figure 3.13 : determination of the input signal argument <I>

The second subroutine uses the signs of X(k) and Y(k) to determine the quadrant and the

argument of the input signal. If the quadrant is known then the argument of the input signal

can be calculated according Table 3.1.
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I sign X(k) I sign Y(k) I Quadrant I Argument I
+ + 1 <1> = e degrees

+ 2 <1> = 180 - e degrees-

- 3 <1> = 180 + e degrees-

+ 4 <1> = 360 - e degrees-

Table 3.1 : Calculation of the input signal argument <1>

The calculated input signal argument <1>j can now be applied to the phase detector of the

PLL. The phase detector calculates the phase error by subtracting the input signal phase

from the VCO output phase. The result of this subtraction is called the phase error <1>e and

lies always within the phase interval [-n,n]. This because ofthe implemented modulo [-n,n]

circuit.

In the next stage of the PLL the phase error signal is filtered in the loop filter. This is done

in order to remove the phase jitter. The phase jitter caused by the VCO is minimized if the

bandwidth of the PLL is chosen as large as possible. The phase jitter caused by external

noise is minimized if the bandwidth of the PLL is chosen as small as possible. These

principles collide with each other and result into the fact that an optimum bandwidth can

be chosen.

After the phase error signal is filtered it is applied to the digital voltage controlled oscillator

(DVCO). In the DVCO a phase output signal <1>0 is generated. <1>0 consists of digital data

and is used in the PD to calculate an error signal. The phase output signal is also used to

demodulate the copolar and crosspolar input signais.

3.7.3 The delays used in the FLL/PLL

In the compressed b10ck diagram of the FLLlPLL (see Figure 3.14) three delays are

implemented. These delays are not to be chosen equal. Delay A is implemented because of

the fact that it takes a certain time-period TI to ca1culate a Hilbert transform of the

incoming digitized copolar signal. Now a correct argument calculation of the incoming

copolar signal can be calculated. The output of the argument calculation is applied to the

PLL. The PLL calculates a VCO output and this is applied to the sine and cosines look-up

tables.
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All these actions take extra time. Delay Band delay C therefore are longer than delay A.

Co

x

FLL
H(z) r--~arctanr--~

PLL

Copolar
L.....----~delay

Crosspolar
DEMOD.

I/Q signals to
decimator/detector

Figure 3.14 : Compressed block diagram of the FLLlPLL

In order to achieve a correct functioning of the modulator in FLL/PLL, the signals coming

to the modulator should arrive at the correct time. The digitized signal coming from the

ADC in the copolar branch should be delayed for the time interval T2• The length of T2

should be the time-period needed for the Hilbert transform in the PLL added with the time

period needed for completing one loop calculation, added up with the time period needed

for looking the sinus or eosine up. Delay Band delay C should be chosen the same time

interval and consequently are chosen time interval T2•

3.7.4 Evaluation of the demodulator

The PLL output argument is used to construct an in phase and quadrature demodulation

signal (see Figure 3.10). Figure 3.10 implies that there are two lookup tables. One for the

sine and one for the eosine. The sine lookup table between zero and Tt/2 is the only one

implemented. This is done in order to reduce the amount of numeric data. The eosine of

the output argument is calculated using the sine lookup table and Table 3.2.
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Argument of <1>out Quadrant sin(<1>ouJ eos (<1>ouJ

o ::;; <1>out ::;; n/2 I sin (<1>out) sin (n/2 - <1>ouJ
I

nl2 ::;; <1>out ::;; n 2 -I.sin (2n - <1>out) -1.sin (<1>out - n/2)

n ::;; <1>out ::;; 3n/2 3 -1.sin (<1>out - n) -1.sin (3n/2 - <1>out)

3n/2 ::;; <1>out ::;; 2n 4 -1.sin (2n - <1>out) sin (<1>ouJ

Table 3.2 : Conversion of sine and eosine to the first quadrant

The demodulator ean now ealeulate the in-phase eo and eross-polar signals and the

quadrature co and cross-polar signais. These four signals are fed into the decimator/detector.

The decimator/deteetor is described in chapter four.
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Chapter 4

The decimator / detector

4.1 Introduction

In chapter fom the decimator/detector used with the FLLlPLL is described. In paragraph

4.2 the operation of the decimator/detector is explained and a block diagram of the

decimator/detector is given. In paragraph 4.3 the theory of direct in-phase and quadratme

(I/Q) detection is treated. In paragraph 4.4 the initial hardware settings, such as the

dipswitch settings are discussed. The dipswitch bank consists of eight switches. The first

half of the dipswitch bank is used for initial hardware settings. The other half is used for

user defined initial settings of the decimator/detector.

4.2 The decimator/detector design

The decimator/detector is used for calculating the amplitudes and the relative phase of the

co and cross-polar input signais. These signals are digitally transmitted with the Centronics

parallel interface to the acquisition computer. The digital output signals are also converted

into analog signais. This is done by means of three DAC's present on the

decimator/detector PCB (printed circuit board).

There are two configurations possible with the decimator/detector. An analog input using

an analog PLL can be chosen, or the fom digital I/Q signals evoked in the FLL/PLL can

be selected as input for the decimator/detector. The block diagram of the decimator/detector

is given in Figure 4.1.
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analoge input

AnC ------. IQ

demodulation
ADC ------.
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ampl.l
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..... ~ 2 interface= 1 ~ ~ _
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... •-~ status data processing
"

Figure 4.1 : Block diagram of the decimator/detector.

The output signals of the decimator/detector can be visualized in two different ways.

The analog output signais, consisting of the amplitude for the co and cross-polar

beacon signals and the relative phase, can be displayed on a scope. This is done

using the three analog outputs of the decimator/detector as inputs for the scope.

A digital output is available and is used to display the amplitude and relative phase

of the beacon signals on the screen of the acquisition computer. The digital signals

are transmitted to the acquisition computer using a Centronix parallel interface.

The two ways of visualizing the output signals of the decimator/detector are the DAC block

and the parallel interface block in Figure 4.1.

Another selection can be made between indirect I1Q and direct I1Q. Under normal

operating conditions (when the PLL is in lock) the decimator/detector is set to direct I1Q.

The filtered output of decimator I is directly fed into the second decimator. When the PLL

of the FLLlPLL falls out of lock and the FLL of the FLLIPLL still stays in lock, then the

indirect I1Q enables the decimator/detector to measure the amplitudes and relative phase of

the beacon signals and send these to the acquisition computer.
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The mode indirect I1Q and direct I/Q can be selected automatically by the

decimator/detector making use of the information given by the FLL/PLL about the PLL

being in or out of loek. The mode indirect I1Q and direct I1Q can also be selected

manually by using the dipswitch bank on the decimator/detector PCB or by executing the

command "indirect I/Q" or "direct I/Q" on the acquisition computer.

4.3 Direct I1Q detection

The demodulator of the FLLlPLL (see paragraph 3.5) produces four I/Q signais. These I/Q

signals are called the quadrature co- and cross polar signals (Qc and QJ and the in-phase

co- and cross polar signals (Ic and Ix)' These I/Q signals are low-pass filtered and

transmitted to the decimator/detector. The FIFü buffer on the decimator/detector PCB is

used for storage of the I/Q signais. The co-polar analog input signalof the FLLlPLL is

described in Equation (4.1).

x(t)co = A(t) . cos [wot + 4>(t)]

The co-polar analog input signal is digitized and described in Equation (4.2).

xco(k) = A(k) . cos [wokT + 4>(k)]

(4.1)

(4.2)

Resulting from the digital input signal the I/Q signals are calculated. Equations 4.3 and 4.4

describe the in-phase and quadrature component ca1culated from the input signal described

in Equation 4.2.

lek) (4.3)

Q(k) = -1. . A(k) . sin [(wo - (1)kT + 4>(k) - 4>0!] (4.4)
2

A(t) is the amplitude of the beaeon input signal and is an important quantity to be

measured, for this is an indication for the attenuation of the beacon signal. <1>of is the offset

angle and is free to be chosen. (Ol is the instantaneous angular frequency and is an

approximation of (00'
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Tbe amplitude and phase of the input signals is determined using the I/Q signals and

Equations 4.5 and 4.6.

(wo - wl)kT + <l>(k) - <l> .• = arctan[ Q(k)]
0) lek)

(4.5)

(4.6)

From the four I/Q signals tbe amplitude and phase of the co and cross-polar input signals

is calculated. The amplitude and phase of the two input signals can only be determined if

(wo - WI) equals zero. If tbe PLL of the FLLlPLL is in lock then Wo is W 1

and no problems occur while calculating phase and amplitude of the input signais.

The relative phase <Deo - <Deross is ca1culated using Equation 4.6. The relative phase IS

determined in Equation 4.7.

(4.7)

4.4 Initial hardware settings of the decimator/detector

The settings for the decimator/detector modes displayed in Table 4.1 can be controlled by

using the dipswitch bank on the decimator/detector PCB. The settings of tbe dipswitches

is read during the initialisation routine of the decimator/detector. This implies that if the

setting of the dipswitches is changed during operation, the decimator/detector must be

resetted in order to achieve a response to the changed dipswitch settings.

I switch number I switch OFF I switch ON I
switch 1 LSB of device address is 0 LSB of device address is 1

switch 2 2nd bit of device address is 0 2nd bit of device address is 1

switch 3 MSB of device address is 0 MSB of device address is 1

switch 4 disable parallel port interface enable parallel port interface

switch 5 select ADC for input select FIFO for input
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switch 6 disable DCF alignment enable DCF alignment

(bit stuffing disabled) (bit stuffing enabled)

switch 7 select direct I1Q select indirect I1Q

(output of decimator 1 directly (output of decimator 1 not

to decimator 2) directly to decimator 2)

used when PLL is locked used when PLL unlocked

switch 8 select logarithmic scale for select linear scale for analog

analog outputs outputs

Table 4.1 : Dipswitch settings of the decimator/detector

The dipswitches one, two and three of the decimator/detector form the device number. For

example if dipswitch 1 is set to on, dipswitch 2 to off and dipswitch 3 to on, then the

device number of the decimator/detector is set to five (see Table 4.1). This means that the

decimator/detector only responds to commands generated by the acquisition computer

addressed to device number five.

The decimator/detector device number currently is set to one and the FLLlPLL device

number is set to two. On the acquisition computer the addressed device number can be

aItered using function key 1 for device 1, function key 2 for device 2, etc.

If dipswitch four is set to the OFF position then no interrupts from the parallel port are

accepted. The default setting for dipswitch four is ON (parallel port interface enabled).

With dipswitch five the selection is made between an analog PLL, with analog inputs which

are converted with the "on board" ADC's and the digital I1Q signals send from the

FLLlPLL to the decimator/detector.

Dipswitch six is implemented for in-future use of the DCF 77 synchronisation signal. The

DCF 77 signal can be used for generating the sample frequency. This for being able to

synchronize the different PCB's. In the current test situation the sample dock signal is

generated using a separate oscillator. The oscillator signal has a frequency of 12.288 Khz.

This implicates that if a counter is used for checking the sample rate, the counter must

display a number of 12.288 E 03 in order to achieve a correct functioning of the

decimator/detector and the FLL/PLL. The wave form of the sample signal is displayed in

Figure 4.2.
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t--

o

76.4 ....s

Figure 4.2 : The 12.288 Khz sample doek signal

The DCF 77 second pulse wave form is displayed in Figure 4.3. An important detail of the

sample doek signal is that the trigger pulse is SIlS. This is the same pulse width as for the

DCF 77 signal. This is done in order to achieve a compatibility between the sample doek

signal derived from an external oscillator and the DCF 77 signal.

999995 ....s

+5 Volt
- ,----------------------------.

o
~....oo((--------------------------.~

5.0 ....s

Figure 4.3 : The DCF 77 second pulse signal
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Cllapter 5

Hardware design of the digital receiver

5.1 Introduction

In chapter five the hardware design of the digital receiver is discussed. The hardware

consists of two double-sided prints. On each of these prints a TMS 320C25 digital signal

processor is implemented. The hardware design of the FLL/PLL and the decimator/detector

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.2 FLL/PLL hardware design

The FLLlPLL is implemented on a double-sided PCB. A practical issue on these prints is

that the technique used for connecting two metal tracks on each side of the PCB not always

is very reliable. During the production process flaws in the solder process can occur. This

results in not completely solder-filled holes. These holes should form a good connection

between the metal tracks on each side of the print. If the connections are bad then errors

may occur, in particular when high speed dock frequencies are used.

The FLL/PLL consists of various parts, but the most important one is the TMS 320C25

digital signal processor. The most important features of the TMS 320C25 are :

- a dock frequency up to 50 MHz

- 544 word programmabie on-chip data RAM

- 4 kB word on-chip data ROM

- 128 kB word total data/program data memory space

- 32 bit ALU/accumulator

- 64 kB separate data memory

- 64 kB separate program memory
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- 16* 16 bit parallel multiplier with 32 bit product

- single cycle multiply accumulate instructions

- on chip timer for control operations

- 16 input and 16 output channels

- wait states for communication with slower memory chips

- bit reversed indexed-addressing mode for radix-2 FFT's

- single 5 Volt supply

The FLLlPLL hardware design on chip level is given in Appendix B. In Figure 5.1 the

hardware block diagram of the FLLlPLL is displayed.

-.
wait state 10 selectionmemory generator

H
j ~~ l~ l ) ~) ~ J lj l.

control bus To dec/det't
address bus

output
data bus """"-

~ buffer
TMS320C25
signal -.

A jIprocessor ~ parallel bus
~

\f

)~ )'
==0.........,

~ 't' ~ ~r •;j -
H " -- ~= ....c::r=

oscilator reset DAC ADC dipswitches ~ e
o 0

E-4C.J
H ),

'r

Figure 5.1 : Hardware block diagram of the FLLlPLL

In the following paragraphs the different hardware component blocks of which the

FLLlPLL is build up are discussed. The FLLlPLL hardware is split up in eleven hardware

blocks. These blocks are :
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- TMS 320C25FNL digital signal processor

- Memory

- Output buffer

- Reset circuit

- Oscillator

- Wait state generator

- 1/0 se1ection

- Parallel port

- Dipswitches

- ADC (AD779)

- DAC (AD588)

5.2.1 Memory of the FLL/PLL

The TMS 320C25 has separate memory space reserved for three different types of memory.

The memory types are:

* Data memory

* Program memory

* 1/0 memory

The linker allows changes in these memories by using the PAGE option. PAGE 0 refers

to program memory and PAGE I refers to data memory. The program memory and the data

memory of the TMS 320C25 are each build up of 64 Kb words.

On the FLLlPLL print an Erasable Programmabie Read Only Memory (EPROM) is

implemented. This EPROM contains 64 kB words of program code. After a reset the

program execution is started. The lower 32 kB words of the EPROM are copied into the

lower 32 kB of the program memory. The software stored in the upper 32 kB of the

EPROM then copies itself into the fast statie Random Access Memory (RAM). The upper

32 kB words of the program memory then is occupied with 32 kB using the fast statie

Random Access Memory (RAM). The data and program configuration is given in Figure

5.2.
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program memory

EPROM EPROM RAM NU

OOOOH 4000H 8000H FFFF Hex

0400H data memory

rn reserved reserved NU RAM

OOOOH 4000H 8000H FFFF Hex

Figure 5.2 : Data and program memory configuration.

5.2.2 Output buffer

The FLLlPLL generates fOUf l/Q signais. These signals are transmitted to the

decimator/detector board. A high speed digital interface based on a First In First Out (FIFO)

is used to buffer the output signals of the FLLlPLL. The FIFO buffer has a structure of 16

words and is five bits wide. There are four 16 bit I/Q signais. This leaves 16 bits, which

can be used for information about the status in which the FLL/PLL is operating. The FIFO

is filled by the FLL/PLL with five bits words. The decimator/detector generates an interrupt

if 16 words are transmitted. The received I/Q signals are now ready for processing. Table

5.1 displays the specification of the data format for the FIFO.

I word nr. I bit 0 I bit 1 I bit2 I bit 3
I

bit 4 I
1 lco bit 12 lco bit 13 lco bit 14 lco bit 15 status data available

2 lco bit 8 lco bit 9 lco bit 10 lco bit 11 status of the PLL

3 lco bit 4 lco bit 5 lco bit 6 lco bit 7 status of the FLL

4 lco bit 0 lco bit 1 lco bit 2 lco bit 3 undefined

5 Qco bit 12 Qco bit 13 Qco bit 14 Qco bit 15 undefined

6 Qco bit 8 Qco bit 9 Qco bit 10 Qco bit 11 undefined

7 Qco bit 4 Qco bit 5 Qco bit 6 Qco bit 7 undefined
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8 Qco bit 0 Qco bit 1 Qco bit 2 Qco bit 3 undefined

9 Ix bit 12 Ix bit 13 Ix bit 14 Ix bit 15 undefined

10 Ix bit 8 Ix bit 9 Ix bit 10 Ix bit 11 undefined

11 Ix bit 4 Ix bit 5 Ix bit 6 Ix bit 7 undefined

12 Ix bit 0 Ix bit 1 Ix bit 2 Ix bit 3 undefined

13 Qx bit 12 Qx bit 13 Qx bit 14 Qx bit 15 undefined

14 Qx bit 8 Qx bit 9 Qx bit 10 Qx bit 11 undefined

15 Qx bit 4 Qx bit 5 Qx bit 6 Qx bit 7 undefined

16 Qx bit 0 Qx bit 1 Qx bit 2 Qx bit 3 undefined

Table 5.1 : specification of FIFü data format.

5.2.3 Reset circuit and oscillator

A reset is evoked by pressing the reset switch on the metal front connected with the

FLLlPLL PCB. The same effect can be obtained by executing the "RESET" command on

the acquisition computer. If the acquisition computer is used then care must be taken that

the right device is selected. A device can be se1ected using the function keys. The reset

circuit is based on a switch and a Smitt-trigger. The minimum reset time period should be

at least three clock cycles of the clock signal. The reset time in the FLLlPLL is 17 ms. This

is much longer than the required cycles.

The oscillator used in the FLLlPLL is based on a crystal oscillator block. The oscillator is

a single dip package and can easily be changed with another oscillator generating a higher

or lower frequency. The oscillator only requires a five volt supply voltage and delivers a

square wave with a 50% duty cyc1e.
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5.2.4 Wait state generator

In order to be able to communicate with slower devices, the wait state generator is

implemented. All IlO operations and the reading of the EPROM is done using two wait

states. The instruction cycle then is equal to three machine cycles. The access time of the

EPROM is 200 ns. When a 40 MHz clock frequency is used, the time before the data on

the bus becomes valid, using two wait states, is 240 ns. The timing requirements for the

EPROM using two wait states is then met. If the RAM is accessed then no wait states are

used. The instruction cycle when addressing the RAM is one machine cycle. When using

a 40 MHz c1ock, the data on the bus becomes valid after 80 ns. The access time for the

RAM is 50 ns. The timing requirements for the RAM are fulfilled (50 ns < 80 ns).

5.2.5 FLL/PLL IlO selection

An address decoder is implemented in the FLLlPLL hardware design for the use of

selecting the ADC's, FIFO, parallel port, DAC's or reading ofthe dipswitches. The 74F138

address decoder is named U21 on the FLLlPLL PCB (see Appendix B). The TMS 320C25

has 16 in and 16 output ports. Only four are used in this concept. The format of the four

ports is given in Table 5.2.

port address IN operation OUT operation

0 read data from ADC 1 send data to FIFO

1 read data from ADC 2 send data to parallel port

2 read data from parallel port write data to DAC

·3 read data from dipswitches none

Tab1e 5.2 : IlO address specification

5.2.6 Dipswitches used in the FLL/PLL

The dipswitches implemented on the FLLlPLL are read during the initialisation routine. The

specification of the dipswitches is displayed in Table 5.3.
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I switch number I switch OFF I switch ON
I

switch 1 LSB of device address is 0 LSB of device address is 1

switch 2 2nd bit of device address is 0 2nd bit of device address is 1

switch 3 MSB of device address is 0 MSB of device address is 1

switch 4 disable parallel port interface enable parallel port interface

Table 5.3 : Dipswitch settings of the FLLlPLL

Switch 5,6,7 and 8 are not used. The default setting for these switches is OFF.

5.2.7 ADC'S and a DAC

The two ADC's are addressable via port addresses zero and one (PAO, PAl). The first ADC

is used to digitize the copolar input signal. The second ADC is used for the cross-polar

input signal. The most important features of the AD779 ADC are :

- 14 bit monolithic conversion

- 10 Volt unipolar or bipolar input range

- High input impedanee

The ADC's are used with a bipolar input. Trim-potentiometer P5 is used for adjusting the

gain and Trim-potentiometer P7 is used for adjusting the bipolar offset (for a complete

design of the FLLlPLL see Appendix B).

The DAC is addressable via port address two (see Table 5.2). An AD569 DAC is used in

the FLLIPLL for controlling the analog VCO. The most important features of the AD569

DAC are:

- Guaranteed 16 bit Monotonicity

- Gain error and gain drift are negligible

- 16 bit bus

- low power dissipation

A monotonie conversion is a guarantee for a larger output signal if the digital code input

becomes larger. This behaviour is independent off the input code.
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5.3 Decimator/detector hardware design

The decimator/detector is like the FLL/PLL build around a digital signal microprocessor,

the TMS320C25. The decimator/detector hardware is split up in several hardware blocks.

In Figure 4.4 the schematic hardware design of the decimator/detector is displayed. For a

complete hardware design Appendix C can be consulted.

L

•wait state 10 selectionmemory generator

~ lJ l~ l ) , ) ') ,.-
r- from

control bus ,~ ,~FLL/PL
addres bus

FIFO VI- Idata bus --
TMS320C25
signal ~

J1 r-..
Iprocessor ~ parallel bus

~

'f -v
J~ )~ acquisition

computer

"(
,~ ,~,f ,

~ H

oscilator reset DAC ADC dipswitches

)' }'
,,~ ,f ,,~

Figure 4.4 : schematic hardware design of the decimator/detector

The different hardware blocks are discussed in the text below. The oscillator, reset,

waitstate generator and digital processor are nearly the same as in the FLLlPLL. These

blocks are more detailed described in the paragraphs 5.2, 5.2.3, and 5.2.4. The different

hardware blocks which form the decimator/detector are:

- The TMS 320C25FNL digital signal processor

- Memory

- FIFü
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- Reset circuit

- Oscillator

- Wait state generator

- 1/0 selection

- Parallel bus

- Dipswitches

- ADC (AD779)

- DAC (AD7840)

5.3.1 Decimator/detector 1/0 selection

The 1/0 selection is made by the 1/0 selector (UI5 on the decimator/detector print;

Appendix C). The TMS 320C25 signal processor has 16 in and output ports. Only four

ports are used in the decimator/detector design. The ports are defined in Table 5.4.

port address IN operation OUT operation

0 read value from FIFO send value to DAC 1

1 read data from ADC 1 send value to DAC 2

2 read data from ADC 2 send value to DAC 3

3 read data from dipswitches DO-D7 send value to parallel port

read data from parallel port D8-DI5

Table 5.4 : 1/0 address specification of the decimator/detector

5.3.2 ADC's and DAC's used in the decimator/detector

The two ADC's used in the decimator/detector are the same as the ones used in the

FLL/PLL. The features of the AD779 ADC are described in paragraph 5.2.5 (FLL/PLL 1/0

selection). The three 14 bit AD7840 DAC's used in the decimator/detector have a settling

time of 4 JlS. The DAC's are used in the parallel mode and are designed to interface with

a sixteen bit signal processor, like the TMS 320C25.
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5.3.3 Dipswitches used in the decimator/detector

In the decimator/detector eight dipswitches are used. The first four dipswitches are the same

as the ones used in the FLLlPLL. These are described in paragraph 5.2.6. Switch five

determines whether the FIFü or the ADC is selected for input. Dipswitch six enables the

DCF77 alignment. The DCF77 synchronisation doek is not implemented in the current

design of the digital receiver. The default setting of dipswitch six therefore is üFF.

Dipswitch seven is used to select between direct or indirect I/Q. If direct I/Q is selected,

then the output of the first decimator goes directly to the second decimator. If the PLL

reports to be in loek then direct I/Q is selected. If the PLL is unlocked then indirect I/Q is

selected. The decimator/detector is then still able to produce output signais.
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Chapter 6

Software

6.1 Introduction

Software used for the digital receiver is discussed in this chapter. The software is written

in TMS 320C25 assembler language. The FLLIPLL software is treated in paragraphs 6.2,

6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. Software needed for controlling the decimator/detector can be found in

chapter 6.6.

6.2 FLL/PLL Software structure

The software consists of a main routine and two interrupt routines. The main routine checks

at the beginning of the program if N DFT samples are collected. If this condition is untrue

then the "sample acquisition" routine is executed until the condition is true. At the end of

the main program is checked if a parallel port command is received. If this check is true

then the command is processed using the interrupt routine "process parallel port

command".The flow chart of the main routine is drawn in Figure 6.1. The flow charts of

the interrupt routines "sample acquisition" and "parallel port" are drawn in Figures 6.2 and

6.3.

6.3 Main routine

After the power is switched on or after a reset the main routine begins with initialising the

signal processor. The dipswitches are read and all the constants are set to their initial

values. The next step is checking if N samples are already collected. If this is not the case

then the "sample acquisition" routine is executed until the N samples are collected (see

Figure 6.2). At the end of the "sample acquisition" routine a check on "received parallel

port command 7" is done. If a command is received then the main program is interrupted
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and the command is processed using the interrupt routine "process parallel port command"

(see Figure 6.3).

When N samples are collected an in "place FFT" is calculated and the power density

spectrum is calculated. The carrier frequency is determined making use of the fact that the

carrier is found in the frequency interval with the largest power density. This frequency can

be used to control an analog VCO which mixes down the input signal to the desired

frequency of 124.516 kHz. After the VCO is controlled the sample counter is resetted and

the main routine checks if N samples are collected. Zero samples are collected and the

"sample acquisition" routine is entered. The sample counter is added up with one sample

and again is checked ifN samples are collected. This process repeats itself until N samples

are collected.

IRESET I POWER ON CONDITIONI
I

'f
NO

N SAMPLES COLLECTED ? ,

r tI
FFT CALCULATION

y

POWER SPECTRUM SAMPLE

CALCULATION ACQUISITION

...
CARRIERSEARCH

...
VCO CONTROL

~

NO PARALLEL PORT
COMMAND RECEIVED ?

~YES

PROCESS PARALLEL PORT
COMMAND

I

Figure 6.1 : Main program
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6.4 Sample acquisition interrupt routine

The flow chart of the sample acquisition interrupt routine is displayed in Figure 6.2. The

routine first saves the status information of the interrupted main program. Then is a check

is done if the sample number is even. Only the even samples are multiplied with the

appropriate Hamming coefficient and stored in the DFT buffer. The DFT buffer consists

of a FFT buffer and an acquisition buffer. Each time a new sample arrives it is stored in

the acquisition buffer. If the acquisition buffer is filled then the function of the buffers is

swapped. The FFT buffer is cleared and becomes acquisition buffer. The former acquisition

buffer becomes FFT buffer and an in place FFT is calculated. An other part of the FFT

algorithm is implemented in the main routine.

NEW SAMPLE ARRIVED
.,

SAVE
.,

I
EVEN SAMPLE NUMBER ? I

NO

t YES

MULTIPLY SAMPLE WITH
HAMMING COEFFICIENT.,

STORE SAMPLE
IN FIT BUFFER

t
PUT INPUT SIGNALS IN DELAY-

LINES B AND C r--
+

PUT CO-POLAK SlGNAL IN
DELAY-LINE A.,

HILBERT TRANSFORM

W

I
CALCULATE ARGUMENT

CALCULATE PLL

DEMODULATION

TRANSMIT I AND Q SIGNALS

TO DECIMATOR I DETECTOR
J,

RESTORE

Figure 6.2 : Sample acquisition interrupt routine
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6.4.1 Delay lines for input signals

The co and cross polar input signals are filtered, digitized and stored in two delay lines.

These delay lines are called delay band delay c and can be found in Figure 6.2 and in the

block diagram of the FLLlPLL (Figure 3.10). These delays are implemented in one routine

called DELAY. The time delays used for the co and cross polar signals is equal to the sum

of the time intervals needed for :

- Hilbert transform

- Argument calculation

- Phase detection

- Loop filtering

- DVCO calculation

- Sine and cosine lookup

The delay time can be set with the constant NDELAY and is initialized to the value needed

for all the calculations mentioned above. The FLLlPLL software with the DELAY routine

is included in this report in Appendix A.

6.4.2 Delay line for phase calculation

The phase calculation delay line is implemented to compensate for the time delay caused

by the Hilbert transformer and is called delay line A (see Figure 6.2 and Figure 3.10). The

copolar input signal is applied to the Hilbert transform filter and 1t/2 rad shifted in phase.

The argument of the co polar input signal is determined in the arctangent algorithm. In

order to calculate the correct argument the co polar signal samples and the 1t12 rad shifted

copolar signal samples from the same time interval are used in the arctangent algorithm.

The phase shifted co polar signal is delayed while calculating a Hilbert transform. The co

polar signal therefore is delayed with the Hilbert transform time. This is achieved in the

routine called WAlT (see FLLlPLL software, Appendix A). The routine uses the constant

TWAlT for initialisation of the time period needed for the Hilbert transform.
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6.4.3 Hilbert transform filter and argument calculation

The input signalof the Hilbert filter has a phase differenee of rt/2 rad with the output

signa!. A Hilbert transform filter is implemented in the routine HTFFLTand ean be found

in Appendix A. The Hilbert finite impulse response (FIR) filter has 35 eoeffieients whieh

are stored in the HTFCOF data tabie.

The argument of the eo-polar input signal is ealeulated using an arctangent lookup table and

the arctangent algorithm whieh ealeulates the angle e between X(k) and the resulting phasor

of X(k) and Y(k). With use of the signs of X(k) and Y(k) the quadrant is determined in

whieh the argument of the eo-polar input signal is in. The argument of the input signal is

ealeulated using the quadrant information and Equation 6.1.

(6.1)

6.4.4 PLL algorithm

In the PLL algorithm the fol1owing funetions are implemented:

- Phase detection

- Loop filtering

- VCO ealeulation

- sine and eosine lookup

The phase detection method used in the PLL routine subtracts the PLL output argument

from the PLL input argument. The ealeulated argument is part of the interval [-rt,rt]. The

loop filter is implemented in a infinite impulse response (IIR) strueture. The loop filter is

controlled with two constants Cl and C2 • These constants are ehosen in the stabie region of

the PLL (see paragraph 3.3; Figure 3.7). The oscillator frequeney of the VCO is ealeulated

with the output of the loop filter. The VCO output is applied to the PO and to the lookup

tables of a sine and eosine funetion. These results are applied to the demodulator.
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6.4.5 Demodulation

The output signalof the VCO is transformed into a discrete sine and into a discrete eosine

function. This is achieved by using a sine lookup table with the sine values for arguments

in the interval [ü,7t/2]. In order to ca1culate eosine values and arguments in the interval [

7t,7t] use is made of two properties:

- The signs of X(k) and Y(k) determine whether 7t/2,7t or 37t/2 is added to the ca1culated

argument

- The eosine can be ca1culated using cos (<1» = sin(7t/2 - <1»

The demodulator routine DEMOD (see Appendix A) calculates the in-phase and quadrature

(I/Q) signals for the co and cross polar input signaIs. The PLL output argument,

transformed into a eosine is multiplied with the co and cross polar input signals and forms

the quadrature demodulated co and cross polar signaIs. The same PLL output argument is

transformed into a sine and multiplied with the delayed co and cross polar input signals As

a result the in-phase demodulated co and cross polar signals are formed. The time period

needed for ca1culating the PLL output signal is longer than the time needed for filtering and

digitizing the co and cross polar input signa!. Therefore the co and cross polar signals are

delayed in delay lines delay Band delay C. These delays are exactly equal to the time

period needed for argument and PLL ca1culation. The demodulator output consists of four

I/Q signais. The in-phase demodulated co and cross polar signals and the quadrature

demodulated co and cross polar signals. These signals are low pass filtered in the routine

LPFDEC. The four low pass filtered I/Q signals are transmitted to the FIFO buffer on the

decimator/detector PCB. The decimator/detector is described in chapter four.

6.5 Parallel port interrupt routine

At the end of the main loop is checked if a new parallel port command is received. If the

condition is true then the status information of the interrupted main program is saved and

the received command is executed. After execution of the command the saved status

information is restored and the main loop continues (see Figure 6.3 : flow chart of the

parallel port interrupt routine).
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NEW PARALLEL PORT COMMAND
I
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PROCESS PARALLEL PORT INTERRUPT

t
RESTORE

Figure 6.3 : Parallel port interrupt routine

6.6 Decimator/detector software structure

The decimator/detector software consists of a main routine and three interrupt routines. The

interrupt routines are:

- ADC or FIFa buffer interrupt

- Parallel port interrupt

- Synchronisation interrupt

6.6.1 ADC or FIFü interrupt routine

If the FIFa is filled with I/Q signals or the two ADC's report to be ready with conversion

then the main program is interrupted. The input from the ADC' s is demodulated in this

interrupt routine and stored in the input buffers of the decimator/detector. The data in the

FIFa buffer is already demodulated. The data format of the I/Q data in the FIFa buffer is

discussed in paragraph 5.2.2 (the output buffer of the FLLlPLL). The I/Q data is as 16

words of 5 bits. 64 bits are needed for the transport of the I/Q and 16 bits are reserved for

status information. Ifthe most significant (MSB) bit ofthe 16 bits status information is zero

then no status information is transmitted and only the 64 bits containing I/Q information

are read. If the MSB status bit is one then the complete FIFa buffer is read. The status

information is placed in the variabie INS.
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Chapter 7

FLL/PLL testing al1d optimisation

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7 the optimum theoretical bandwidth of the PLL is discussed. The optimum

bandwidth is dependent on the SNR of the input signal. In paragraph 7.4 hardware tests are

performed. The dynamic range of the FLL/PLL is measured. Also the dynamic range of the

Decimator/detector is determined. Tests with a mixed-down ITALSAT signal are done and

can be found in paragraph 7.5. Paragraph 7.6 treats and solves two bugs concerning a time

counter problem in the acquisition computer program "GRAPH". In paragraph 7.7 problems

concerning the sample dock are discussed.

7.2 Optimization of the PLL

In order to get the best performance of the PLL, we must optimize the loop bandwidth. A

PLL behaves like a low pass filter. If the bandwidth is made as narrow as possible then the

output phase jitter, caused by external noise, is minimized. If the bandwidth of the PLL is

made wider then the output jitter caused by internaloscillator noise is minimized. A wider

bandwidth has also a positive effect on the tracking properties of the PLL. The tracking

region of the PLL becomes larger if the bandwidth of the PLL is made wider.

The loop bandwidth can be optimized using the mean-square loop error (see Equation 7.1)

as criterion.

~ 2
= e~ + À2

• Ei

e2
no is the phase jitter and E/ is a measure of the total transient error.
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The formula for the total transient error is given in Equation (7.2).

E; = f e; (t) dt
o

(7.2)

8it) is the instantaneous phase error in the PLL. The À in equation 7.1 is a Lagrangian

multiplier. À determines the amount of noise that is allowed. In this optimization method

the spectra of the noise and signal are known. The optimizing criterium is the mean square

error.

The result of this method is a description of a filter. This filter has an output with a

mInImUm mean square error.

The noise at the input of the PLL is assumed to be white. Two types of modulation input

are examined. These types are:

- Phase step

- Frequency step

For each type a optimum loop transfer function H(s) is calculated, assuming white noise

at the input of the loop. Also a corresponding transfer function F(s) for the loop filter is

calculated. The results are given in Table 7.1.

Input Optimum H(s) F(s) Optimum

bandwidth

Phase step rol / (s+ro l ) rol / (Ko·Kd) rol = ö8À(2P/W)1/2

8;(t) = ö8

Frequency step -.Ji1....2 + 1.41ron~ -.Ji1....2 + 1.41ron~ ron
2 =öroÀ(2P/W) 1/2

8;(t) = örot ro/ + 1.41rons+s2 Ko·Kd

Table 7.1 : Optimum bandwidth for phase and frequency step

The symbol P in Table 7.1 is the input signal power in Watts and the symbol W in Table

7.1 is the input noise spectral density in W/Hz. The optimum bandwidth given in the last

column of Table 7.1 is dependent on the input signal to noise ratio.
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This means that the optimum bandwidth should be adjusted if the input signal to noise ratio

(SNR) changes. However to get perfect adaption is a complex task. An other solution which

is almost as good as an adaptive bandwidth is the use of a bandpass limiter in front of the

phase detector. A bandpass limiter consists of a bandpass filter centred at the input signal

frequency. An ideal hard limiter behaves according to equation 7.3.

(7.3)

If the input voltage Vi has a sinusoidal wave form, then the output of the limiter has a

rectangular waveform. The limiter can be followed by a low pass filter in order to remove

high frequency components. Unfortunate1y the principle of the bandpass limiter can not be

applied in the FLLlPLL. The limiter de1iberate1y loses information about the amplitude of

the signal. This is done in order to adapt the SNR to the chosen optimum bandwidth. A side

effect is that information about the amplitude of the signal is lost. This is not very

convenient because the amplitude of the beacon signals is the most important information

that had to be measured. As aresult the best solution is to choose a fixed optimum

bandwidth calculated with a SNR that lies several dB's under the SNR with normal

conditions. This in order to be able to keep the loop in loek under not ideal conditions. If

a optimum bandwidth is ca1culated for 10 dB attenuation and the bandwidth of the PLL is

adjusted for this optimum, then the loop will stay in loek if there is less than 10 dB

attenuation, even if the chosen bandwidth is not the optimum one for this SNR.

In graduation reports [5] and [10] an optimum bandwidth for the PLL is calculated using

the criterium mentioned in Table 7.1. The optimum bandwidth for ClNo = 56.5 dBHz (c1ear

sky conditions) is 186 Hz and 85 Hz for 10 dB attenuation (ClN o =46.5 dBHz). The

theoretically ca1culated optimum bandwidth for the PLL is 85 Hz and is kept fixed during

normal operation.

7.3 PLL optimum bandwidth determination

The goal of this test is to verify whether the calculated optimum bandwidth for ideal

conditions is the same as in practice. During this test the FLLlPLL sends I/Q signals to the

decimator/detector. On the screen of the acquisition computer the amplitude and phase of

the input signals can be examined. The digital PLL phase detector output is applied to a

DAC.
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The output of the DAC is a measure for the PLL being in loek. The bandwidth of the PLL

is adjusted using the constants Cl and C2 in the PLL initialisation subroutine. The sampling

frequency fs (12288 Hz) is high compared to the natural frequency fn (100 Hz). This means

ffin.T ~ 1. Cl and C2 can now be determined with equations 7.4 and 7.5.

C == C 2 /4n2
I 2 'I

C2 == 2T]ffinT

(7.4)

(7.5)

The damping factor (T]) is 2- 112
• ffi n is the natural angular frequency. T is the sample time

and equals 1Ifs' First C2 is calculated using equation 7.5. Next Cl is determined using C2

and equation 7.4. These constants used in the FLLlPLL assembler software are adjusted to

the desired bandwidth. For the changes to take effect in the FLLlPLL hardware the software

written in assembler needs to be translated into a TI (Texas Instruments) tagged object

format file. This results in a file with the extension TAG. The tagged format file is loaded

in the software development system and executed. Tests concerning the optimum bandwidth

are combined with tests determining the dynamie range of the PLL. These tests are

described in the next paragraph.

7.4 FLL/PLL input signal performance tests

The down-converted copolar input signalof the FLLlPLL has a frequency of 124.516 kHz

and a signal power of 0 dBm (clear sky conditions). This equals an input signal with a

RMS amplitude of 0.224 Volt. The amplitude of this sinusoidal input signal is 0.224 '" "';2

== 0.316 Volt (0.632 Volt Peak-Peak).

In order to check the amplitude range in which the PLL can stay in loek some alternations

in the C++ program "GRAPH.C" must be made. The calculated amplitude of the FLLlPLL

input signal is used as an indication for the PLL being locked. The amplitude of this signal

is displayed on the computer screen. Problems occur when the amplitude of the input signal

is smaller than 0.5 Volt peak-peak. The distance between the amplitude line and the line

representing zero Volts is very small. The amplitude scale of the acquisition program is

enlarged in order to be able to see if the FLLIPLL still is in loek for amplitudes smaller

than 0.5 Volt.
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The adaptation is implemented in the C++ program "GRAPH" by adding two multiplication

factors for channel one and two. These new implemented factors can easily be altered if a

different scale is convenient for testing purposes. The constants are named

MULT FACTOR 1 and MULT FACTOR 2.- - - -
If the factors are equal to one then an amplitude range between zero and five Volt can be

displayed on the screen. If for example a range of zero to one Volt is required than the

multiplication factors must be set to five. In the text below the adjusted parts of the output

routine for channel one which is part of the acquisition program are shown. The listing of

the complete acquisition program can be found in Appendix D.

putpixel(xcor,85-MULT_FACTOR_l*(Il[(index) % 120] » 8),0);

putpixel(xcor,85-MULT_FACTOR_l *(Ql [(index) % 120] » 8),0);

putpixel(xcor,85-MULT_FACTOR_l *(Al [(index) % 120] » 8),0);

putpixel(xcor,85-MULT_FACTOR_l*(Il [(index+12) % 120] » 8),14);

putpixel(xcor,85-MULT_FACTOR_l *(Ql [(index+12) % 120]» 8),11);

putpixel(xcor,85-MULT_FACTOR_l *(A1 [(index+12) % 120]» 8),10);

The format of the routine putpixel is putpixel(X coordinate of the screen, Y coordinate,

colour of pixel). The Y coordinate is calculated subtracting a number from a offset of 85

for channel 1. The offset for channel 2 is 235. The Y amplitude is calculated using a

modulus operator (%) and a bit shift right operator (»). This results in a remainder which

is divided by 28
• The colour of a pixel is determined in the last argument of putpixel and

is black if "colour of pixel is 0". 1°represents green, 11 displays a blue pixel and 14

represents the colour yellow. The first three lines of the routine delete the old pixel. The

last three lines display pixels in different colours for the amplitude, I and Q signals of

channel one. The scale for the crosspolar signals can be altered independent of the copolar

signals using MULT_FACTOR_2. The output routine for channel two is displayed in the

text below.

putpixel(xcor,235-MULT_FACTOR_2*(I2[(index) % 120] » 8),0);

putpixel(xcor,235-MULT FACTOR 2*(Q2[(index) % 120] » 8),0);- -

putpixel(xcor,235-MULT_FACTOR_2*(A2[(index) % 120] » 8),0);

putpixel(xcor,235-MULT_FACTOR_2*(I2[(index+12) % 120] » 8),14);

putpixel(xcor,235-MULT_FACTOR_2*(Q2[(index+12) % 120] » 8),11);

putpixel(xcor,235-MULT FACTOR 2*(A2[(index+12) % 120] » 8),10);- -
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The dynamic range of the PLL and the decimator/detector is measured using a HP 3326A

synthesizer a scope and the adjusted acquisition program. The synthesizer is set to a

frequency of 124.516 kHz and the signal power is varied between 16.02 dBm and -56 dBm.

The minimum and maximum value of the signal power on which the PLL locks is

determined by sending the output of the phase detector to a DAC on the FLLlPLL PCB.

The output of the DAC is displayed on a scope.

If the PLL unlocks then the signal displayed on the scope loses its digitized wave pattem

and becomes a random noise pattem. The dynamic range of the PLL is determined for a

bandwidth of 50, 100 and 200 Hz. If the bandwidth of the PLL is 200 Hz then the PLL

locks if the signal power is larger than -22 dBm. The maximum input power of the PLL

is 16.02 dBm. The dynamic range of the PLL with a bandwidth of 200 Hz therefore IS

38.02 dB.

The dynamic range of the decimator/detector is determined by examining the enlarged

screen of the acquisition computer. For a power of -15 dBm of the input signal, the

amplitude calculated with the decimator/detector varies from zero. If a sine wave is used

as input signal for the PLL then the amplitude and the RMS value can easily be calculated

using equations 7.5 and 7.6.

(P[dBml _ 3) . 1.
V = FR· 10 10 2

RMS Vft

Vpeak-peak = 21ï V RMS = 2 . Vamplitude

(7.5)

(7.6)

The results of the optimum bandwidth tests of the PLL and the dynamic range tests of the

PLL and the decîmator/detector are displayed in Table 7.2 As weU as the signal power,

amplitude and RMS value of the 124.516 kHz sine input signaion which the PLL locks.
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Decimatorl Bn of PLL is Bn of PLL is Bn of PLL is signal Peak-

detector data 50 Hz. 100 Hz. 200 Hz. power peak

status PLL status PLL status PLL [dBm] ampl.

[Volt]

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED 16.02 4

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED 13.52 3

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED 10 2

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED 3.98 1
I

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED 0 0.632

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED -5 0.356
I

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED -10 0.200

VALID LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED -15 0.113

NOT VALID UNLOCKED LOCKED LOCKED -20 0.0632

NOT VALID UNLOCKED UNLOCKED LOCKED -22 0.0502

NOT VALID UNLOCKED UNLOCKED UNLOCKED -25 0.0356

Table 7.2 : The dynamic range of PLL and decimator/detector

Resulting from table 7.2 the dynamic range for the decimator/detector can be calculated and

equals 31.02 dB. The dynamic range for the PLL is dependent on the bandwidth. The

dynamic range of the PLL is the largest for a PLL with a bandwidth of 200 Hz and equals

38.02 dB. The dynamic range for a bandwidth of 100 and 50 Hz is 36.02 and 31.02 dB.

The input signalof the PLL is made in the HP synthesizer. The SNR of this signal is very

good. The optimum PLL bandwidth for these kind of signals is the one for clear sky

conditions. This results in an optimum PLL bandwidth of 200 Hz. The experiment verifies

this. The PLL has the largest dynamie range for a bandwidth of 200 Hz because the signal

to noise ratio of the synthesizer always is larger than the SNR of the satellite signal.
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7.5 FLL/PLL tests with ITALSAT signa!

The digital receiver is tested using the ITALSAT propagation channel A. The satellite

transmits this signal at a frequency of 39.592,014,341 GHz. The goal of this test is to

determine whether the digital PLL locks on the down-converted satellite signal. The

experiment is displayed in Figure 7.1.
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attenuator
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I
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/ ~

/
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3 dB splitter
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r------+----r-+--....,I /
/
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r-------------tIX ~ HP synthesizer
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FLLfPLL

)~

DeclDet computer

Figure 7.1 : Satellite equipment linked to the digital receiver

The 39 GHz satellite signal is filtered, amplified and mixed-down to a frequency of 10

MHz and applied to a splitter. The power of the input signal is -7 dBm. The output signal

after the splitter is -10 dBm. The splitter delivers two equal signals with each half the signal

power of the splitter input signal (3 dB = factor 112). One output signalof the splitter is led

to the analog PLL.
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The other 10 MHZ output signal is applied to a SBL1 mixer. The HP 3326A synthesizer

is used as local oscillator. The frequency of the local oscillator signal is 10.124,516 MHz.

The mixer losses are minimized if the signal power of LO signal is 7 dBm. The mixer .loss

is then 6 dB. The power of the 124.516 kHz mixer output signal is

-19 dBm. The digital PLL did not loek on this signa!. The spectrum of the 10 MHz signal

is examined with the use of a HAMEG 8028 spectrum analyzer. The video-filter of this

device has a minimum bandwidth of 12.5 kHz. The bandwidth of the down-converted

satellite signal has got a bandwidth of 10kHz. The bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer is

larger than the bandwidth of the satellite signa!. When the spectrum of the satellite signal

is measured using this equipment then we do not measure the spectrum of the input signal

correctly. What we see on the scope is the transfer function of the 12.5 kHz filter used in

the spectrum analyzer. This is displayed in Figure 7.2. In Figure 7.3 the theoretical

spectrum of the splitter output signal with loek signal is shown.

,'--="--=-==--------------"'--
9.950 ---. 10.050

frequency [MHz]

Figure 7.2

Loek signal
~

~ AC----------------
13 dB
'------------,~ ,

: 10 kHz :

9.905 + 10.005
10 MHz

frequeney [MHz] ~

Figure 7.3

Figure 7.2: Measured power spectrum of 10 MHz splitter signa!.

Figure 7.3: Theoretical power spectrum of the 10 MHz splitter signal with loek signa!.

7.6 Bugs in the acquisition software

In previous versions of the acquisition program "GRAPH" the receiver data flow halted

after 127 seconds. The message on the screen of the acquisition computer was then "TIME

STRING NOT VALID" and a negative time of -128 seconds appeared on the screen. This

problem occurs when the integer value of a eight bit character is determined and the

character is declared a CHAR instead of a UNSIGNED CHAR. If the integer value of a

CHAR is determined then the most significant bit of the CHAR is detected as the sign.
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This means that ifthe bit pattem ofthe CHAR is 01111111 (value is +127) and the byte

0000 0001 is added then the bit pattem of the CHAR becomes 1000 0000 which represents

the value -128. This problem is solved by declaring an UNSIGNED CHAR or by

calculating an unsigned integer in the time calculation.

Solution one:

Declare an unsigned char in the communications data structure.

Line 380 in the acquisition program "GRAPH": UNSIGNED CHAR receivdata[1024];

Solution two:

Calculate an UNSIGNED CHAR of packet.receivdata[X] in the time (tm) calculation. The

time calculation is done in the main function of the acquisition program. The integer tm

consist of the value of two characters. The character packet.receivdata[6] is eight times left

bit shifted. In other words multiplied with 28 (= 256). Then the total integer value of the

two characters is determined.

tm = (

(

(int) ((UNSIGNED CHAR) packet.receivdata[6] )« 8) +

(int) ((UNSIGNED CHAR) packet.receivdata[7]) );

After a test of 3599 seconds the data of the acquisition computer halted again. The time

string became invalid because the time counter should be initialized to zero after one hour.

The decimator/detector determines the time. The acquisition computer only receives two

characters from which it calculates the time. The time counter on the decimator/detector is

initialized to zero by transmitting a reset if the value of time (tm) equals 3600. Every time

the constant tm is calculated the test mentioned below is done.

if (tm==3600) Ipttransmit("RESET"); II reset time DECIMATüRlDETECTüR after 1 hour

7.7 Subsampling principle and sample frequency accuracy

The effects on the measured input signal caused by drift in the frequency of the sample

clock are treated in this paragraph. The frequency of the sample clock is not to be chosen

random. Every second the two ADC' s of the FLL/PLL take 12,288 samples of the input

signal with a centre frequency of 124.516 kHz and a bandwidth of 3072 Hz.
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This means that the sample frequency is much smaller than twice the centre frequency of

the input signal. This principle is called subsampling. In Figure 7.4 the principle of

subsampling is explained.

fs = 12.288 kHz
B = 3072 Hz

00( ..
~._._._.-._._._~_._._._._.-.-.-:

! : !
~ : !

I

I

I

o t fs/4 fs/2

fc= fs/8 = 1.536 kHz

+-----'l... 124.516
frequentie [kHz]

~~

126.052

Figure 7.4 : Subsampling at 12288 Hz

In the FLLlPLL subsampling is done with a sample frequency of 12288 Hz, and a carrier

frequency of 124.516 kHz. The 124.516 kHz signal is band-pass filtered. The bandwidth

of the BPF is 3072 Hz. The maximum frequency in the spectrum of the ADC input signal

is 126.052 kHz. If subsampling is performed at 12288 Hz then the same spectrum which

is present around 126.052 kHz is found again at 3072 Hz. The carrier of this spectrum is

detected at 1536 Hz. This is equal to the sample frequency divided by eight. If the sample

frequency varies then the carrier frequency of the signal obtained by subsampling will vary

too. The frequency deviation of the carrier is equal to the sample rate sensitivity (St)

multiplied with the sample frequency deviation. The sample rate sensitivity is defined in

Equation 7.7.

Sf = round [fjFs + 1/2] (7.7)

The Sf of the FLL/PLL is calculated with "round (126.052 / 12.288 +1/2)". This equals a

sample rate sensitivity of eleven. This means that a 1 Hz deviation in the sample frequency

(Fs = 12288+1 Hz) results in a carrier shift of eleven Hz (subcarrier at 1536+11 Hz). The

12288 Hz sample frequency should be very stabie. In the current design the sample varies

too much and introduces errors in the amplitude calculation of the input signal. Tests are

run with a sample frequency higher and lower than 12288 Hz. If the sample frequency is

made too high then the measured amplitude of the input signal is too high. The same error

occurs when the sample frequency is too low. This results in a too low measured amplitude.

This can be explained if we look at Figure 7.4. If the sample frequency is smaller than

12288 Hz then the power spectrum of the subsampled input signal shifts to the left and part

of the frequency spectrum of the sampled signal is shifted out of the filter window.
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This results into a signal with less signal power. The calculated amplitude of this signal is

smaller than the calculated amplitude of the original signal. If the sample frequency is

larger than 12288 Hz then the frequency spectrum of the subsampled signal will shift to the

right. This results into a signal with a larger signal power. The calculated amplitude

therefore is larger than the calculated amplitude of the original signal. If accurate

measurement data is to be obtained then the sample frequency deviation should be less than

1/11 Hz. This results in a sub carrier deviation of 1 Hz.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and recornrnendations

8.1 Conclusions

... The separate circuits of which the frequency locked loop / phase locked loop is build
up are extensively discussed. The FLL/PLL consists of a digital phase locked loop, a
frequency locked loop, a demodulator, three delay lines, an argument calculator and a
Hilbert transform filter. The block diagrams and the functioning of these circuits are all
individually treated.

... In the FLLlPLL a demodulator is used for calculating four I/Q signais. The co and
crosspolar signals are delayed in delay lines B and C. This in order to compensate for
the time delay caused by the PLL calculation, the Hilbert transform filter and the
argument calculation.

... A new delay line is implemented in the FLLlPLL assembler software. The delay line
is called delay A and is implemented in the routine WAlT. The delay line compensates
for the delay caused by the Hilbert transformer. A correct argument calculation can now
be done using the output of the Hilbert transform filter and the output of delay line A.

... The hardware design of the digital receiver consists of a FLLlPLL PCB and a
decimator/detector PCB. Important components and circuits present on the two PCB's
are discussed. The initial hardware settings for the FLLlPLL and the decimator/detector
are given. The functions controlled with two dipswitch banks are discussed and the
default settings for the dipswitches is given.

... Bugs concerning the real time calculation in the acquisition computer software are
solved and a continuous functioning of the digital receiver is achieved.

... The amplitude, in-phase and quadrature signals displayed on the screen of the
acquisition computer can be enlarged in the new software version of the acquisition
program. Two multiplication factors are implemented in the acquisition software.
MULT_FACTOR_l is the variabie responsible for enlarging the amplitude, in-phase
and quadrature signals of the copolar input channel. The variabie MULT_FACTOR_2
is responsible for enlarging the amplitude, in-phase and quadrature signals of the
crosspolar input channel. If MULT FACTOR 1 is set to five then the displayed signals- -
of the copolar channel are enlarged five times. The acquisition software is adapted in
order to be able to look at small amplitude signais.
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8.2 Recommendations

... One Herz deviation in the sample frequency of the two ADC' s on the FLLlPLL PCB
results in a deviation of eleven Herz in the subsampled carrier frequency. Therefore the
accuracy of the frequency generated with the sample oscillator circuit is of crucial
importance. A new design of more accurate sample dock should be implemented. The
new sample dock can be based on the DCF 77 time signal. Two problems are solved
if this signal is used. The separate systems can be synchronised on one signal and the
accuracy of the sample dock can be increased. The DCF 77 signal contains information
originating from an atomic dock and is very accurate.

... In order to reduce interference between the decimator/detector, the FLLlPLL and other
noise sources, a grounded metal box should be used. This will shield the PCB from
radiation caused by external noise sources and radiation caused by other PCB' s.

... In future designs the logic ports used in the current designs of the decimator/detector
and the FLLlPLL should be implemented in a PLA. The logic design can easily be
adjusted and optimized. Furthermore a lot of tracks used to interconnect the logic ports
can be eliminated and the space on the PCB occupied with logic ports is minimized.
This leads to a design in which the extra space is used to separate the analog and digital
circuits on the PCB.

... The errors occurring in the transport of the I/Q signals from the demodulator on the
FLLlPLL print to the FIFO buffer on the decimator/detector print can be minimized by
using a wired PCB and two female 64 pin connectors.
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Appendix A: Assembler souree FLL/PLL
*******************************************************************************

*
*
* FLL-PLL, assemblersouree TMS320C25

*
* VU: 10-4-1994

*
*
*******************************************************************************
*
* Input ports: PAO AID converter U4
* PAl AID converter U3
* PA2 Parallel PC port
* PA3 Dipswitches
*
* Output ports PAO Parallel port to decimator/detector
* PAl Parallel PC port
* PA2 D/Aconverter
*
*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Assembler constants

*
*
*******************************************************************************

DRR .set 0
DXR .set 1
TIM .set 2
PRO .set 3
IMR .set 4
RAMBO .set 0200H
RAMBI .set 0300H
RAMB2 .set 060H
EXTERNAL .set 500H

PAGELEN .set 128
LHILB .set 35
HTFINP .set PAGELEN-LHILB-l
NDELAY .set (LHILB/2)+6
TWAIT .set LHILB/2
FFTPOWER .set 11

AACK .set OCh
DACK .set OAh
EOT .set 06h
NACK .set 03h
SOH .set OOh

WAITLEN .set 125
TMOUTL .set OFFFFh

;serieel ontvang register
;serieel zend register
;teIIerstand
;periode tijd
;interrupt mask register

;page length
;length hilbert transfonn filter
;input to Hilbert transfonn filter
;total number of delays
;delay for hilbert transfonn
;power of FFT

;ATTENTION acknowledge 1100
;DATA acknowledge 1010
;end of transmition 0110
;not acknowledge 0011
;start of header 0000

;2e-5 sec at 50 MHz doek frequentie
;timeout length = n*80 nsec
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*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Variables declaration

*
*
*******************************************************************************

*
*
* PLL variables

*
*
C .usect "pil", I ;co-polar input sample
X .usect "pll",1 ;x-polar input sample
CBP .usect "pll",1 ;co-polar sample after bpf
XBP .usect "pll",1 ;x-polar sample after bpf
CD .usect "pll",1 ;delayed co-polar sample after bpf
XD .usect "pil",! ;delayed x-polar sample after bpf
HO .usect "pll",1 ;co-polar sample,

;delayed with hilb. transform time
CSHIFT .usect "pll",1 ;90 degrees shifted co-polar sample after bpf
CDELAY .usect "pll",1 ;delay line counter
HWAIT .usect "pll",1 ;hilbert delay line counter
NUMERA .usect "pil",! ;numerator
DENOM .usect "pll",1 ;denominator
QUOT .usect "pil", I ;quotiënt
PHIO .usect "pll",1 ;primary phase
PHIIN .usect "pll",1 ;PLL input phase
PHIVCO .usect "pll",1 ;VCO output phase
PHIERR .usect "pll",1 ;phase detektor output phase
PHILF .usect "pll",1 ;Ioop filter output phase
CO .usect "pll",1 ;VCO restfrequency phase constant
Cl .usect "pll",1 ;Ioop filter coëfficiënt 1
C2 .usect "pil", I ;Ioop filter coëfficiënt 2
LFREG .usect "pil",! ;Ioop filter register (bit 0-15)
LFREGH .usect "pll",1 ;loop filter register (bit 16-31)
VCOREG .usect "pil", I ;VCO phase accumulator
INDEX .usect "pll",1 ;sine table index
lDEMOD .usect "pll",1 ;in-phase demodulation signal
QDEMOD .usect "pH",1 ;quadrature demodulation signal
Cl .usect "pil",! ;co-polar in-phase demodulated signa!
CQ .usect "pil", I ;co-polar quadrature demodulated signal
XI .usect "pil", I ;x-polar in-phase demodulated signal
XQ .usect "pll",1 ;x-polar quadrature demodulated signal
FLAG .usect "pll",1
ONE .usect "pll",l
SIGNEXT .usect "pll",1
TEMP .usect "pll",1
AR5BCKUP .usect "pll",l
AR6BCKUP .usect "pll",l
AR7BCKUP .usect "pll",1
BCOUNT .usect "pll",1

*
*
* PLL RAM

*
*
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DELAYC .usect "pIlRAM",NDELAY ;co-polar delay line buffer
DELAYX .usect "pIlRAM",NDELAY ;x-polar delay line buffer
WAITH .usect "pIlRAM",TWAIT ;hilbert delay line buffer
*
*
* Post detection LPF variables

*
*
FIR3C II .usect "lpf',8 ;Filter I delay buffer
FIR3C 12 .usect "lpf',4
FIR3C 21 .usect "lpf',8 ;Filter 2 delay buffer
FIR3C 22 .usect "lpf',4
FIR3C 3 I .usect "[pf',8 ;Filter 3 delay buffer
FIR3C 32 .usect "lpf',4
FIR3C 41 .usect "/pf',8 ;Filter 4 delay buffer
FIR3C_42 .usect "lpf',4
FltDatRam .usect "lpf',32 ;RAM for filter data structure

*
*
* FFT variables

*
*
FFTPOW .usect "fft",1 ;FFT power
N .usect "fft",I ;number of FFT input points
NMINI .usect "fft", I ;number of FFT input points - I
NBY2 .usect "fft",1 ;number of FFT input points I 2
NBY2MINI .usect "fft",1 ;number of FFT input points I 2 - I
ERF .usect "fft", I ;FFT ERF factor
ERFMINI .usect "fft",1 ;FFT ERF factor - I
DATRDY .usect "fft", I ;if enough samples collected

;-> DATRDY = I
INPBNK .usect "fft", I ;number of current input bank
FFTBNK .usect "fft",1 ;start address of current FFT bank
STOADR .usect "fft",1 ;current data storage address
SAMPLE .usect "fft",1 ;input sample from AID convertor
FFTINP .usect "fft", I ;input sample to FFT routine
NOSAMP .usect "fft",1 ;number of samples currently read
HANCOF .usect "fft", ] ;hanning multiplication coefficient
TWDlNC .usect "fft",l ;twiddte exponent increment factor
TWDSTG .usect "fft",1 ;twiddle stage counter
TWDlNPI .usect "fft", ] ;address of first twiddle input data
TWDINP2 .usect "fft",1 ;address of second twiddle input data
TWDSIN .usect "fft", I ;real twiddle exponent factor
TWDCOS .usect "fft", I ;imaginary twiddle exponent factor
FLLTEMP .usect "fft", I
HELP .usect "fft", ]
COUNT .usect "fft",]
EVNODD .usect "fft", ]
AR]BCKUP .usect "fft",]
MAXPOWH .usect "fft",I ;maximum power (high word)
MAXPOWL .usect "fft", ] ;maximum power (Iow word)
MAXPADR .usect "fft",I ;maximum power address in FFTBANK2
FREQOFFS .usect "fft",I ;frequency offset from DC in bin's
FREQUENCY .usect "fft",] ;absolute frequency

*
*
* FFT RAM

*
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FFTBANKO .usect "fftRAM",0200h ;FFT bank 0
FFTBANKI .usect "fftRAM",0200h ;FFT bank I
FFTBANK2 .usect "fftRAM",0200h ;FFT bank 2
•
•
• Parallel port variables
•
•
ARIVAR .usect "par",1 ;Memory location to save ARI
VARI .usect "par", I ;Multi purpose variabIe
VAR2 .usect "par",1 ;Multi purpose variabIe
DATA .usect "par", I ;receive data
TRDATA .usect "par",1 ;transmit data
TimeOut .usect "par", I ;timeout indicator
PAR ZeroCnt .usect "par",1
PAR Status .usect "par", I ;0 = No communications,

;I = Receiving command,
;2 = command available,
;3=transmitting answer.

PAR CRC .usect "par", I
PAR RecCRC .usect "par", I
PAR RecLen .usect "par",1
PAR RecCnt .usect "par", I
PAR TrmLen .usect "par", I
PAR TrmCnt .usect "par",1
PAR_Retry .usect "par",1
•
•
• Parallel port RAM
•
•
PAR Answer .usect "parRAM",512 ;parRAM mapped into page 10, 11,

;12, 13 and 14 (EXTERNAL memory)
PAR TrmData .usect "parRAM", I024
PAR RecData .usect "parRAM",256
•
•
• End variables declaration
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• Save environment I Restore environment for parallel port interrupts « MACRO »
•
• Do not modify AR2-7 (Note: ARO & ARI are saved)
• Do not modify Pand T register
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SaveEnv $MACRO
LARP AR7
SST! •
SST •
SACH •
SACL •
SAR ARO,··

;Save status registers (ook ARP)

;Save accumulator

;Save ARO register
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RestoreEnv

SAR
RSXM

$ENDM

$MACRO
LARP
MAR
LAR
LAR
ZALS
ADDH
LST
LSTl
EINT
RET
$ENDM

ARI,*-

AR7
*+
ARI,*+
ARO,*+
*+
*+
*+

*

;Save AR I register
;Make sure sign extension mode
;is off on entry

;Restore accumulator

;Save status registers (ook ARP)

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Start Program

*
*
*******************************************************************************

.sect
8
8
8
8
.space
8
8
8
8

"vectors"
INIT
INTO
INIT
PAR_Interrupt
16*16
Timer
INIT
INIT
INIT

;Reset
;AD-converters interrupt
;DCF interrupt
;Parallel port interrupt

;Not used
;Not used
;Not used

*******************************************************************************
•
*
* INIT Program initialisation

*
*
*******************************************************************************

*
*
• Initialize system
*
•
INIT

•
•
• Clear memory

.text
DINT
LDPK 0
SPM 0
SSXM
ROVM

;no interrupts possible
;datapage = 0
;no shifts at outputs of P-register
;select sign extension mode
;reset overflow mode
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*
*

ZAC
LARP
LRLK
RPTK
SACH
SACL
LRLK
RPTK
SACH
SACL
LRLK
RPTK
SACH
SACL
LRLK
LRLK

CLEAR LI SACH
SACL
BANZ

ARI
AR I,RAMBO ;c1ear RAM block BO
255

*
*+
AR I,RAMB I ;c1ear RAM block BI
255

*
*+
ARl,RAMB2 ;c1ear RAM block B2
31

*
*+
AR2,OIBFFH
ARI,0400H

*
*+,0,2
CLEAR_Ll,*-,ARI

*
*
* Initialize stackpointer
*
*

LRLK AR7,07EH
*
*
* Initialize interrupt mask register
*
*
IIMR LAC IMR

ANDK OFFCOH
ORK OOOOIH
SACL IMR

*
*
* Initialize PLL
*
*

LDPK 4
ZAC
SACL VCOREG
SACL PHIVCO
SACL HWAIT
LALK 8192
SACL CO
LALK 15
SACL Cl
LALK 1422
SACL C2
LALK WAITH
SACL AR7BCKUP

LALK DELAYC

;use block B2 as stack

;copy register to accumulator
;reset bit 0, I, 2, 3, 4 and 5
;set bit 0
;copy accumulator to register

;datapage = 4

;reset VCO register
;reset PHIVCO
;reset hilbert delay line counter
;Ioad CO with VCO rest frequency phase
;accumulation: 8192 (45 degrees)
;load Cl with 15 and C2 with 1422 for
;zeta = 0.707 and Bn = 100 Hz

;load AR7BCUP with first address
;hilbert delay line
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*
* initialize memory registers

*
*

SACL AR5BCKUP

LALK DELAYX
SACL AR6BCKUP

*
*
* Initialize LPF

*
*

LALK I
SACL ONE
LAC ONE,15
SACL SIGNEXT
LARP I
LRLK AR I,FltDatRam

RPTK FiltDataEnd-FiltData
BLKP FiltData,*+

;load AR5BCKUP with lst address of
;co-polar delay line

;load AR5BCKUP with lst address of
;x-polar delay line

;load ONE with I

;load SIGNEXT with SOOOH

;Copy filter data
;from ROM into FltDatRam

*
*
* Initialize FFT constants

*
*

LDPK
ZAC
LALK
SACL
LALK
SACL
SBLK
SACL
ADLK
SFR
SACL
SBLK
SACL

*
*
* Initialize auxiliary registers

*
*

6

FFTPOWER
FFTPOW
I,FFTPOWER
N
I
NMINI
I

NBY2
I
NBY2MINI

;select datapage 6

;set power of FFT to FFTPOWER

;calculate number of FFT input points N
;and store
;calculate N-l
;and store
;back to N
;calculate N/2
;and store
;calculate N/2- I
;and store

LRLK
SAR

*
*

AR I,FFTBANKO
ARI,ARIBCKUP

* Initialize input bank start address and FFT bank start address

*
*

ZAC
SACL
LALK
SACL

INPBNK
FFTBANKI
FFTBNK

;current input bank is bank 0

;set FFT bank start address to FFTBANKI
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*
*
* Initialize bit reversal counter

*
*

ZAC
SACL

*
*
* Initialize paraIIel port

*
*

LRLK
RPTK
BLKP
IN
NOP
NOP

*
*
* End initialization

*
*

EINT

EVNODD

ARI,PAR_Answer
ParStrEnd-ParStrBeg-1
ParStrBeg,*+
VARI,PA2

;reset even/odd counter

;copy paraIIel port strings

;Clear paraIIel port and read dipswitches

;interrupts alIowed

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Main program

*
*
*******************************************************************************

MAIN

MAIN L1

NOP

B

ZALS
BZ
ZAC
SACL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
NOP
LAC
SUBK
BZ

B

MAIN L1

DATRDY
MAIN L1

DATRDY
FFT
POWER
OUTPUTI
PCSAVE

PAR Status
2
PARCommand
;(PAR_Status = 2)

MAIN
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*******************************************************************************
*
*
* FFT

*
* Performs in-place N-point radix-2 DIT FFT transform

*
* -> Data should be in bit-reversed order

*
*
*******************************************************************************

B NEWSUB

NEXSTG ZALS TWDSTG
ADDK 1
SACL TWDSTG
SUB FFTPOW
BZ ENDFFT
ZALS TWDINC
SFR
SACL TWDINC
LAC ERFMINl,l
ADDK 1
SACL ERFMINI
ADDK 1
SACL ERF
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FFT

FFTBFL

FFTCONT

LDPK
ZAC
SACL
SACL
ADLK
SACL
LAC
SACL
LAC
SACL
ADD
SACL
LAR
LARK
LAR
LARK
LAR
LAR
CALL
BANZ

B

BANZ

6

ERFMINI
TWDSTG
1
ERF
NBY2
TWDINC
FFTBNK
TWDINPI
ERF,l
TWDINP2
ARO,TWDINC
ARl,O
AR2,NBY2MINI
AR3,0
AR4,TWDINPI
AR5,TWDINP2
BTRFLY
FFTCONT,*-,3

NEXSTG

FFTBFL,*-

;select datapage 6

;reset ERFMIN 1 to 0
;reset TWDSTG to 0

;reset ERF to 1

;reset twiddle increment factor to N/2
;calculate first address
;of first pair of butterfly input data
;ca1culate second address
;of first pair of butterfly input data
;load ARO with twiddle increment factor
;load ARI with twiddle exponent (0)
;load AR2 with N/2-1 (twiddle downcounter)
;load AR3 with ERF-l (0) (subdowncounter)
;load AR4 with first address of first pair
;load AR4 with second address of first pair
;execute FFT butterfly, AR2 is active
;check number of executed butterflies,
;number of executed buttertlies
;< N/2 -> branch to FFTCONT
;AR2 is decremented,
;AR3 is active.
;number of executed buttertlies = N/2
;-> branch to NEXSTG
;check number of executed subloops,
;number of executed subloops < ERF
;-> branch to FFTBFL (execute next butterfly),
;AR3 is decremented.
;number of executed subloops =
;ERF -> branch to NEWSUB (initiate new
;subloop).
;increment TWDSTG by 1

;check number of executed FFT stages
;log2(N) FFT stages executed -> to ENDFFT
;divide TWDINC by 2

;multiply ERF-l by 2
;ca1culate new ERF-I

;calculate new ERF



NEWSUB

ENDFFT

LAC FFTBNK ;calculate first address of first pair
;of butterfly input data

SACL TWDINPI
ADD ERF, 1 ;calculate second address of first pair

;of butterfly input data
SACL TWDINP2
LAR ARO,TWDINC ;load ARO with TWDINC
LARK ARI,O ;load ARI with twiddle exponent (0)
LAR AR2,NBY2MIN 1 ;load AR2 with N/2-1
LAR AR3,ERFMINI ;load AR3 with ERF-I
LAR AR4,TWDINPI ;load AR4 with first address of

;first pair of butterfly input data

LAR AR5,TWDINP2 ;load AR4 with second address of
;first pair of butterfly input data

B FFTBFL ;branch to FFTBFL (execute next butterfly)
LARK ARI,O ;reset ARI (twiddle exponent)

LAR AR3,ERFMINI ;reset AR3 (twiddle subcounter)
LAC TWDINPI ;calculate first address of next

;pair of butterfly input data
ADD ERF,2
SACL TWDINPI
LAC TWDINP2 ;calculate second address of

;next pair of butterfly input data
ADD ERF,2
SACL TWDINP2
LAR AR4,TWDINPI ;load AR4 with first address
LAR AR5,TWDINP2 ;Ioad AR4 with second address
B FFTBFL ;branch to FFTBFL (execute next butterfly)
RET

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* BUTTERFLY

*
* Performs in-place FFT radix-2 butterfly

*
*
*******************************************************************************

BTRFLY LARP
SAR
LAC
MAR

ADLK
TBLR
ADDK
TBLR

LT

MPY
LTP
MPY
APAC
MPY

ARI
ARI,FLLTEMP
FLLTEMP,1
*0+,5

TWDFAC
TWDCOS
1
TWDSIN

*+

TWDCOS

*-
TWDSIN

TWDCOS
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;ARI active

;load twiddle exponent factor *2
;the contents of ARO is added to ARI
;AR5 active
;add start address of twiddle exponent table
;read real part of twiddle factor

;read imaginary part of twiddle coefficient

;calculate QREAL*TWDCOS +
;QIMAG*TWDSIN and



LT
SACH

PAC

MPY
SPAC
SACH

LAC
ADD
SACH
SUBH
SACH

LAC
ADD
SACH
SUBH
SACH

RET

*
*+

TWDSIN

*·,0,4

*,14,5
*,15,4
*+,1,5

*
*+,1,4

*,14,5
*,15,4
*+,1,5

*
*+,1,2

;store resu1t in QREAL

;calcu1ate QIMAG*TWDCOS +
;QIMAG*TWDSIN and

;and store result in QIMAG

;calculate new PREAL and new QREAL and

;store result in PREAL and

;QREAL

;calculate new PIMAG en new QIMAG and

;store result in PIMAG and

;QIMAG

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* POWER

*
* Calculates power in each frequency bin

*
*
*******************************************************************************

MPYA FLLTEMP
SACH *+

* OUT *+,PA2
SACL *

* OUT *,PA2

ZALS MAXPOWL
SUBS *-

POWER

POWBIN

ZAC
SACL
SACL
LAC
SACL
LAR
LAR
LRLK
LARP
ZAC
MPYK
SQRA
SQRA

MAXPOWL
MAXPOWH
FFTBNK
FLLTEMP
AR4,FLLTEMP
AR1,NBY2MINI
AR5,FFTBANK2
AR4

°*+
*+,5
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;reset MAXPOWL
;reset MAXPOWh:\

;calcu1ate start address for power

;set AR4 to start address for power
;set ARI to N/2-1
;set AR5 to power spectrum storage address
;AR4 is active
;reset accumulator
;reset P-register
;square rea1 part of bin and store in P-register
;square imaginary part of bin and store in
;P-register,
;add old contents of P-register to accumulator ->
;accumulator = (real part)"2, AR5 is active
;accumulator .> (real part)"2 + (imag. part)"2
;store calculated power of bin in FFTBANK2

;AR2 is active

;accumulator .> maximum power (low)
;accumulator .> maximum power (low) - power
(low)



ADJPOW

NEXTBIN

ENDPOW

SACL
SACH
LAC
ADDS

SUBS

BLZ

B
SAR
LAC
SACL
LAC
SACL
MAR
BANZ

LAC

SBLK
SFR
SBLK
SACL
LT
MPYK
SPL
RET

FLLTEMP
HELP
HELP
MAXPOWH

*+

ADJPOW

NEXTBIN
AR5,MAXPADR

*-
MAXPOWL
*+
MAXPOWH
*+,1
POWBIN,*-,4

MAXPADR

FFTBANK2

1
FREQOFFS
FREQOFFS
24
FREQUENCY

;store difference in FLLTEMP
;store borrow in HELP
;load accumulator with borrow
;accumulator -> borrow + maximum power
(high)
;accumulator -> borrow + maximum power
;(high) - ;power (high)
;increment AR5 by 1
;if ca1culated power> maximum power ->
;branch to ADJPOW
;else branch to NEXTBIN
;store maximum power bin address

;store new maximum power (1ow)

;store new maximum power (high)
;increment AR5 by I, ARI is active
;if power of < N/2 bins ca1culated -> branch to
POWBIN
;ARI is decremented, AR4 is active
;load accumulator with maximum power bin
address
;ca1culate offset from DC
;divide by 2

;and store result in FREQOFFS
;ca1culate frequency

;and store result in FREQUENCY
;back to main

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* PCSAVE

*
* Saves spectrum in buffer for display purposes

*
*
*******************************************************************************

*+,3,6
PCSAVE_Ll,*-,4

PCSAVE

PCSAVE LI

LRLK AR4,FFTBANK2
LRLK AR5,Specdata
LARK AR6,127
LARP AR5
LAC FREQUENCY
SACL *+,0,4

ZALH *+
ADDS *+,5
SFL
SACH
BANZ
RET
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*******************************************************************************
*

* Interrupt 0

*
* New sample is arrived

*
*
*******************************************************************************

INTO

*

INTOU

000

EVEN

CALL SAVE
SSXM
LOPK 4
IN C,PAO
NOP
NOP
IN X,PAI
NOP
NOP
LAC C,2
SACL CBP
LAC X,2
SACL XBP

B INTOLI

CALL OUTPUT
CALL HTFFLT
LAR AR5,AR5BCKUP
LAR AR6,AR6BCKUP
CALL OELAY
SAR AR5,AR5BCKUP
SAR AR6,AR6BCKUP
CALL OEMOO
CALL LPFOEC
CALL PHASE
CALL PLL

LT CBP
LOPK 6
LAC EVNOOO
BZ EVEN
ZAC
SACL EVNOOO
B RESTOR
AOLK I
SACL EVNOOO
LAR AR I,AR IBCKUP
LARP ARI
LAC NOSAMP
AOLK HANWlN
TBLR HANCOF
MPY HANCOF
SPM I
SPH *+
SPM 0
ZAC
SACL *

;save STO, sn, P, Ten Acc registers
;enable sign extension
;select data page 4
;get sample from receive register

;get sample from receive register

;scale input samples

;copy SAMPLE into T register
;select data page 6

;set register AR I
;ARI is active
;copy NOSAMP to accumulator and
;add start address of Hanning table
;read Hanning coefficient
;multiply T-register by HANCOF (result in Pregister)
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BLFULL

BIFULL

BOFULL

LAR ARO,N
AOO *BRO+
LAC NOSAMP
AOOK I
SACL NOSAMP
SUB N
BGEl BLFULL
SAR ARI,ARIBCKUP
BRESTOR
lALS INPBNK
Bl BOFULL
SACL OATRDY
lAC
SACL NOSAMP
SACL INPBNK
LALK FFTBANKI
SACL FFTBNK
LRLK ARI,FFTBANKO
SAR ARI,ARIBCKUP
BRESTOR
SACL NOSAMP
LACK I
SACL OATROY
SACL INPBNK
LALK FFTBANKO
SACL FFTBNK
LRLK ARI,FFTBANKI
SAR ARI,ARIBCKUP
BRESTOR

;set register ARO to N
;calculate new input sample storage address
;increment NOSAMP by I

;and store result
;check if N samples collected
;N samples collected -> branch to BLFULL

;determine current input bank
;current input bank is bank 0 -> branch BOFULL
;set OATRDY to I -> calc new FFT

;reset NOSAMP (number of samples col1ected)
;set current input bank to 0
;set FFT bank start address to FFTBANK I

;set input bank start address to FFTBANKO

;return to main program
;reset NOSAMP (number of samples collected)

;set OATROY to I -> calc new FFT
;set current input bank to land
;set FFT bank start address to FFTBANKO

;set input bank start address to FFTBANK I

;return to main program

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* HTFFLT (Hilbert transform filter)

*
* This FIR Hilbert transformer uses on-chip memory block BO (page 5:
* 2E7-2FF) for storage of delay-tap data samples. The newest input
* should be in memory location CBP when called. The output will be
* in memory location CSHIFT when returned.

*
*
*******************************************************************************

HTFFLT LOPK
LAC
LOPK
SACL
LRLK
LARP
MPYK
lAC
RPTK
MACO

APAC
LOPK
SACH
RET

4
CBP
5
HTFINP

AR4,RAMB 1-2
AR4
o

LHILB-I
HTFCOF,*-

4
CSHIFT,I

;datapage = 4
;get input for hilbert transformer
;datapage = 5

;AR4 points to highest location in BO - I
;AR4 is active
;reset P-register
;reset accumulator
;repeat [LHILB-I] times
;multiply/accumulate, shift data word in
;block BO and decrement AR4
;final addition of P-register to accumulator
;datapage = 5 (BO PLL)
;scale and store y[n]
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*******************************************************************************

*
*
* WAlT

*
* The digitized co- polar input signal is 90 degrees phase shifted in the
* Hilbert transformer. In order to determine a correct argument in the routine
* PHASE, the co- polar signal must be delayed. This is done in the routine
* WAlT. The delayed output samples are in memory location HO.
* TWAIT is a constant which specifies the number of delays, and should be initialized to
* zero.

*
*
*******************************************************************************

WAlT

WAlT!

LOPK
LARP
LAC
SACL
LAC
SACL
LAC
AOOK
SACL
SUBK
BLZ
ZAC
SACL
SBRK
LARP
SBRK
RET

4
AR5

*
HO
C
*+,0,AR7
HWAIT
I
HWAIT
TWAIT
WAlT!

HWAIT
TWAIT
AR5
TWAIT

;select datapage 4
;auxilary register points to AR5
;get hilbert TIME delayed samples
;sample HO from delay line
;co-polar sample into buffer
;into delay line, AR7 is active
;increment HWAIT by I

;compare HWAIT and TWAIT
;branch if delay line full

;reset delay line counter

;reset register AR7

;reset register AR5

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* PHASE

*
.. This routine determines the co-polar signal argument. The newest input
* samples should be in memory locations HO and CSHIFT. The calculated
* argument will be in memory location PHIIN. The procedure uses the
* variabie PHIO as temporary heipvariabie.

*
*
*******************************************************************************

PHASE ZAC
MPYK 0
SQRA HO
SQRA CSHIFT
SQRS CSHIFT
BGZ PHASEI
ZAC
LAC CSHIFT
ABS
SACL OENOM
ZALH HO
ABS

;zet P-register op 0
;P-register = HO"2
;P-register = CSHIFT"2, Acc = HO"2
;Accumulator = HO"2 - CSHIFT"2
;branch if IHOI > /CSHIFTI

;align denominator

;align numerator
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HD

ATNTBL
PHIO
PHIO
16384

14
DENOM
QUOT
QUOT
I

CSHIFT,O
PHASE5

-32768
PHIIN

;quadrant is 4 -> subtract PHIO from 360 deg.
;and store result in PHIIN

;and store result into PHIIN

;store back into PHIO
;test sign-bit of HD
;if HD < 0, branch to PHASE4
;quadrant is I or 2 -> test sign-bit of CSHIFT
;if HD < 0, branch to PHASE3
;phase is correct, store into PHIIN

;add start address of arctangent table
;read phase and
;copy into accumulator
;subtract from 90 degrees and

;divide by 4

;quadrant is 2 .> subtract PHIO from 180 deg

;align numerator

;align denominator

;quadrant is 3 or 4 -> test sign-bit of CSHIFT
;if HD > 0, branch to PHASE5
;quadrant is 3 .> add 180 degrees to PHIO
;and store result into PHIIN

;divide by 4

;15-cycle divide loop
;store quotient

;add start address of arctangent table
;read phase and
;copy into accumulator

;15 cycle devide loop
;store quotient

PHIO
HD,O

PHASE4
CSHIFT,O

PHASE3
PHIIN

14
DENOM
QUOT
QUOT
I

RPTK
SUBC
SACL
ZALS
RPTK
SFR
ADLK ATNTBL
TBLR PHIO
LAC PH10
B PHASE2
ZAC
LAC
ABS
SACL DENOM
ZALH CSHIFT
ABS
RPTK
SUBC
SACL
ZALS
RPTK
SFR
ADLK
TBLR
ZALS
SBLK
ABS
SACL
BIT
BBNZ
BIT
BBNZ
SACL
RET
ADLK -32768
ABS
SACL PHIIN
RET
BIT
BBZ
SBLK
SACL
RET
NEG
SACL PHIIN
RET

PHASE3

PHASE5

PHASE2

PHASEI

PHASE4

*******************************************************************************
*
*
* DELAY

*
* This routine delays co- and x-polar bandpass filterd samples. The
* newest input samples should be in memory locations CBP and XBP. The
* output (delayed) samples will be in memory locations CD and XD when
* retumed. The number of delays is specified by the constant NDELAY.
* The variabIe CDELAY is used as counter and should be initialized to O.
*******************************************************************************
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DELAY

DELAYI

LDPK 4 ;select datapage 4
LARP AR5 ;ARP points to AR5
LAC • ;get delayed bandpass filterd co-polar
SACL CD ;sample CD from delay line
LAC CBP ;put bandpass filterd co-polar sample CBP
SACL ·+,0,AR6 ;into delay line, AR6 is active
LAC • ;get delayed bandpass filterd x-polar
SACL XD ;sample XD from delay line
LAC XBP ;put bandpass filterd x-polar sample XBP
SACL .+ ;into delay line
LAC CDELAY ;increment CDELAY by 1
ADDK 1
SACL CDELAY
SUBK NDELAY ;compare CDELAY and NDELAY
BLZ DELAYI ;branch if delay line full
ZAC ;reset delay Iine counter
SACL CDELAY
SBRK NDELAY ;reset register AR6
LARP AR5
SBRK NDELAY ;reset register AR5
RET

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• DEMOD
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DEMOD LAC PHIVCO
BIT PHIVCO,O
BBZ DEMOD2
BIT PHIVCO,I
BBNZ DEMODI
ANDK 16383
SACL INDEX

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL
TBLR IDEMOD
LAC IDEMOD
NEG
SACL IDEMOD
LAC INDEX
SBLK 16384
NEG

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL
TBLR QDEMOD
LAC QDEMOD
NEG
SACL QDEMOD

;copy VCO output argument into accumulator
;test sign-bit of PHIVCO
;if PHIVCO >= 0, branch to DEMOD2
;test ifPHIVCO < -16384
;if -16384 <= PHIVCO < 0, branch to DEMOOl
;ca1culate index of sine table (delete 2 MSBs)
;and store result in INDEX

;add start address of sine table
;read sine
;calculate in-phase demodulation value and
;store result in IDEMOD

;calculate index of sine table

;add start address of sine table
;read sine
;calculate quadrature demodulation value and
;store result in QDEMOD
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B DEMOD4
DEMODI: ANDK 16383

SACL INDEX

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL
TBLR QDEMOD

LAC INDEX
SBLK 16384
NEG

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL
TBLR IDEMOD
LAC IDEMOD
NEG
SACL IDEMOD
B DEMOD4

DEMOD2: BIT PHIVCO,1
BBNZ DEMOm
ANDK 16383
SACL INDEX

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL
TBLR IDEMOD

LAC INDEX

SBLK 16384
NEG

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL
TBLR QDEMOD

B DEMOD4
DEMOm: ANDK 16383

SACL INDEX

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL
TBLR QDEMOD
LAC QDEMOD
NEG
SACL QDEMOD
LAC INDEX

;branch to DEMOD4
;calculate index of sine table (delete 2 MSBs)
;and store result in INDEX

;add start address of sine table
;read sine table and store quadrature
;demoduIation value in QDEMOD
;calculate index of sine table

;add start address of sine tabIe
;read sine
;calculate in-phase demoduIation vaIue and
;store result in IDEMOD

;branch to DEMOD4
;test if PHIVCO >= 16384
;if PHIVCO >= 16384, branch to DEMOD3
;delete 2 MSBs
;and store result in INDEX

;add start address of sine table
;read sine table and store in-phase
;demodulation value in IDEMOD
;calculate index of sine table

;add start address of sine table
;read sine tabIe and store quadrature
;demodulation value in QDEMOD
;branch to DEMOD4
;delete 2 MSBs
;and store result in INDEX

;add start address of sine table
;read sine
;calcuIate quadrature demodulation value and
;store result in QDEMOD

;add start address of sine table
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SBLK 16383
NEG

SFR
SFR

ADLK SINTBL ;add start address of sine table
TBLR lDEMOD ;read sine table and store in-phase

;demodulation value in lDEMOD
DEMOD4: LT CD ;load T-register with CD

MPY lDEMOD ;multiply CD by lDEMOD and store result
SPH Cl
MPY QDEMOD ;multiply CD by QDEMOD and store result
SPH CQ
LT XD ;load T-register with XD
MPY lDEMOD ;multiply XD by lDEMOD and store result
SPH Xl
MPY QDEMOD ;multiply XD by QDEMOD and store result
SPH XQ
RET

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• LPFDEC
•
• AII filters are called processed according to the filter data structure.
• If FiltOut = I, new output samples are available
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LPFDEC NOP
LARP
LRLK
LAC
BACC

AR4
AR4,FltDatRam
.+

;call desired first filter

•••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*.*••••*•••••••*•••••••
•
•
• Optimized decimating 3 coëficiënt halfband Filter routine for all 4 data lines
• coëficiënts are fixed .25 .50 .25
• delay lines are placed in on-chip-RAM for fastest execution
•
• y = xO • .25 + xI·.5 + x2· .25
• Y = Y + 0.5 • sign (y)
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HB3CFilt LAC •
BZ HB3CF LI
ZAC

SACL •
ADRK 2
LAR AR2,·,AR3

;Get filter status

;Filter status=O for next time
;point to status = 1 data
;Get first adres of first delay Iocation 2
;insert new samples
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LRLK AR3,CI ;ARP = 3
LAC *+,AR2 ;A = 11 ARP = 2
SACL *+,AR3 ;Store new 11 value and update AR2
LAC *+,AR2 ;A = Ql
SACL *+,AR3 ;Store new Ql value and update AR2
LAC *+,AR2 ;A = 12
SACL *+,AR3 ;Store new 12 value and update AR2
LAC *+,AR2 ;A = Q2
SACL * ;Store new Q2 value and update AR2
RET

HB3CF Ll LACK
SACL *+ ;Filter status=1 [or next time
LARK ARO,2
LAR AR2,*,AR3 ;AR2 = mem location [or new 11

LRLK AR3,CI ;ARP = 3
LAC *+,AR2 ;Load new 11 value
SACL *0+,AR3 ;Store new 11 value
LAC *+,AR2 ;Load new Ql value
SACL *0+,AR3 ;Store new Ql value
LAC *+,AR2 ;Load new 12 value
SACL *0+,AR3 ;Store new 12 value
LAC *+,AR2 ;Load new Q2 value
SACL *,AR4 ;Store new Q2 value
LAR AR2,*+ ;AR2 = mem location [or newest 11
LAR ARl,*+,ARl ;ARI = mem location [or first delay location 2
ZALS SIGNEXT ;Load acc with .5 rounding constant
ADD *+,15,AR2 ;.50 * xl
ADD *+,14 ;.25 * xO
ADD *-,14 ;.25 * x2
BGEZ HB3CF L2
SUBH üNE

HB3CF L2 SACH Cl ;Store result
LAC *+
SACL *+,ARI
ZALS SIGNEXT ;Load acc with .5 rounding constant
ADD *+,15,AR2 ;.50 * xl
ADD *+,14 ;.25 * xO
ADD *-,14 ;.25 * x2
BGEZ HB3CF L3
SUBH üNE

HB3CF L3 SACH CQ ;Store result
LAC *+
SACL *+,ARI
ZALS SIGNEXT ;Load acc with .5 rounding constant
ADD *+,15,AR2 ;.50 * xl
ADD *+,14 ;.25 * xO
ADD *-,14 ;.25 * x2
BGEZ HB3CF L4
SUBH üNE

HB3CF L4 SACH XI ;Store result
LAC *+
SACL *+,ARI
ZALS SIGNEXT ;Load acc with .5 rounding constant
ADD *+,15,AR2 ;.50 * xl
ADD *+,14 ;.25 * xO
ADD *-,14 ;.25 * x2
BGEZ HB3CF L5
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HB3CF L5
SUBH ONE
SACH XQ
LAC *+
SACL *+,AR4
LAC *+
BZ FIFO

BACC

;Store result

;Process new output values, no next filter stage (should
;not be done with this filter)
;Process next filter

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* FIFO

*
*
*******************************************************************************

FIFO NOP
LALK
SACL
RET

I
FLAG

*******************************************************************************

* PLL

*
* This routine generates an argument PHIVCO that is phase locked to the
* input signal argument PHIIN.

*
*
*******************************************************************************

LAC PHIIN
SUB PHIVCO
SACL PHIERR
ZALH LFREGH
ADDS LFREGL
LT C2
MPV PHIERR
LT Cl
MPYA PHIERR

PLL:

PLL2
SACH
ZALH
ADDS
APAC
SACL
SACH
LAC
SACL
ADD
ADD
SACL
RET

PHILF
LFREGH

LFREGL

LFREGL
LFREGH
VCOREG
PHIVCO
CO

PHILF
VCOREG

;calculate phase difference between phase
;detektor input phase and VCO output phase
;and store result into PHIERR
;copy loop filter register into accumulator

;copy C2 into T-register
;multil'ly PHfERR by C2 -> result in P-Tegister
;copy Cl into T-register
;multiply PHIERR by Cl -> result in P-register
;add C2 * PHIERR (prev. product) to accumulator
;and store 16 MSBs into PHILF
;copy loop filter register into accumulator

;add Cl * PHIERR to loop filter register
;store result into LFREGL
;and LFREGH
;copy VCOREG into PHIVCO

;add CO and PHILF to VCOREG and

;store result back into VCOREG
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• OUTPUT
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OUTPUT: LDPK 4
LAC FLAG
LACK I
Bl OUTDECDET
lAC
SACL FLAG
LAC CI,I
XORK OSOOOH
SACL TEMP
OUT TEMP,PA2
NOP
NOP

OUTDECDET BIOl OUTPUTLl
B OUTPUTL2

OUTPUTLl LAC BCOUNT
ADDK I
SACL BCOUNT
B ENDOUTPUT

OUTPUTL2 LAC CI,4
SACH TEMP
OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OFOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO
LAC CI,12
ANDK OFfOOH,4
SACH TEMP
OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OfOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO

LAC CQ,4
SACH TEMP
OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OFOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO
LAC CQ,12
ANDK OFFOOH,4
SACH TEMP
OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OFOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO

LAC XI,4
SACH TEMP

;select datapage 4
;check for new demodulated signals

;no new data -> branch to OUTDECDET
;new data -> reset FLAG

;output data

;output Cl to decimator/detector

;output CQ to decimator/detector

;output XI to decimator/detector
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OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OFOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO
LAC XI,12
ANDK OFFOOH,4
SACH TEMP
OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OFOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO

LAC XQ,4 ;output XQ to decimator/detector
SACH TEMP
OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OFOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO
LAC XQ,12
ANDK OFFOOH,4
SACH TEMP
OUT TEMP,PAO
ANDK OFOOOH
SACH TEMP,4
OUT TEMP,PAO

* RPTK 50

* LAC *
* LAC CI,l

* XORK 08000H

* SACL TEMP

* OUT TEMP,PA2

ENDOUTPUT RET ;back to interrupt servive routine

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* OUTPUTI

*
*
*******************************************************************************

OUTPUTI LAC
XORK
SACL
OUT
NOP
NOP
RET

FREQOFFS,8
08000H

FLLTEMP
FLLTEMP,PA2
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*******************************************************************************
*
*
* LptWrtC

*
* Character to send is constant
* Send 4 bit Character to parallel bus register
* If device is selected Character will be put on the bus

*
*
*******************************************************************************

LptWrtC $MACRO
LACK
SACL
OUT
ORK
SACL
ZAC
SACL
LDPK
LALK
SACL
LAC
ORK
SACL
LDPK
$ENDM

Char
:Char:
TRDATA
TRDATA,PAI
lOh
TRDATA

TimeOut
o
WAITLEN
TIM
IMR
8
IMR
6

;Set flag that timer interrupt is not timeout

;Switch to Memory based registers

;Enable Timer interrupt to genearate interrupt signal

*******************************************************************************
*
*
* LptWrtA

*
* Send character in accumulator
* Send 4 bit Character to parallel bus register
* If device is selected Character will be put on the bus

*
*
*******************************************************************************

LptWrtA $MACRO
SACL
OUT
ORK
SACL
ZAC
SACL
LDPK
LALK
SACL
LAC
ORK
SACL
LDPK
$ENDM

TRDATA
TRDATA,PAI
lOh
TRDATA

TimeOut
o
WAITLEN
TIM
IMR
8
IMR
6

;Set flag that timer interrupt is not timeout

;Switch to Memory based registers

;Enable Timer interrupt to genearate interrupt signal
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*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Respond to paral1el port interrupt
* confirrn reception or continue transmission depending on PAR_Status

*
*
*******************************************************************************

PAR_Interrupt SaveEnv
LDPK 0 ;Switch to register space
LAC IMR
ANDK OFFF3h ;Disable parallel port and timer interrupt
SACL IMR
EINT ;Enable DCF en ADC interrupts depending on previos

status

LDPK 6
LARP ARI
LAR ARI,ARIVAR ;Restore ARI
IN DATA,PA2 ;Get Data from paral1el interface
LAC DATA
ANDK OOFFh ;Remove dip-switch setting
SACL DATA

BNZ PAR Ll ;Received character not SOH
LAC PAR ZeroCnt
ADDK 1 ;Increment zero_count
SACL PAR ZeroCnt
SUBK 5 ;Compare with 5
BLZ PAR L2
SACL PAR ZeroCnt ;ACC = 0
SACL PAR Status ;PAR_Status = 0
B PAR L2

PAR Ll ZAC ;Reset zero count
SACL PAR ZeroCnt

PAR L2 LAC PAR Status ;Test if PAR_Status=O
BNZ PAR L3
LAC DATA ;Get last received character
BNZ PAR EndOfInt ;Ignore everything except SOH
LACK 1 ;SOH received
SACL PAR RecCnt ;New status=l
SACL PAR Status
ZAC
SACL PAR CRC ;Initialize CRC
LRLK AR1,PAR_RecData ;Initialize receive buffer pointer
LptWrtC AACK
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR L3 SUBK 1 ;compare status = I?
BNZ PAR LlO
LAC PAR_RecCnt
SUBK 1 ;ReceiveCount = I?
BNZ PAR L4
CALL CRCVal
LAC DATA
SACL PAR RecLen
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LACK 2
SACL PAR RecCnt
LptWrtC DACK
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR L4 ADDK 3
SUB PAR RecLen
BGEZ PAR L5
CALL CRCVal
LAC DATA
SACL *+
LAC PAR RecCnt
ADDK 1
SACL PAR RecCnt
LptWrtC DACK
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR L5 BNZ PAR L6
LAC DATA,8
SACL PAR RecCRC
LAC PAR RecCnt ;High order Byte of CRC received
ADDK 1
SACL PAR RecCnt
LptWrtC DACK
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR L6 SUBK 1
BNZ PAR L8
LAC ·PAR RecCnt
ADDK 1
SACL PAR RecCnt
LAC DATA ;Low order Byte of CRC received
ADD PAR RecCRC ;Add high order byte
SUB PAR CRC ;compare with calculated CRC
BNZ PAR L7 ;equal ?
LptWrtC EOT ;CRC accepted
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR L7 ZAC
SACL PAR_Status
LptWrtC NACK ;CRC refused
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR L8 LAC DATA
SUBK EOT
BZ PAR L9
ZAC
SACL PAR_Status
LptWrtC NACK ;EOT expected
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR L9 LACK 2
SACL PAR Status ;Command received
ZAC
SACL * ;Add end of string character
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR LID SUBK 1 ;Status = 2 ?
BZ PAR EndOflnt ;no character should have been received, ignore char
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PAR LIl

LAC PAR TnnCnt ;Status = 3
SUBK I
BNZ PAR LI2 ;TransmitCount = I ?
LAC DATA
SUBK AACK
BNZ PAR LIl ;Is the received character AACK
LAC PAR TnnCnt
ADDK I
SACL PAR TnnCnt
LARP ARI
LRLK ARI,PAR_TnnData+1
LAC *+
LptWrtA
B PAR_EndOflnt
MAR * ;first character used as counter
LAC *
ADDK
SACL *+
SUBK 3 ;Try three times without error
BZ PAR_RetryTnn
LptWrtC SOH
B PAR EndOflnt

PAR LI2 ADDK I
SUB PAR TnnLen
BGEZ PAR LI3 ;TransmCount < TransmLen ?
LAC DATA
SllBK DACK
BNZ PAR_RetryTnn ;Transmitted DATA not acknowledged
LAC PAR TnnCnt
ADDK I
SACL PAR TnnCnt
LAC *+
LptWrtA
B PAR EndOflnt

ZAC
SACL PAR Status
LptWrtC EOT
B PAR_EndOflnt

PAR LI3 LAC
SUBK
BNZ

DATA
EOT

PAR_RetryTnn ;if data = NACK the eRe not accepted, No EOT
;received, any case retry!

;Answer transmitted everything OK!

I
PAR_Retry
3

PAR LI4

;Try again

;Needed if retry is inserted by Timeout

;First character is set back to zero

;Three retries
;Give up ?

;Retry procedure

ARI
AR I ,PAR_TnnData
*+

ADDK
SACL
SUBK
BZ
ZAC
LARP
LRLK
SACL
LACK I
SACL PAR TnnCnt
LptWrtC SOH
B PAR EndOflnt

LAC
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PAR Ll4

PAR EndOfInt

SACL

SAR
DINT
LDPK
LAC
ORK

PAR Status

ARl,ARIVAR

o
IMR
4

;Three transmit retries failled, give up!

;Save ARI

;Switch to register space

;Enable parallel interrupt, leave other interrupts as they
are

SACL IMR
RestoreEnv ;End Interrupt

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* On entry:
* ARO points to answer STRING

*
*
*******************************************************************************

Transmit RSXM ;unselect sign extension mode
LACK 3
SACL PAR Status
ZAC
SACL PAR_Retry
SACL PAR CRC
SACL PAR_ZeroCnt

LARP ARI
LRLK ARl,PAR_TrrnData
SACL *+,ARO ;SOH

TRM LI

TRM L2

LAR AR2,*,AR2
MAR *-,ARO
LAC *+,I,ARI
ADDK 8
SACL PAR TrrnLen
LAC PAR_TrrnLen,8
SACH *+
ANDK OFOOOh
SACH *+,4
LAC PAR TrrnLen
ANDK OFh
SACL *+,ARO

LAC *,4,ARI
SACH *+
ANDK OFOOOh
SACH *+,4,AR2
BANZ TRM_L2,*-,ARO
B TRM L3
LAC *+,12,ARI
ANDK OFFOOh,4
SACH *+
ANDK OFOOOh
SACH *+,4,AR2
BANZ TRM_Ll,*-,ARO

;Repeat count - I

;Store High nibble

;Store Low nibble

;Store High nibble

;Store Low nibble
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TRM L3

TRM L4

LARP AR2
LAR AR2,PAR_TrmLen
SBRK 6
LARP ARI
LRLK ARI,PAR_TrmData+1
LAC *+,AR2
SACL DATA
CALL CRCVal
BANZ TRM_L4,*-,ARI

LAC PAR_CRC,4
SACH *+
ANDK OFOOOh
SACH *+,4
LAC PAR_CRC,12
ANDK OFFOOh,4
SACH *+
ANDK OFOOOh
SACH *,4

LACK I
SACL PAR TrmCnt
LptWrtC SOH
SSXM
RET

;Length of data to calculate CRC from

;Calculate CRC with next character and previous result

;Split CRC check in 4 nibbles

;Send SOH, first character of every transmit
;select sign extension mode
;The rest is transmitted on interrupt basis

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Parallel PORT timer for interrupt signal generation and
* reception timeout detection

*
*
*******************************************************************************

Timer SaveEnv
LDPK
LAC
BNZ
OUT
LACK
SACL
LAC
LDPK
BNZ

6
TimeOut
TI L1
TRDATA,PAI
I

TimeOut
PAR Status
o

TI LO

;Interrupt: Timeout occured

;Generate interrupt on acquisition computer

TI LO

LAC IMR
ANDK OFFF7h
SACL IMR
RestoreEnv

LALK TMOUTL
SACL TIM
RestoreEnv

;Disable Time-out interrupt
;Last transmission completed, no answer expected

TI LI LDPK
LAC
ANDK

o
IMR

OFFF7h ;Disable Time-out interrupt
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IMR
6

PAR Status
3

PAR_RetryTrm

SACL
LDPK
LAC
SUBK
BZ
ZAC
SACL PAR Status
RestoreEnv

;If transmitting, then retry

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Algorithm with lookup table from BYTE magazine November 1987 page 339

*
* CRC = CRCTable[(CRC » 8) /\ Character] /\ (CRC « 8)
* Assumed:
* - PAR_CRC contains previous CRC result (first time should be set to 0)
* - Data page pointer = 180

*
*
*******************************************************************************

CRCVal LAC
SACH
SACL
LAC
XOR
ADLK
TBLR
LAC
XOR
SACL
RET

PAR_CRC,8
VARI
VAR2

VARI
DATA

CRCTable
VARI
VARI
VAR2
PAR CRC

;Get old CRC and shift 8 places
;Save High order byte CRC» 8
;Save Low order byte CRC« 8

;Ca1culate (CRC»8)ACharacter
;Add offset

;Save new CRC

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* PARCommand

*
* Finds subroutine for received command

*
*
*******************************************************************************

PARCommand LRLK
LRLK
LARP
LAC
ADD
SUB
BNZ
LAC
ADD
SUB
BNZ
LAC
SUB
BNZ

ARO,PAR_RecData
AR1,ResetStr
ARO
*+,8
*+,ARI
*+,ARO

PQ_LI
*+,8
*+,ARI
*+,ARO
PQ_UC
*+,8,ARI
*+
PQ_UC

;Accepted string "RESET"

;Compare with "REset" command

;Compare with "reSEt" command

;Compare with "reseT" command
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B Reset

PQ_LI LRLK ARO,PAR_RecData ;Accepted string "SPECTRUM"
LRLK ARI,SpecStr
LAR P ARO
LAC *+,8
ADD *+,ARI
SUB *+,ARO ;Compare with "SPectrum"
BNZ PQ_L2
LAC *+,8
ADD *+,ARI
SUB *+,ARO ;Compare with "spECtrum"
BNZ PQ_UC
LAC *+,8
ADD *+,ARI
SUB *+,ARO ;Compare with "specTRum"
BNZ PQ_UC
LAC *+,8
ADD *+,ARI
SUB *+,ARO ;Compare with "spectrUM"
BNZ PQ_UC
B Spectrumout

LRLK ARO,PAR_RecData
LRLK AR I,HelloStr
LARP ARO
LAC *+,8
ADD *+,ARI
SUB *+,ARO
BNZ PQ_UC
LAC *+,8
ADD *+,ARI
SUB *+,ARO
BNZ PQ_UC
LAC *+,8
ADD *+,ARI
SUB *+,ARO
BNZ PQ_UC
B Sayhelloback

;Accepted string "HALLO"

;Compare with "HAllo"

;Compare with "haLLo"

;Compare with "hallO"

LRLK
CALL
B

ARO,UnknownCmd
Transmit

MAIN

;Command not recognized!
;transmit "Unknown command"

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Reset

*
* Complete reboot is excecuted after transmission of "Ok"
* Same as pressing reset button except that FIFO is not reset by hardware

*
*
*******************************************************************************

Reset

RS LI

LRLK ARO,Ok
CALL Transmit
LAC PAR Status
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BNZ
RPTK
LAC

RS Ll
255
300h ;Do nothing, give timer chance to generate last interrupt

;of "Ok" transmission
B OOOOh

*******************************************************************************
*
*
* Spectrumout

*
* Transmits power density spectrum to PC

*
*
*******************************************************************************

Spectrumout LRLK
CALL
B

ARO,Spectrum
Transmit

MAIN

*******************************************************************************
*
*
* Sayhelloback

*
* Says back "HeIlo, I'm a digital FLL-PLL"

*
*
*******************************************************************************

Sayhe\ loback LRLK
CALL
B

ARO,Hello
Transmit

MAIN

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* SAVE CONTEXT

*
* -> AR7 is used as stackpointer
* -> At start-up AR7 is initialized at address 078H (On chip block B2)

*
* ATIENTION:
* The 8 levels of hardware stack are NOT saved!
* - ARO tlm AR6 are saved.

*
*
*******************************************************************************

SAVE:

*

LARP
MAR

AR7

*

* Save status registers

*
SSTI
SST

*
* Save accumulator

*
*

;STI -> 7DH
;STO -> 7CH
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*
SACH * ;ACCH -> 7BH
SACL * ;ACCL -> 7AH

*
* Save Pregister
*

SPM 0 ;no shift in PR output
SPH * ;PRH -> 79H
SPL * ;PRL -> 78H

*
* Save T register
*

MPYK ;PR TR
SPL * ;TR -> 77H

*
* Save Auxiliary registers ARO - AR6
*

SAR ARO,*- ;ARO -> 76H
SAR ARI,*- ;ARI -> 75H
SAR AR2,*- ;AR2 -> 74H
SAR AR3,*- ;AR3 -> 73H
SAR AR4,*- ;AR4 -> 72H
SAR AR5,*- ;AR5 -> 7lH
SAR AR6,*- ;AR6 -> 70H AR7 -> 6FH

*
* Save complete
*

RET

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* RESTORE CONTEXT

*
* Restores the information saved by SAVE, enables interrupts and jumps
* back to the interrupted main program.

*
*
**********************~*.**.****.******.******.*.***••**.******.~*.*.*.**.****.

RESTOR: LARP AR7
MAR *+

*
* Restore Auxiliary registers
*

LAR AR6,*+ ;70H -> AR6
LAR AR5,*+ ;71H -> AR5
LAR AR4,*+ ;72H -> AR4
LAR AR3,*+ ;73H -> AR3
LAR AR2,*+ ;74H -> AR2
LAR ARI,*+ ;75H -> ARI
LAR ARO,*+ ;76H -> ARO

*
* Restore low Pregister
*

MAR *+ ;skip T register
LT * ;78H -> TR
MPYK ;TR -> PRL
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*
* Restore T register

*
LT
MAR

*
* Restore high Pregister

*

*+
*+

;77H -> TR
;skip low Pregister

LPH *+ ;79H -> PH
*
* Restore accumulator
*

ZALS *+ ;7AH -> ACCL
ADDH *+ ;7BH -> ACCH

*
* Restore status registers
*

LST *+ ;7CH -> STO
LSn *+ ;7DH -> sn AR7 = 7EH

*
* Restore complete
*

EINT
RET

*******************************************************************************

*
*
* Tables

*
*
*******************************************************************************
*
*
*
*

.sect "filtdata"
FiltData .word HB3CFilt

.word 0

.word FIR3C 11

.word FIR3C 12

.word HB3CFilt

.word 0

.word FIR3C 21

.word FIR3C 22

.word HB3CFilt

.word 0

.word FIR3C 31

.word FIR3C 32

.word HB3CFilt

.word 0

.word FIR3C 41

.word FIR3C 42

.word 0

.word 0

.word 0

.word 0

.word 0

;optimized decimating 3 coëfficiënt filter

;optimized decimating 3 coëfficiënt filter

;optimized decimating 3 coëfficiënt filter

;optimized decimating 3 coëfficiënt filter
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FiltDataEnd

.word °

.word °

.word °
.sect "hilbert"

HTfCOf: ,word -10,0,-62,0,-191,0,-452,0,-923,0
.word -1736,0,-3184,0,-6317,0,-20641,0,20641,0
.word 6317,0,3184,0,1736,0,923,0,452,0
.word 191,0,62,0,10

.sect "arctan"
ATNTBL: .word 0,1,2,3,5,6,7,8,10,11

,word 12,14,15,16,17,19,20,21,22,24
,word 25,26,28,29,30,31,33,34,35,36
,word 38,39,40,42,43,44,45,47,48,49
,word 50,52,53,54,56,57,58,59,61,62
,word 63,64,66,67,68,70,71,72,73,75
.word 76,77,78,80,81,82,84,85,86,87
,word 89,90,91,92,94,95,96,98,99,100
.word 101,103,104,105,106,108,109,110,112,113
.word 114,115,117,118,119,120,122,123,124,126
.word 127,128,129,131,132,133,134,136,137,138
,word 140,141,142,143,145,146,147,148,150,151
.word 152,154,155,156,157,159,160,161,162,164
,word 165,166,168,169,170,171,173,174,175,176
.word 178,179,180,182,183,184,185,187,188,189
.word 190,192,193,194,196,197,198,199,201,202
.word 203,204,206,207,208,210,211,212,213,215
,word 216,217,218,220,221,222,224,225,226,227
,word 229,230,231,232,234,235,236,238,239,240
.word 241,243,244,245,246,248,249,250,252,253
.word 254,255,257,258,259,260,262,263,264,266
.word 267,268,269,271,272,273,274,276,277,278
,word 280,281,282,283,285,286,287,288,290,291
.word 292,294,295,296,297,299,300,301,302,304
.word 305,306,308,309,310,311,313,314,315,316
.word 318,319,320,322,323,324,325,327,328,329
,word 330,332,333,334,336,337,338,339,341,342
.word 343,344,346,347,348,350,351,352,35J,355
.word 356,357,358,360,361,362,363,365,366,367
,word 369,370,371,372,374,375,376,377,379,380
.word 381,383,384,385,386,388,389,390,391,393
.word 394,395,397,398,399,400,402,403,404,405
,word 407,408,409,411,412,413,414,416,417,418
.word 419,421,422,423,425,426,427,428,430,431
.word 432,433,435,436,437,439,440,441,442,444
.word 445,446,447,449,450,451,452,454,455,456
.word 458,459,460,461,463,464,465,466,468,469
.word 470,472,473,474,475,477,478,479,480,482
.word 483,484,486,487,488,489,491,492,493,494
.word 496,497,498,499,501,502,503,505,506,507
.word 508,510,511,512,513,515,516,517,519,520
.word 521,522,524,525,526,527,529,530,531,533
.word 534,535,536,538,539,540,541,543,544,545
.word 546,548,549,550,552,553,554,555,557,558
.word 559,560,562,563,564,566,567,568,569,571
.word 572,573,574,576,577,578,579,581,582,583
.word 585,586,587,588,590,591,592,593,595,596
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·word 597,599,600,601,602,604,605,606,607,609
.word 610,611,612,614,615,616,618,619,620,621
.word 623,624,625,626,628,629,630,632,633,634
.word 635,637,638,639,640,642,643,644,645,647
.word 648,649,651,652,653,654,656,657,658,659
.word 661,662,663,665,666,667,668,670,671,672
.word 673,675,676,677,678,680,681,682,684,685
.word 686,687,689,690,691,692,694,695,696,697
.word 699,700,701,703,704,705,706,708,709,710
.word 711,713,714,715,716,718,719,720,722,723
.word 724,725,727,728,729,730,732,733,734,735
.word 737,738,739,741,742,743,744,746,747,748
.word 749,751,752,753,754,756,757,758,760,761
.word 762,763,765,766,767,768,770,771,772,773
.word 775,776,777,779,780,781,782,784,785,786
.word 787,789,790,791,792,794,795,796,798,799
.word 800,801,803,804,805,806,808,809,810,811
.word 813,814,815,817,818,819,820,822,823,824
.word 825,827,828,829,830,832,833,834,835,837
.word 838,839,841,842,843,844,846,847,848,849
.word 851,852,853,854,856,857,858,860,861,862
.word 863,865,866,867,868,870,871,872,873,875
.word 876,877,878,880,881,882,884,885,886,887
.word 889,890,891,892,894,895,896,897,899,900
.word 901,903,904,905,906,908,909,910,911,913
.word 914,915,916,918,919,920,921,923,924,925
.word 927,928,929,930,932,933,934,935,937,938
.word 939,940,942,943,944,945,947,948,949,951
.word 952,953,954,956,957,958,959,961,962,963
.word 964,966,967,968,969,971,972,973,974,976
.word 977,978,980,981,982,983,985,986,987,988
.word 990,991,992,993,995,996,997,998,1000,1001
.word 1002,1004,1005,1006,1007,1009,1010, 10 11,1012,1014
.word 1015,1016,1017,1019,1020,1021,1022,1024,1025,1026
.word 1027,1029,1030,1031,1033,1034,1035,1036,1038,1039
.word 1040,1041,1043,1044,1045,1046,1048,1049,1050,1051
.word 1053,1054,1055,1056,1058,1059,1060,1062,1063,1064
.word 1065,1067,1068,1069,1070,1072,1073,1074,1075,1077
.word 1078,1079,1080,1082,1083,1084,1085,1087,1088,1089
.word 1090,1092,1093,1094,1096,1097,1098,1099,1101,1102
.word 1103,1104,1106,1107,1108,1109,1111,1112,1113,1114
.word 1116,1117,1118,1119,1121,1122,1123,1124,1126,1127
.word 1128,1130,1131,1132,1133,1135,1136,1137,1138,1140
.word 1141,1142,1143,1145,1146,1147,1148,1150,1151,1152
.word 1153,1155,1156,1157,1158,1160,1161,1162,1163,1165
.word 1166,1167,1169,1170,1171,1172,1174,1175,1176,1177
.word 1179,1180,1181,1182,1184,1185,1186,1187,1189,1190
.word 1191,1192,1194,1195,1196,1197,1199,1200,1201,1202
.word 1204,1205,1206,1207,1209,1210,1211,1212,1214,1215
.word 1216,1218,1219,1220,1221,1223,1224,1225,1226,1228
.word 1229,1230,1231,1233,1234,1235,1236,1238,1239,1240
.word 1241,1243,1244,1245,1246,1248,1249,1250,1251,1253
.word 1254,1255,1256,1258,1259,1260,1261,1263,1264,1265
.word 1266,1268,1269,1270,1271,1273,1274,1275,1277,1278
.word 1279,1280,1282,1283,1284,1285,1287,1288,1289,1290
.word 1292,1293,1294,1295,1297,1298,1299,1300,1302,1303
.word 1304,1305,1307,1308,1309,1310,1312,1313,1314,1315
.word 1317,1318,1319,1320,1322,1323,1324,1325,1327,1328
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.word 1329,1330,1332,1333,1334,1335,1337,1338,1339,1340

.word 1342,1343,1344,1345,1347,1348,1349,1350,1352,1353

.word 1354,1355,1357,1358,1359,1360,1362,1363,1364,1365

.word 1367,1368,1369,1370,1372,1373,1374,1375,1377,1378

.word 1379,1380,1382,1383,1384,1385,1387,1388,1389,1390

.word 1392,1393,1394,1395,1397,1398,1399,1400,1402,1403

.word 1404,1405,1407,1408,1409,1410,1412,1413,1414,1415

.word 1417,1418,1419,1420,1422,1423,1424,1425,1427,1428

.word 1429,1430,1432,1433,1434,1435,1437,1438,1439,1440

.word 1442,1443,1444,1445,1447,1448,1449,1450,1452,1453

.word 1454,1455,1457,1458,1459,1460,1462,1463,1464,1465

.word 1467,1468,1469,1470,1472,1473,1474,1475,1477,1478

.word 1479,1480,1482,1483,1484,1485,1487,1488,1489,1490

.word 1492,1493,1494,1495,1497,1498,1499,1500,1502,1503

.word 1504,1505,1507,1508,1509,1510,1512,1513,1514,1515

.word 1517,1518,1519,1520,1522,1523,1524,1525,1527,1528

.word 1529,1530,1532,1533,1534,1535,1537,1538,1539,1540

.word 1542,1543,1544,1545,1547,1548,1549,1550,1551,1553

.word 1554,1555,1556,1558,1559,1560,1561,1563,1564,1565

.word 1566,1568,1569,1570,1571,1573,1574,1575,1576,1578

.word 1579,1580,1581,1583,1584,1585,1586,1588,1589,1590

.word 1591,1593,1594,1595,1596,1598,1599,1600,1601,1603

.word 1604,1605,1606,1607,1609,1610,1611,1612,1614,1615

.word 1616,1617,1619,1620,1621,1622,1624,1625,1626,1627

.word 1629,1630,1631,1632,1634,1635,1636,1637,1639,1640

.word 1641,1642,1644,1645,1646,1647,1648,1650,1651,1652

.word 1653,1655,1656,1657,1658,1660,1661,1662,1663,1665

.word 1666,1667,1668,1670,1671,1672,1673,1675,1676,1677

.word 1678,1680,1681,1682,1683,1684,1686,1687,1688,1689

.word 1691,1692,1693,1694,1696,1697,1698,1699,1701,1702

.word 1703,1704,1706,1707,1708,1709,1710,1712,1713,1714

.word 1715,1717,1718,1719,1720,1722,1723,1724,1725,1727

.word 1728,1729,1730,1732,1733,1734,1735,1737,1738,1739

.word 1740,1741,1743,1744,1745,1746,1748,1749,1750,1751

.word 1753,1754,1755,1756,1758,1759,1760,1761,1763,1764

.word 1765,1766,1767,1769,1770,1771,1772,1774,1775,1776

.word 1777,1779,1780,1781,1782,1784,1785,1786,1787,1788

.word 1790,1791,1792,1793,1795,1796,1797,1798,1800,1801

.word 18D2,1803,1805,1806,t807,l1W8,1809,1811,UH2,1813

.word 1814,1816,1817,1818,1819,1821,1822,1823,1824,1826

.word 1827,1828,1829,1830,1832,1833,1834,1835,1837,1838

.word 1839,1840,1842,1843,1844,1845,1847,1848,1849,1850

.word 1851,1853,1854,1855,1856,1858,1859,1860,1861,1863

.word 1864,1865,1866,1867,1869,1870,1871,1872,1874,1875

.word 1876,1877,1879,1880,1881,1882,1884,1885,1886,1887

.word 1888,1890,1891,1892,1893,1895,1896,1897,1898,1900

.word 1901,1902,1903,1904,1906,1907,1908,1909,1911,1912

.word 1913,1914,1916,1917,1918,1919,1920,1922,1923,1924

.word 1925,1927,1928,1929,1930,1932,1933,1934,1935,1936

.word 1938,1939,1940,1941,1943,1944,1945,1946,1948,1949

.word 1950,1951,1952,1954,1955,1956,1957,1959,1960,1961

.word 1962,1963,1965,1966,1967,1968,1970,1971,1972,1973

.word 1975,1976,1977,1978,1979,1981,1982,1983,1984,1986

.word 1987,1988,1989,1990,1992,1993,1994,1995,1997,1998

.word 1999,2000,2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2008,2009,20 I0

.word 2011,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2019,2020,2021,2022

.word 2024,2025,2026,2027,2029,2030,2031,2032,2033,2035

.word 2036,2037,2038,2040,2041,2042,2043,2044,2046,2047
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.word 2048,2049,2051,2052,2053,2054,2055,2057,2058,2059
·word 2060,2062,2063,2064,2065,2066,2068,2069,2070,2071
.word 2073,2074,2075,2076,2078,2079,2080,2081,2082,2084
·word 2085,2086,2087,2089,2090,2091,2092,2093,2095,2096
.word 2097,2098,2100,2101,2102,2103,2104,2106,2107,2108
.word 2109,2111,2112,2113,2114,2115,2117,2118,2119,2120
.word 2122,2123,2124,2125,2126,2128,2129,2130,2131,2132
.word 2134,2135,2136,2137,2139,2140,2141,2142,2143,2145
.word 2146,2147,2148,2150,2151,2152,2153,2154,2156,2157
.word 2158,2159,2161,2162,2163,2164,2165,2167,2168,2169
.word 2170,2172,2173,2174,2175,2176,2178,2179,2180,2181
.word 2182,2184,2185,2186,2187,2189,2190,2191,2192,2193
.word 2195,2196,2197,2198,2200,2201,2202,2203,2204,2206
.word 2207,2208,2209,2210,2212,2213,2214,2215,2217,2218
.word 2219,2220,2221,2223,2224,2225,2226,2228,2229,2230
.word 2231,2232,2234,2235,2236,2237,2238,2240,2241,2242
.word 2243,2245,2246,2247,2248,2249,2251,2252,2253,2254
.word 2255,2257,2258,2259,2260,2262,2263,2264,2265,2266
.word 2268,2269,2270,2271,2272,2274,2275,2276,2277,2279
·word 2280,2281,2282,2283,2285,2286,2287,2288,2289,2291
.word 2292,2293,2294,2296,2297,2298,2299,2300,2302,2303
.word 2304,2305,2306,2308,2309,2310,2311,2312,2314,2315
.word 2316,2317,2319,2320,2321,2322,2323,2325,2326,2327
.word 2328,2329,2331,2332,2333,2334,2336,2337,2338,2339
.word 2340,2342,2343,2344,2345,2346,2348,2349,2350,2351
.word 2352,2354,2355,2356,2357,2358,2360,2361,2362,2363
.word 2365,2366,2367,2368,2369,2371,2372,2373,2374,2375
.word 2377,2378,2379,2380,2381,2383,2384,2385,2386,2387
.word 2389,2390,2391,2392,2394,2395,2396,2397,2398,2400
.word 240 I,2402,2403,2404,2406,2407,2408,2409,2410,2412
·word 2413,2414,2415,2416,2418,2419,2420,2421,2422,2424
.word 2425,2426,2427,2429,2430,2431,2432,2433,2435,2436
.word 2437,2438,2439,2441,2442,2443,2444,2445,2447,2448
.word 2449,2450,2451,2453,2454,2455,2456,2457,2459,2460
·word 2461,2462,2463,2465,2466,2467,2468,2469,2471,2472
.word 2473,2474,2475,2477,2478,2479,2480,2481,2483,2484
.word 2485,2486,2488,2489,2490,2491,2492,2494,2495,2496
·word 2497,2498,2500,2501,2502,2503,2504,2506,2507,2508
.word 2509,2510,2512,2513,2514,2515,2516,2518,2519,2520
.word 2521,2522,2524,2525,2526,2527,2528,2530,2531,2532
.word 2533,2534,2536,2537,2538,2539,2540,2542,2543,2544
.word 2545,2546,2548,2549,2550,2551,2552,2554,2555,2556
·word 2557,2558,2560,2561,2562,2563,2564,2566,2567,2568
.word 2569,2570,2571,2573,2574,2575,2576,2577,2579,2580
.word 2581,2582,2583,2585,2586,2587,2588,2589,2591,2592
.word 2593,2594,2595,2597,2598,2599,2600,2601,2603,2604
.word 2605,2606,2607,2609,2610,2611,2612,2613,2615,2616
.word 2617,2618,2619,2621,2622,2623,2624,2625,2626,2628
.word 2629,2630,2631,2632,2634,2635,2636,2637,2638,2640
.word 2641,2642,2643,2644,2646,2647,2648,2649,2650,2652
.word 2653,2654,2655,2656,2658,2659,2660,2661,2662,2663
.word 2665,2666,2667,2668,2669,2671,2672,2673,2674,2675
.word 2677,2678,2679,2680,2681,2683,2684,2685,2686,2687
.word 2688,2690,2691,2692,2693,2694,2696,2697,2698,2699
.word 2700,2702,2703,2704,2705,2706,2708,2709,2710,2711
.word 2712,2713,2715,2716,2717,2718,2719,2721,2722,2723
.word 2724,2725,2727,2728,2729,2730,2731,2732,2734,2735
.word 2736,2737,2738,2740,2741,2742,2743,2744,2746,2747
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.word 2748,2749,2750,2751,2753,2754,2755,2756,2757,2759

.word 2760,2761,2762,2763,2765,2766,2767,2768,2769,2770

.word 2772,2773,2774,2775,2776,2778,2779,2780,2781,2782

.word 2784,2785,2786,2787,2788,2789,2791,2792,2793,2794

.word 2795,2797,2798,2799,2800,2801,2802,2804,2805,2806

.word 2807,2808,2810,2811,2812,2813,2814,2815,2817,2818

.word 2819,2820,2821,2823,2824,2825,2826,2827,2828,2830

.word 2831,2832,2833,2834,2836,2837,2838,2839,2840,2841

.word 2843,2844,2845,2846,2847,2849,2850,2851,2852,2853

.word 2854,2856,2857,2858,2859,2860,2862,2863,2864,2865

.word 2866,2867,2869,2870,2871,2872,2873,2875,2876,2877

.word 2878,2879,2880,2882,2883,2884,2885,2886,2887,2889

.word 2890,2891,2892,2893,2895,2896,2897,2898,2899,2900

.word 2902,2903,2904,2905,2906,2907,2909,2910,2911,2912

.word 2913,2915,2916,2917,2918,2919,2920,2922,2923,2924

.word 2925,2926,2927,2929,2930,2931,2932,2933,2935,2936

.word 2937,2938,2939,2940,2942,2943,2944,2945,2946,2947

.word 2949,2950,2951,2952,2953,2954,2956,2957,2958,2959
·word 2960,2962,2963,2964,2965,2966,2967,2969,2970,2971
.word 2972,2973,2974,2976,2977,2978,2979,2980,2981,2983
.word 2984,2985,2986,2987,2989,2990,2991,2992,2993,2994
.word 2996,2997,2998,2999,3000,3001,3003,3004,3005,3006
.word 3007,3008,3010,3011,3012,3013,3014,3015,3017,3018
.word 3019,3020,3021,3022,3024,3025,3026,3027,3028,3029
.word 3031,3032,3033,3034,3035,3036,3038,3039,3040,3041
.word 3042,3043,3045,3046,3047,3048,3049,3050,3052,3053
.word 3054,3055,3056,3057,3059,3060,3061,3062,3063,3064
.word 3066,3067,3068,3069,3070,3071,3073,3074,3075,3076
.word 3077,3078,3080,3081,3082,3083,3084,3085,3087,3088
·word 3089,3090,3091,3092,3094,3095,3096,3097,3098,3099
.word 3101,3102,3103,3104,3105,3106,3108,3109,3110,3111
.word 3112,3113,3115,3116,3117,3118,3119,3120,3122,3123
.word 3124,3125,3126,3127,3129,3130,3131,3132,3133,3134
.word 3135,3137,3138,3139,3140,3141,3142,3144,3145,3146
.word 3147,3148,3149,3151,3152,3153,3154,3155,3156,3158
.word 3159,3160,3161,3162,3163,3165,3166,3167,3168,3169
.word 3170,3171,3173,3174,3175,3176,3177,3178,3180,3181
.word 3182,3183,3184,3185,3187,3188,3189,3190,3191,3192
.word 3193,3~95,3196,3197,3198,3199,3200,3202,3203,n()4

.word 3205,3206,3207,3209,3210,3211,3212,3213,3214,3215

.word 3217,3218,3219,3220,3221,3222,3224,3225,3226,3227

.word 3228,3229,3230,3232,3233,3234,3235,3236,3237,3239

.word 3240,3241,3242,3243,3244,3245,3247,3248,3249,3250

.word 3251,3252,3254,3255,3256,3257,3258,3259,3260,3262

.word 3263,3264,3265,3266,3267,3269,3270,3271,3272,3273

.word 3274,3275,3277,3278,3279,3280,3281,3282,3284,3285

.word 3286,3287,3288,3289,3290,3292,3293,3294,3295,3296

.word 3297,3298,3300,3301,3302,3303,3304,3305,3307,3308

.word 3309,3310,3311,3312,3313,3315,3316,3317,3318,3319

.word 3320,3321,3323,3324,3325,3326,3327,3328,3329,3331
·word 3332,3333,3334,3335,3336,3338,3339,3340,3341,3342
.word 3343,3344,3346,3347,3348,3349,3350,3351,3352,3354
.word 3355,3356,3357,3358,3359,3360,3362,3363,3364,3365
.word 3366,3367,3368,3370,3371,3372,3373,3374,3375,3376
.word 3378,3379,3380,3381,3382,3383,3384,3386,3387,3388
.word 3389,3390,3391,3392,3394,3395,3396,3397,3398,3399
.word 3400,3402,3403,3404,3405,3406,3407,3408,3410,3411
.word 3412,3413,3414,3415,3416,3418,3419,3420,3421,3422
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.word 3423,3424,3426,3427,3428,3429,3430,3431,3432,3434

.word 3435,3436,3437,3438,3439,3440,3442,3443,3444,3445

.word 3446,3447,3448,3450,3451,3452,3453,3454,3455,3456
·word 3458,3459,3460,3461,3462,3463,3464,3465,3467,3468
.word 3469,3470,3471,3472,3473,3475,3476,3477,3478,3479
.word 3480,3481,3483,3484,3485,3486,3487,3488,3489,3490
·word 3492,3493,3494,3495,3496,3497,3498,3500,3501,3502
.word 3503,3504,3505,3506,3508,3509,3510,3511,3512,3513
.word 3514,3515,3517,3518,3519,3520,3521,3522,3523,3525
.word 3526,3527,3528,3529,3530,3531,3532,3534,3535,3536
.word 3537,3538,3539,3540,3542,3543,3544,3545,3546,3547
.word 3548,3549,3551,3552,3553,3554,3555,3556,3557,3558
·word 3560,3561,3562,3563,3564,3565,3566,3568,3569,3570
.word 3571,3572,3573,3574,3575,3577,3578,3579,3580,3581
.word 3582,3583,3584,3586,3587,3588,3589,3590,3591,3592
.word 3593,3595,3596,3597,3598,3599,3600,3601,3603,3604
.word 3605,3606,3607,3608,3609,3610,3612,3613,3614,3615
.word 3616,3617,3618,3619,3621,3622,3623,3624,3625,3626
.word 3627,3628,3630,3631,3632,3633,3634,3635,3636,3637
.word 3639,3640,3641,3642,3643,3644,3645,3646,3648,3649
.word 3650,3651,3652,3653,3654,3655,3657,3658,3659,3660
.word 3661,3662,3663,3664,3666,3667,3668,3669,3670,3671
.word 3672,3673,3674,3676,3677,3678,3679,3680,3681,3682
·word 3683,3685,3686,3687,3688,3689,3690,3691,3692,3694
.word 3695,3696,3697,3698,3699,3700,3701,3702,3704,3705
.word 3706,3707,3708,3709,3710,3711,3713,3714,3715,3716
.word 3717,3718,3719,3720,3722,3723,3724,3725,3726,3727
·word 3728,3729,3730,3732,3733,3734,3735,3736,3737,3738
.word 3739,3740,3742,3743,3744,3745,3746,3747,3748,3749
.word 3751,3752,3753,3754,3755,3756,3757,3758,3759,3761
.word 3762,3763,3764,3765,3766,3767,3768,3769,3771,3772
.word 3773,3774,3775,3776,3777,3778,3780,3781,3782,3783
.word 3784,3785,3786,3787,3788,3790,3791,3792,3793,3794
.word 3795,3796,3797,3798,3800,3801,3802,3803,3804,3805
.word 3806,3807,3808,3810,3811,3812,3813,3814,3815,3816
.word 3817,3818,3820,3821,3822,3823,3824,3825,3826,3827
.word 3828,3830,3831,3832,3833,3834,3835,3836,3837,3838
.word 3839,3841,3842,3843,3844,3845,3846.3847,3848,3849
.word 3851,3852,3853.3854,3855,3856,3857,3858,3859,3861
.word 3862,3863,3864,3865,3866,3867,3868,3869,3870,3872
.word 3873,3874,3875,3876,3877,3878,3879,3880,3882,3883
.word 3884,3885,3886,3887,3888,3889,3890,3891,3893,3894
.word 3895,3896,3897,3898,3899,3900,3901,3903,3904,3905
.word 3906,3907,3908,3909,3910,3911,3912,3914,3915,3916
·word 3917,3918,3919,3920,3921,3922,3923,3925,3926,3927
.word 3928,3929,3930,3931,3932,3933,3934,3936,3937,3938
.word 3939,3940,3941,3942,3943,3944,3945,3947,3948,3949
.word 3950,3951,3952,3953,3954,3955,3956,3958,3959,3960
.word 3961,3962,3963,3964,3965,3966,3967,3969,3970,3971
.word 3972,3973,3974,3975,3976,3977,3978,3980,3981,3982
.word 3983,3984,3985,3986,3987,3988,3989,3990,3992,3993
.word 3994,3995,3996,3997,3998,3999,4000,4001,4003,4004
.word 4005,4006,4007,4008,4009,4010,4011,4012,4013,4015
.word 4016,4017,4018,4019,4020,4021,4022,4023,4024,4025
.word 4027,4028,4029,4030,4031,4032,4033,4034,4035,4036
·word 4038,4039,4040,4041,4042,4043,4044,4045,4046,4047
.word 4048,4050,4051,4052,4053,4054,4055,4056,4057,4058
·word 4059,4060,4062,4063,4064,4065,4066,4067,4068,4069
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·word 4070,4071,4072,4073,4075,4076,4077,4078,4079,4080
.word 4081,4082,4083,4084,4085,4087,4088,4089,4090,4091
.word 4092,4093,4094,4095,4096,4097,4099,4100,4101,4102
.word 4103,4104,4105,4106,4107,4108,4109,4110,4112,4113
.word 4114,4115,4116,4117,4118,4119,4120,4121,4122,4123
.word 4125,4126,4127,4128,4129,4130,4131,4132,4133,4134
.word 4135,4136,4138,4139,4140,4141,4142,4143,4144,4145
.word 4146,4147,4148,4149,4151,4152,4153,4154,4155,4156
.word 4157,4158,4159,4160,4161,4162,4164,4165,4166,4167
.word 4168,4169,4170,4171,4172,4173,4174,4175,4176,4178
.word 4179,4180,4181,4182,4183,4184,4185,4186,4187,4188
.word 4189,4191,4192,4193,4194,4195,4196,4197,4198,4199
.word 4200,4201,4202,4203,4205,4206,4207,4208,4209,4210
.word 4211,4212,4213,4214,4215,4216,4217,4219,4220,4221
.word 4222,4223,4224,4225,4226,4227,4228,4229,4230,4231
.word 4233,4234,4235,4236,4237,4238,4239,4240,4241,4242
.word 4243,4244,4245,4246,4248,4249,4250,4251,4252,4253
.word 4254,4255,4256,4257,4258,4259,4260,4261,4263,4264
.word 4265,4266,4267,4268,4269,4270,4271,4272,4273,4274
.word 4275,4276,4278,4279,4280,4281,4282,4283,4284,4285
.word 4286,4287,4288,4289,4290,4291,4293,4294,4295,4296
.word 4297,4298,4299,4300,4301,4302,4303,4304,4305,4306
.word 4308,4309,4310,4311,4312,4313,4314,4315,4316,4317
.word 4318,4319,4320,4321,4322,4324,4325,4326,4327,4328
.word 4329,4330,4331,4332,4333,4334,4335,4336,4337,4338
.word 4340,4341,4342,4343,4344,4345,4346,4347,4348,4349
.word 4350,4351,4352,4353,4354,4355,4357,4358,4359,4360
.word 4361,4362,4363,4364,4365,4366,4367,4368,4369,4370
.word 4371,4372,4374,4375,4376,4377,4378,4379,4380,4381
.word 4382,4383,4384,4385,4386,4387,4388,4389,4391,4392
.word 4393,4394,4395,4396,4397,4398,4399,4400,4401,4402
.word 4403,4404,4405,4406,4407,4409,4410,4411,4412,4413
.word 4414,4415,4416,4417,4418,4419,4420,4421,4422,4423
.word 4424,4425,4427,4428,4429,4430,4431,4432,4433,4434
.word 4435,4436,4437,4438,4439,4440,4441,4442,4443,4444
.word 4446,4447,4448,4449,4450,4451,4452,4453,4454,4455
.word 4456,4457,4458,4459,4460,4461,4462,4463,4465,4466
.word 4467,4468,4469,4470,4471,4472,4473,4474,4475,4476
.word 4477,4478,4479,4480,4481 ,4482,4483,4485;44S6,4487
.word 4488,4489,4490,4491,4492,4493,4494,4495,4496,4497
.word 4498,4499,4500,4501,4502,4503,4505,4506,4507,4508
.word 4509,4510,4511,4512,4513,4514,4515,4516,4517,4518
.word 4519,4520,4521,4522,4523,4524,4525,4527,4528,4529
.word 4530,4531,4532,4533,4534,4535,4536,4537,4538,4539
.word 4540,4541,4542,4543,4544,4545,4546,4547,4549,4550
.word 4551,4552,4553,4554,4555,4556,4557,4558,4559,4560
.word 4561,4562,4563,4564,4565,4566,4567,4568,4569,4570
.word 4572,4573,4574,4575,4576,4577,4578,4579,4580,4581
.word 4582,4583,4584,4585,4586,4587,4588,4589,4590,4591
.word 4592,4593,4594,4595,4597,4598,4599,4600,4601,4602
.word 4603,4604,4605,4606,4607,4608,4609,4610,4611,4612
.word 4613,4614,4615,4616,4617,4618,4619,4620,4622,4623
.word 4624,4625,4626,4627,4628,4629,4630,4631,4632,4633
.word 4634,4635,4636,4637,4638,4639,4640,4641,4642,4643
.word 4644,4645,4646,4647,4648,4650,4651,4652,4653,4654
.word 4655,4656,4657,4658,4659,4660,4661,4662,4663,4664
.word 4665,4666,4667,4668,4669,4670,4671,4672,4673,4674
.word 4675,4676,4677,4679,4680,4681,4682,4683,4684,4685
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·word 4686,4687,4688,4689,4690,4691,4692,4693,4694,4695
.word 4696,4697,4698,4699,4700,4701,4702,4703,4704,4705
.word 4706,4707,4708,4709,4711,4712,4713,4714,4715,4716
.word 4717,4718,4719,4720,4721,4722,4723,4724,4725,4726
.word 4727,4728,4729,4730,4731,4732,4733,4734,4735,4736
.word 4737,4738,4739,4740,4741,4742,4743,4744,4745,4747
.word 4748,4749,4750,4751,4752,4753,4754,4755,4756,4757
.word 4758,4759,4760,4761,4762,4763,4764,4765,4766,4767
.word 4768,4769,4770,4771,4772,4773,4774,4775,4776,4777
.word 4778,4779,4780,4781,4782,4783,4784,4785,4787,4788
.word 4789,4790,4791,4792,4793,4794,4795,4796,4797,4798
.word 4799,4800,4801,4802,4803,4804,4805,4806,4807,4808
.word 4809,4810,4811,4812,4813,4814,4815,4816,4817,4818
.word 4819,4820,4821,4822,4823,4824,4825,4826,4827,4828
.word 4829,4830,4831,4832,4833,4835,4836,4837,4838,4839
.word 4840,4841,4842,4843,4844,4845,4846,4847,4848,4849
.word 4850,4851,4852,4853,4854,4855,4856,4857,4858,4859
.word 4860,4861,4862,4863,4864,4865,4866,4867,4868,4869
.word 4870,4871,4872,4873,4874,4875,4876,4877,4878,4879
.word 4880,4881,4882,4883,4884,4885,4886,4887,4888,4889
.word 4890,4891,4892,4893,4894,4895,4896,4897,4898,4899
.word 4901,4902,4903,4904,4905,4906,4907,4908,4909,4910
.word 4911,4912,4913,4914,4915,4916,4917,4918,4919,4920
.word 4921,4922,4923,4924,4925,4926,4927,4928,4929,4930
.word 4931,4932,4933,4934,4935,4936,4937,4938,4939,4940
.word 4941,4942,4943,4944,4945,4946,4947,4948,4949,4950
.word 4951,4952,4953,4954,4955,4956,4957,4958,4959,4960
.word 4961,4962,4963,4964,4965,4966,4967,4968,4969,4970
.word 4971,4972,4973,4974,4975,4976,4977,4978,4979,4980
.word 4981,4982,4983,4984,4985,4986,4987,4988,4989,4990
.word 4991,4992,4993,4994,4995,4996,4997,4998,4999,5000
.word 5001,5002,5003,5004,5005,5006,5007,5008,5009,5010
.word 5011,5012,5013,5014,5015,5016,5017,5018,5019,5020
.word 5021,5022,5023,5024,5025,5026,5027,5028,5029,5030
.word 5031,5032,5033,5034,5035,5036,5037,5038,5039,5040
.word 5041,5042,5043,5044,5045,5046,5047,5048,5049,5050
.word 5051,5052,5053,5054,5055,5056,5057,5058,5059,5060
.word 5061,5062,5063,5064,5065,5066,5067,5068,5069,5070
.word 5071,5072,5073,5074,5075,5076,5077,5078,5079,5080
.word 5081,5082,5083,5084,5085,5086,5087,5088,5089,5090
.word 5091,5092,5093,5094,5095,5096,5097,5098,5099,5100
.word 5101,5102,5103,5104,5105,5106,5107,5108,5109,5110
.word 5111,5112,5113,5114,5115,5116,5117,5118,5119,5120
.word 5121,5122,5123,5124,5125,5126,5127,5128,5129,5130
.word 5131,5132,5133,5134,5135,5136,5137,5138,5139,5140
.word 5141,5142,5143,5144,5145,5145,5146,5147,5148,5149
.word 5150,5151,5152,5153,5154,5155,5156,5157,5158,5159
.word 5160,5161,5162,5163,5164,5165,5166,5167,5168,5169
.word 5170,5171,5172,5173,5174,5175,5176,5177,5178,5179
.word 5180,5181,5182,5183,5184,5185,5186,5187,5188,5189
.word 5190,5191,5192,5193,5194,5195,5196,5197,5198,5199
.word 5200,5201,5202,5203,5204,5205,5206,5207,5208,5208
.word 5209,5210,5211,5212,5213,5214,5215,5216,5217,5218
.word 5219,5220,5221,5222,5223,5224,5225,5226,5227,5228
.word 5229,5230,5231,5232,5233,5234,5235,5236,5237,5238
.word 5239,5240,5241,5242,5243,5244,5245,5246,5247,5248
.word 5249,5250,5251,5252,5253,5254,5255,5255,5256,5257
.word 5258,5259,5260,5261,5262,5263,5264,5265,5266,5267
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.word 5268,5269,5270,5271,5272,5273,5274,5275,5276,5277

.word 5278,5279,5280,5281,5282,5283,5284,5285,5286,5287

.word 5288,5289,5290,5291,5292,5293,5293,5294,5295,5296

.word 5297,5298,5299,5300,5301,5302,5303,5304,5305,5306

.word 5307,5308,5309,5310,5311,5312,5313,5314,5315,5316

.word 5317,5318,5319,5320,5321,5322,5323,5324,5325,5326

.word 5326,5327,5328,5329,5330,5331,5332,5333,5334,5335

.word 5336,5337,5338,5339,5340,5341,5342,5343,5344,5345

.word 5346,5347,5348,5349,5350,5351,5352,5353,5354,5355

.word 5356,5356,5357,5358,5359,5360,5361,5362,5363,5364

.word 5365,5366,5367,5368,5369,5370,5371,5372,5373,5374

.word 5375,5376,5377,5378,5379,5380,5381,5382,5383,5383

.word 5384,5385,5386,5387,5388,5389,5390,5391,5392,5393

.word 5394,5395,5396,5397,5398,5399,5400,5401,5402,5403

.word 5404,5405,5406,5407,5408,5408,5409,5410,5411,5412

.word 5413,5414,5415,5416,5417,5418,5419,5420,5421,5422

.word 5423,5424,5425,5426,5427,5428,5429,5430,5431,5432

.word 5432,5433,5434,5435,5436,5437,5438,5439,5440,5441

.word 5442,5443,5444,5445,5446,5447,5448,5449,5450,5451

.word 5452,5453,5454,5454,5455,5456,5457,5458,5459,5460

.word 5461,5462,5463,5464,5465,5466,5467,5468,5469,5470

.word 5471,5472,5473,5474,5475,5475,5476,5477,5478,5479

.word 5480,5481,5482,5483,5484,5485,5486,5487,5488,5489

.word 5490,5491,5492,5493,5494,5495,5495,5496,5497,5498

.word 5499,5500,5501,5502,5503,5504,5505,5506,5507,5508

.word 5509,5510,5511,5512,5513,5514,5514,5515,5516,5517

.word 5518,5519,5520,5521,5522,5523,5524,5525,5526,5527

.word 5528,5529,5530,5531,5532,5532,5533,5534,5535,5536

.word 5537,5538,5539,5540,5541,5542,5543,5544,5545,5546

.word 5547,5548,5549,5550,5550,5551,5552,5553,5554,5555

.word 5556,5557,5558,5559,5560,5561,5562,5563,5564,5565

.word 5566,5567,5567,5568,5569,5570,5571,5572,5573,5574

.word 5575,5576,5577,5578,5579,5580,5581,5582,5583,5584

.word 5584,5585,5586,5587,5588,5589,5590,5591,5592,5593

.word 5594,5595,5596,5597,5598,5599,5600,5600,5601,5602

.word 5603,5604,5605,5606,5607,5608,5609,5610,5611,5612

.word 5613,5614,5615,5615,5616,5617,5618,5619,5620,5621

.word 5622,5623,5624,5625,5626,5627,5628,5629,5630,5630

.word 5631,5632,5633,5634,5635,5636,5637,5638,5639,5640

.word 5641,5642,5643,5644,5645,5645,5646,5647,5648,5649

.word 5650,5651,5652,5653,5654,5655,5656,5657,5658,5659

.word 5659,5660,5661,5662,5663,5664,5665,5666,5667,5668

.word 5669,5670,5671,5672,5673,5673,5674,5675,5676,5677

.word 5678,5679,5680,5681,5682,5683,5684,5685,5686,5687

.word 5687,5688,5689,5690,5691,5692,5693,5694,5695,5696

.word 5697,5698,5699,5700,5700,5701,5702,5703,5704,5705

.word 5706,5707,5708,5709,5710,5711,5712,5713,5713,5714

.word 5715,5716,5717,5718,5719,5720,5721,5722,5723,5724

.word 5725,5726,5726,5727,5728,5729,5730,5731,5732,5733

.word 5734,5735,5736,5737,5738,5738,5739,5740,5741,5742

.word 5743,5744,5745,5746,5747,5748,5749,5750,5750,5751

.word 5752,5753,5754,5755,5756,5757,5758,5759,5760,5761

.word 5762,5762,5763,5764,5765,5766,5767,5768,5769,5770

.word 5771,5772,5773,5774,5774,5775,5776,5777,5778,5779

.word 5780,5781,5782,5783,5784,5785,5786,5786,5787,5788

.word 5789,5790,5791,5792,5793,5794,5795,5796,5797,5797

.word 5798,5799,5800,5801,5802,5803,5804,5805,5806,5807

.word 5808,5808,5809,5810,5811,5812,5813,5814,5815,5816
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.word 5817,5818,5819,5819,5820,5821,5822,5823,5824,5825
·word 5826,5827,5828,5829,5830,5830,5831,5832,5833,5834
.word 5835,5836,5837,5838,5839,5840,5841,5841,5842,5843
.word 5844,5845,5846,5847,5848,5849,5850,5851,5851,5852
·word 5853,5854,5855,5856,5857,5858,5859,5860,5861,5862
.word 5862,5863,5864,5865,5866,5867,5868,5869,5870,5871
.word 5872,5872,5873,5874,5875,5876,5877,5878,5879,5880
.word 5881,5882,5882,5883,5884,5885,5886,5887,5888,5889
·word 5890,5891,5892,5892,5893,5894,5895,5896,5897,5898
·word 5899,5900,5901,5902,5902,5903,5904,5905,5906,5907
.word 5908,5909,5910,5911,5912,5912,5913,5914,5915,5916
.word 5917,5918,5919,5920,5921,5921,5922,5923,5924,5925
.word 5926,5927,5928,5929,5930,5931,5931,5932,5933,5934
.word 5935,5936,5937,5938,5939,5940,5940,5941,5942,5943
·word 5944,5945,5946,5947,5948,5949,5949,5950,5951,5952
·word 5953,5954,5955,5956,5957,5958,5959,5959,5960,5961
.word 5962,5963,5964,5965,5966,5967,5968,5968,5969,5970
.word 5971,5972,5973,5974,5975,5976,5977,5977,5978,5979
·word 5980,5981,5982,5983,5984,5985,5985,5986,5987,5988
·word 5989,5990,5991,5992,5993,5994,5994,5995,5996,5997
.word 5998,5999,6000,6001,6002,6003,6003,6004,6005,6006
.word 6007,6008,6009,6010,6011,6011,6012,6013,6014,6015
·word 6016,6017,6018,6019,6020,6020,6021,6022,6023,6024
.word 6025,6026,6027,6028,6028,6029,6030,6031,6032,6033
.word 6034,6035,6036,6037,6037,6038,6039,6040,6041,6042
·word 6043,6044,6045,6045,6046,6047,6048,6049,6050,6051
.word 6052,6053,6053,6054,6055,6056,6057,6058,6059,6060
·word 6061,6061,6062,6063,6064,6065,6066,6067,6068,6069
·word 6069,6070,6071,6072,6073,6074,6075,6076,6077,6077
·word 6078,6079,6080,6081,6082,6083,6084,6085,6085,6086
·word 6087,6088,6089,6090,6091,6092,6093,6093,6094,6095
.word 6096,6097,6098,6099,6100,6100,6101,6102,6103,6104
.word 6105,6106,6107,6108,6108,6109,6110,6111,6112,6113
.word 6114,6115,6116,6116,6117,6118,6119,6120,6121,6122
.word 6123,6123,6124,6125,6126,6127,6128,6129,6130,6131
.word 6131,6132,6133,6134,6135,6136,6137,6138,6138,6139
.word 6140,6141,6142,6143,6144,6145,6146,6146,6147,6148
.word 6149,6150,6151,6152,6153,6153,6154,6155,6156,6157
.word 6158,6159,6160,6160,6161,6162,6163,6164,6165,6166
.word 6167,6167,6168,6169,6170,6171,6172,6173,6174,6174
.word 6175,6176,6177,6178,6179,6180,6181,6182,6182,6183
.word 6184,6185,6186,6187,6188,6189,6189,6190,6191,6192
·word 6193,6194,6195,6196,6196,6197,6198,6199,6200,6201
.word 6202,6202,6203,6204,6205,6206,6207,6208,6209,6209
·word 6210,6211,6212,6213,6214,6215,6216,6216,6217,6218
.word 6219,6220,6221,6222,6223,6223,6224,6225,6226,6227
.word 6228,6229,6230,6230,6231,6232,6233,6234,6235,6236
.word 6236,6237,6238,6239,6240,6241,6242,6243,6243,6244
·word 6245,6246,6247,6248,6249,6250,6250,6251,6252,6253
·word 6254,6255,6256,6256,6257,6258,6259,6260,6261,6262
·word 6263,6263,6264,6265,6266,6267,6268,6269,6269,6270
·word 6271,6272,6273,6274,6275,6276,6276,6277,6278,6279
.word 6280,6281,6282,6282,6283,6284,6285,6286,6287,6288
.word 6288,6289,6290,6291,6292,6293,6294,6295,6295,6296
.word 6297,6298,6299,6300,6301,6301,6302,6303,6304,6305
.word 6306,6307,6307,6308,6309,6310,6311,6312,6313,6314
.word 6314,6315,6316,6317,6318,6319,6320,6320,6321,6322
.word 6323,6324,6325,6326,6326,6327,6328,6329,6330,6331
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.word 6332,6332,6333,6334,6335,6336,6337,6338,6338,6339
·word 6340,6341,6342,6343,6344,6344,6345,6346,6347,6348
·word 6349,6350,6350,6351,6352,6353,6354,6355,6356,6356
·word 6357,6358,6359,6360,6361,6362,6362,6363,6364,6365
·word 6366,6367,6368,6368,6369,6370,6371,6372,6373,6374
.word 6374,6375,6376,6377,6378,6379,6380,6380,6381,6382
·word 6383,6384,6385,6385,6386,6387,6388,6389,6390,6391
·word 6391,6392,6393,6394,6395,6396,6397,6397,6398,6399
.word 6400,6401,6402,6403,6403,6404,6405,6406,6407,6408
.word 6408,6409,6410,6411,6412,6413,6414,6414,6415,6416
.word 6417,6418,6419,6420,6420,6421,6422,6423,6424,6425
.word 6425,6426,6427,6428,6429,6430,6431,6431,6432,6433
.word 6434,6435,6436,6436,6437,6438,6439,6440,6441,6442
.word 6442,6443,6444,6445,6446,6447,6447,6448,6449,6450
.word 6451,6452,6453,6453,6454,6455,6456,6457,6458,6458
.word 6459,6460,6461,6462,6463,6464,6464,6465,6466,6467
.word 6468,6469,6469,6470,6471,6472,6473,6474,6474,6475
·word 6476,6477,6478,6479,6480,6480,6481,6482,6483,6484
·word 6485,6485,6486,6487,6488,6489,6490,6490,6491,6492
.word 6493,6494,6495,6496,6496,6497,6498,6499,6500,6501
.word 6501,6502,6503,6504,6505,6506,6506,6507,6508,6509
·word 6510,6511,6511,6512,6513,6514,6515,6516,6516,6517
.word 6518,6519,6520,6521,6521,6522,6523,6524,6525,6526
·word 6527,6527,6528,6529,6530,6531,6532,6532,6533,6534
.word 6535,6536,6537,6537,6538,6539,6540,6541,6542,6542
.word 6543,6544,6545,6546,6547,6547,6548,6549,6550,6551
·word 6552,6552,6553,6554,6555,6556,6557,6557,6558,6559
.word 6560,6561,6562,6562,6563,6564,6565,6566,6567,6567
·word 6568,6569,6570,6571,6572,6572,6573,6574,6575,6576
.word 6577,6577,6578,6579,6580,6581,6582,6582,6583,6584
.word 6585,6586,6586,6587,6588,6589,6590,6591,6591,6592
.word 6593,6594,6595,6596,6596,6597,6598,6599,6600,6601
.word 6601,6602,6603,6604,6605,6606,6606,6607,6608,6609
.word 6610,6611,6611,6612,6613,6614,6615,6615,6616,6617
.word 6618,6619,6620,6620,6621,6622,6623,6624,6625,6625
.word 6626,6627,6628,6629,6629,6630,6631,6632,6633,6634
·word 6634,6635,6636,6637,6638,6639,6639,6640,6641,6642
.word 6643,6643,6644,6645,6646,6647,6648,6648,6649,6650
.word 6651,6652,6653,6653,6654,6655,6656,6657,6657,6658
.word 6659,6660,6661,6662,6662,6663,6664,6665,6666,6666
.word 6667,6668,6669,6670,6671,6671,6672,6673,6674,6675
.word 6676,6676,6677,6678,6679,6680,6680,6681,6682,6683
·word 6684,6685,6685,6686,6687,6688,6689,6689,6690,6691
.word 6692,6693,6694,6694,6695,6696,6697,6698,6698,6699
·word 6700,6701,6702,6702,6703,6704,6705,6706,6707,6707
.word 6708,6709,6710,6711,6711,6712,6713,6714,6715,6716
.word 6716,6717,6718,6719,6720,6720,6721,6722,6723,6724
.word 6724,6725,6726,6727,6728,6729,6729,6730,6731,6732
·word 6733,6733,6734,6735,6736,6737,6737,6738,6739,6740
.word 6741,6742,6742,6743,6744,6745,6746,6746,6747,6748
.word 6749,6750,6750,6751,6752,6753,6754,6755,6755,6756
·word 6757,6758,6759,6759,6760,6761,6762,6763,6763,6764
.word 6765,6766,6767,6767,6768,6769,6770,6771,6771,6772
.word 6773,6774,6775,6776,6776,6777,6778,6779,6780,6780
.word 6781,6782,6783,6784,6784,6785,6786,6787,6788,6788
·word 6789,6790,6791,6792,6792,6793,6794,6795,6796,6796
.word 6797,6798,6799,6800,6801,6801,6802,6803,6804,6805
.word 6805,6806,6807,6808,6809,6809,6810,6811,6812,6813
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.word 6813,6814,6815,6816,6817,6817,6818,6819,6820,6821

.word 6821,6822,6823,6824,6825,6825,6826,6827,6828,6829

.word 6829,6830,6831,6832,6833,6833,6834,6835,6836,6837

.word 6837,6838,6839,6840,6841,6841,6842,6843,6844,6845

.word 6845,6846,6847,6848,6849,6849,6850,6851,6852,6853

.word 6853,6854,6855,6856,6857,6857,6858,6859,6860,6861

.word 6861,6862,6863,6864,6865,6865,6866,6867,6868,6869

.word 6869,6870,6871,6872,6873,6873,6874,6875,6876,6877

.word 6877,6878,6879,6880,6880,6881,6882,6883,6884,6884

.word 6885,6886,6887,6888,6888,6889,6890,6891,6892,6892

.word 6893,6894,6895,6896,6896,6897,6898,6899,6900,6900

.word 6901,6902,6903,6904,6904,6905,6906,6907,6907,6908

.word 6909,6910,6911,6911,6912,6913,6914,6915,6915,6916
·word 6917,6918,6919,6919,6920,6921,6922,6922,6923,6924
.word 6925,6926,6926,6927,6928,6929,6930,6930,6931,6932
·word 6933,6934,6934,6935,6936,6937,6937,6938,6939,6940
.word 6941,6941,6942,6943,6944,6945,6945,6946,6947,6948
.word 6949,6949,6950,6951,6952,6952,6953,6954,6955,6956
.word 6956,6957,6958,6959,6960,6960,6961,6962,6963,6963
.word 6964,6965,6966,6967,6967,6968,6969,6970,6971,6971
·word 6972,6973,6974,6974,6975,6976,6977,6978,6978,6979
.word 6980,6981,6981,6982,6983,6984,6985,6985,6986,6987
·word 6988,6989,6989,6990,6991,6992,6992,6993,6994,6995
.word 6996,6996,6997,6998,6999,6999,7000,7001,7002,7003
.word 7003,7004,7005,7006,7006,7007,7008,7009,7010,7010
.word 7011,7012,7013,7014,7014,7015,7016,7017,7017,7018
.word 7019,7020,7021,7021,7022,7023,7024,7024,7025,7026
.word 7027,7028,7028,7029,7030,7031,7031,7032,7033,7034
.word 7035,7035,7036,7037,7038,7038,7039,7040,7041,7041
·word 7042,7043,7044,7045,7045,7046,7047,7048,7048,7049
.word 7050,7051,7052,7052,7053,7054,7055,7055,7056,7057
.word 7058,7059,7059,7060,7061,7062,7062,7063,7064,7065
.word 7066,7066,7067,7068,7069,7069,7070,7071,7072,7072
.word 7073,7074,7075,7076,7076,7077,7078,7079,7079,7080
·word 7081,7082,7082,7083,7084,7085,7086,7086,7087,7088
.word 7089,7089,7090,7091,7092,7093,7093,7094,7095,7096
.word 7096,7097,7098,7099,7099,7100,7101,7102,7103,7103
.word 7104,7105,7106,7106,7107,7108,7109,7109,7110,7111
.word 7112,7112,7113,7114,7115,7116,7116,7117,7118,7119
.word 7119,7120,7121,7122,7122,7123,7124,7125,7126,7126
.word 7127,7128,7129,7129,7130,7131,7132,7132,7133,7134
.word 7135,7135,7136,7137,7138,7139,7139,7140,7141,7142
.word 7142,7143,7144,7145,7145,7146,7147,7148,7148,7149
.word 7150,7151,7152,7152,7153,7154,7155,7155,7156,7157
.word 7158,7158,7159,7160,7161,7161,7162,7163,7164,7164
.word 7165,7166,7167,7167,7168,7169,7170,7171,7171,7172
.word 7173,7174,7174,7175,7176,7177,7177,7178,7179,7180
.word 7180,7181,7182,7183,7183,7184,7185,7186,7186,7187
.word 7188,7189,7190,7190,7191,7192,7193,7193,7194,7195
.word 7196,7196,7197,7198,7199,7199,7200,7201,7202,7202
.word 7203,7204,7205,7205,7206,7207,7208,7208,7209,7210
.word 7211,7211,7212,7213,7214,7214,7215,7216,7217,7218
.word 7218,7219,7220,7221,7221,7222,7223,7224,7224,7225
.word 7226,7227,7227,7228,7229,7230,7230,7231,7232,7233
.word 7233,7234,7235,7236,7236,7237,7238,7239,7239,7240
.word 7241,7242,7242,7243,7244,7245,7245,7246,7247,7248
.word 7248,7249,7250,7251,7251,7252,7253,7254,7254,7255
.word 7256,7257,7257,7258,7259,7260,7260,7261,7262,7263
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·word 7263,7264,7265,7266,7266,7267,7268,7269,7269,7270
.word 7271,7272,7272,7273,7274,7275,7275,7276,7277,7278
.word 7278,7279,7280,7281,7281,7282,7283,7284,7284,7285
.word 7286,7287,7287,7288,7289,7290,7290,7291,7292,7293
.word 7293,7294,7295,7296,7296,7297,7298,7299,7299,7300
.word 7301,7301,7302,7303,7304,7304,7305,7306,7307,7307
.word 7308,7309,7310,7310,7311,7312,7313,7313,7314,7315
.word 7316,7316,7317,7318,7319,7319,7320,7321,7322,7322
.word 7323,7324,7325,7325,7326,7327,7328,7328,7329,7330
.word 7330,7331,7332,7333,7333,7334,7335,7336,7336,7337
.word 7338,7339,7339,7340,7341,7342,7342,7343,7344,7345
.word 7345,7346,7347,7347,7348,7349,7350,7350,7351,7352
.word 7353,7353,7354,7355,7356,7356,7357,7358,7359,7359
.word 7360,7361,7362,7362,7363,7364,7364,7365,7366,7367
.word 7367,7368,7369,7370,7370,7371,7372,7373,7373,7374
.word 7375,7376,7376,7377,7378,7378,7379,7380,7381,7381
.word 7382,7383,7384,7384,7385,7386,7387,7387,7388,7389
.word 7389,7390,7391,7392,7392,7393,7394,7395,7395,7396
.word 7397,7398,7398,7399,7400,7400,7401,7402,7403,7403
.word 7404,7405,7406,7406,7407,7408,7409,7409,7410,7411
.word 7411,7412,7413,7414,7414,7415,7416,7417,7417,7418
.word 7419,7420,7420,7421,7422,7422,7423,7424,7425,7425
.word 7426,7427,7428,7428,7429,7430,7430,7431,7432,7433
.word 7433,7434,7435,7436,7436,7437,7438,7438,7439,7440
.word 7441,7441,7442,7443,7444,7444,7445,7446,7446,7447
.word 7448,7449,7449,7450,7451,7452,7452,7453,7454,7454
.word 7455,7456,7457,7457,7458,7459,7460,7460,7461,7462
.word 7462,7463,7464,7465,7465,7466,7467,7468,7468,7469
.word 7470,7470,7471,7472,7473,7473,7474,7475,7475,7476
.word 7477,7478,7478,7479,7480,7481,7481,7482,7483,7483
.word 7484,7485,7486,7486,7487,7488,7489,7489,7490,7491
.word 7491,7492,7493,7494,7494,7495,7496,7496,7497,7498
.word 7499,7499,7500,7501,7501,7502,7503,7504,7504,7505
.word 7506,7507,7507,7508,7509,7509,7510,7511,7512,7512
.word 7513,7514,7514,7515,7516,7517,7517,7518,7519,7519
.word 7520,7521,7522,7522,7523,7524,7525,7525,7526,7527
.word 7527,7528,7529,7530,7530,7531,7532,7532,7533,7534
.word 7535,7535,7536,7537,7537,7538,7539,7540,7540,7541
.word 7542,7542,7543,7544,7545,7545,7546,7547,7547,7548
.word 7549,7550,7550,7551,7552,7552,7553,7554,7555,7555
.word 7556,7557,7557,7558,7559,7560,7560,7561,7562,7562
.word 7563,7564,7565,7565,7566,7567,7567,7568,7569,7570
.word 7570,7571,7572,7572,7573,7574,7575,7575,7576,7577
.word 7577,7578,7579,7580,7580,7581,7582,7582,7583,7584
.word 7584,7585,7586,7587,7587,7588,7589,7589,7590,7591
.word 7592,7592,7593,7594,7594,7595,7596,7597,7597,7598
.word 7599,7599,7600,7601,7602,7602,7603,7604,7604,7605
.word 7606,7606,7607,7608,7609,7609,7610,7611,7611,7612
.word 7613,7614,7614,7615,7616,7616,7617,7618,7619,7619
.word 7620,7621,7621,7622,7623,7623,7624,7625,7626,7626
.word 7627,7628,7628,7629,7630,7631,7631,7632,7633,7633
.word 7634,7635,7635,7636,7637,7638,7638,7639,7640,7640
.word 7641,7642,7642,7643,7644,7645,7645,7646,7647,7647
.word 7648,7649,7650,7650,7651,7652,7652,7653,7654,7654
.word 7655,7656,7657,7657,7658,7659,7659,7660,7661,7661
.word 7662,7663,7664,7664,7665,7666,7666,7667,7668,7668
.word 7669,7670,7671,7671,7672,7673,7673,7674,7675,7675
.word 7676,7677,7678,7678,7679,7680,7680,7681,7682,7682
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.word 7683,7684,7685,7685,7686,7687,7687,7688,7689,7689

.word 7690,7691,7692,7692,7693,7694,7694,7695,7696,7696

.word 7697,7698,7698,7699,7700,7701,7701,7702,7703,7703

.word 7704,7705,7705,7706,7707,7708,7708,7709,7710,7710

.word 7711,7712,7712,7713,7714,7714,7715,7716,7717,7717

.word 7718,7719,7719,7720,7721,7721,7722,7723,7724,7724

.word 7725,7726,7726,7727,7728,7728,7729,7730,7730,7731

.word 7732,7733,7733,7734,7735,7735,7736,7737,7737,7738

.word 7739,7739,7740,7741,7742,7742,7743,7744,7744,7745

.word 7746,7746,7747,7748,7748,7749,7750,7751,7751,7752

.word 7753,7753,7754,7755,7755,7756,7757,7757,7758,7759

.word 7759,7760,7761,7762,7762,7763,7764,7764,7765,7766

.word 7766,7767,7768,7768,7769,7770,7770,7771,7772,7773

.word 7773,7774,7775,7775,7776,7777,7777,7778,7779,7779

.word 7780,7781,7781,7782,7783,7784,7784,7785,7786,7786

.word 7787,7788,7788,7789,7790,7790,7791,7792,7792,7793

.word 7794,7795,7795,7796,7797,7797,7798,7799,7799,7800

.word 7801,7801,7802,7803,7803,7804,7805,7805,7806,7807

.word 7808,7808,7809,7810,7810,7811,7812,7812,7813,7814

.word 7814,7815,7816,7816,7817,7818,7818,7819,7820,7820

.word 7821,7822,7823,7823,7824,7825,7825,7826,7827,7827

.word 7828,7829,7829,7830,7831,7831,7832,7833,7833,7834

.word 7835,7835,7836,7837,7838,7838,7839,7840,7840,7841

.word 7842,7842,7843,7844,7844,7845,7846,7846,7847,7848

.word 7848,7849,7850,7850,7851,7852,7852,7853,7854,7854

.word 7855,7856,7857,7857,7858,7859,7859,7860,7861,7861

.word 7862,7863,7863,7864,7865,7865,7866,7867,7867,7868

.word 7869,7869,7870,7871,7871,7872,7873,7873,7874,7875

.word 7875,7876,7877,7877,7878,7879,7879,7880,7881,7882

.word 7882,7883,7884,7884,7885,7886,7886,7887,7888,7888

.word 7889,7890,7890,7891,7892,7892,7893,7894,7894,7895

.word 7896,7896,7897,7898,7898,7899,7900,7900,7901,7902

.word 7902,7903,7904,7904,7905,7906,7906,7907,7908,7908

.word 7909,7910,7910,7911,7912,7912,7913,7914,7914,7915

.word 7916,7916,7917,7918,7918,7919,7920,7920,7921,7922

.word 7923,7923,7924,7925,7925,7926,7927,7927,7928,7929

.word 7929,7930,7931,7931,7932,7933,7933,7934,7935,7935

.word 7936,7937,7937,7938,7939,7939,7940,7941,7941,7942

.word 7943,7943,7944,7945,7945,7946,7947,7947,7948,7949

.word 7949,7950,7951,7951,7952,7953,7953,7954,7955,7955

.word 7956,7957,7957,7958,7959,7959,7960,7961,7961,7962

.word 7963,7963,7964,7965,7965,7966,7967,7967,7968,7969

.word 7969,7970,7970,7971,7972,7972,7973,7974,7974,7975

.word 7976,7976,7977,7978,7978,7979,7980,7980,7981,7982

.word 7982,7983,7984,7984,7985,7986,7986,7987,7988,7988

.word 7989,7990,7990,7991,7992,7992,7993,7994,7994,7995

.word 7996,7996,7997,7998,7998,7999,8000,8000,8001,8002

.word 8002,8003,8004,8004,8005,8006,8006,8007,8008,8008

.word 8009,8010,8010,8011,8011,8012,8013,8013,8014,8015

.word 8015,8016,8017,8017,8018,8019,8019,8020,8021,8021

.word 8022,8023,8023,8024,8025,8025,8026,8027,8027,8028

.word 8029,8029,8030,8031,8031,8032,8033,8033,8034,8034

.word 8035,8036,8036,8037,8038,8038,8039,8040,8040,8041

.word 8042,8042,8043,8044,8044,8045,8046,8046,8047,8048

.word 8048,8049,8050,8050,8051,8052,8052,8053,8053,8054

.word 8055,8055,8056,8057,8057,8058,8059,8059,8060,8061

.word 8061,8062,8063,8063,8064,8065,8065,8066,8067,8067

.word 8068,8068,8069,8070,8070,8071,8072,8072,8073,8074
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·word 8074,8075,8076,8076,8077,8078,8078,8079,8080,8080
.word 8081,8081,8082,8083,8083,8084,8085,8085,8086,8087
.word 8087,8088,8089,8089,8090,8091,8091,8092,8093,8093
·word 8094,8094,8095,8096,8096,8097,8098,8098,8099,8100
·word 8100,8101,8102,8102,8103,8104,8104,8105,8105,8106
.word 8107,8107,8108,8109,8109,8110,8111,8111,8112,8113
.word 8113,8114,8115,8115,8116,8116,8117,8118,8118,8119
.word 8120,8120,8121,8122,8122,8123,8124,8124,8125,8126
.word 8126,8127,8127,8128,8129,8129,8130,8131,8131,8132
.word 8133,8133,8134,8135,8135,8136,8136,8137,8138,8138
.word 8139,8140,8140,8141,8142,8142,8143,8144,8144,8145
.word 8145,8146,8147,8147,8148,8149,8149,8150,8151,8151
.word 8152,8153,8153,8154,8154,8155,8156,8156,8157,8158
.word 8158,8159,8160,8160,8161,8161,8162,8163,8163,8164
.word 8165,8165,8166,8167,8167,8168,8169,8169,8170,8170
.word 8171,8172,8172,8173,8174,8174,8175,8176,8176,8177
.word 8177,8178,8179,8179,8180,8181,8181,8182,8183,8183
.word 8184,8184,8185,8186,8186,8187,8188,8188,8189,8190
.word 8190,8191,8192,8192,8193,8193,8194,8195,8195,8196

.sect "sinus"
SINTBL: .word 0,12,25,37,50,62,75,87,100,113

.word 125,138,150,163,175,188,201,213,226,238

.word 251,263,276,289,301,314,326,339,351,364

.word 376,389,402,414,427,439,452,464,477,490

.word 502,515,527,540,552,565,578,590,603,615

.word 628,640,653,665,678,691,703,716,728,741

.word 753,766,779,791,804,816,829,841,854,866

.word 879,892,904,917,929,942,954,967,980,992

.word 1005, I017,1030, 1042,1055, I067, 1080, 1093,11 05, 1118

.word 1130,1143,1155,1168,1180,1193,1206,1218,1231,1243

.word 1256,1268,1281,1293,1306,1319,1331,1344,1356,1369

.word 1381,1394,1406,1419,1432,1444,1457,1469,1482,1494

.word 1507,1519,1532,1545,1557,1570,1582,1595,1607,1620
·word 1632,1645,1658,1670,1683,1695,1708,1720,1733,1745
.word 1758,1770,1783,1796,1808,1821,1833,1846,1858,1871
.word 1883,1896,1908,1921,1934,1946,1959,1971,1984,1996
.word 2009,2021,2034,2046,2059,2072,2084,2097,2109,2122
.word 2134,2147,2159,2172,2184,2197,2209,2222,2235,2247
.word 2260,2272,2285,2297,2310,2322,2335,2347,2360,2372
.word 2385,2397,2410,2423,2435,2448,2460,2473,2485,2498
.word 2510,2523,2535,2548,2560,2573,2585,2598,2610,2623
.word 2636,2648,2661,2673,2686,2698,2711,2723,2736,2748
.word 2761,2773,2786,2798,2811,2823,2836,2848,2861,2873
.word 2886,2898,2911,2923,2936,2949,2961,2974,2986,2999
.word 3011,3024,3036,3049,3061,3074,3086,3099,3111,3124
.word 3136,3149,3161,3174,3186,3199,3211,3224,3236,3249
.word 3261,3274,3286,3299,3311,3324,3336,3349,3361,3374
.word 3386,3399,3411,3424,3436,3449,3461,3474,3486,3499
.word 3511,3524,3536,3549,3561,3574,3586,3599,3611,3624
.word 3636,3649,3661,3674,3686,3699,3711,3724,3736,3749
.word 3761,3773,3786,3798,3811,3823,3836,3848,3861,3873
.word 3886,3898,3911,3923,3936,3948,3961,3973,3986,3998
.word 4011,4023,4035,4048,4060,4073,4085,4098,4110,4123
.word 4135,4148,4160,4173,4185,4198,4210,4222,4235,4247
.word 4260,4272,4285,4297,4310,4322,4335,4347,4359,4372
.word 4384,4397,4409,4422,4434,4447,4459,4472,4484,4496
.word 4509,4521,4534,4546,4559,4571,4584,4596,4608,4621
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.word 4633,4646,4658,4671,4683,4696,4708,4720,4733,4745

.word 4758,4770,4783,4795,4807,4820,4832,4845,4857,4870

.word 4882,4894,4907,4919,4932,4944,4957,4969,4981,4994
·word 5006,5019,5031,5043,5056,5068,5081,5093,5106,5118
.word 5130,5143,5155,5168,5180,5192,5205,5217,5230,5242
.word 5254,5267,5279,5292,5304,5316,5329,5341,5354,5366
.word 5378,5391,5403,5416,5428,5440,5453,5465,5478,5490
.word 5502,5515,5527,5539,5552,5564,5577,5589,5601,5614
.word 5626,5639,5651,5663,5676,5688,5700,5713,5725,5738
.word 5750,5762,5775,5787,5799,5812,5824,5836,5849,5861
.word 5874,5886,5898,5911,5923,5935,5948,5960,5972,5985
.word 5997,6010,6022,6034,6047,6059,6071,6084,6096,6108
.word 6121,6133,6145,6158,6170,6182,6195,6207,6219,6232
.word 6244,6256,6269,6281,6293,6306,6318,6330,6343,6355
.word 6367,6380,6392,6404,6417,6429,6441,6454,6466,6478
.word 6491,6503,6515,6528,6540,6552,6564,6577,6589,6601
.word 6614,6626,6638,6651,6663,6675,6688,6700,6712,6724
.word 6737,6749,6761,6774,6786,6798,6811,6823,6835,6847
·word 6860,6872,6884,6897,6909,6921,6933,6946,6958,6970
.word 6982,6995,7007,7019,7032,7044,7056,7068,7081,7093
.word 7105,7117,7130,7142,7154,7167,7179,7191,7203,7216
.word 7228,7240,7252,7265,7277,7289,7301,7314,7326,7338
.word 7350,7363,7375,7387,7399,7412,7424,7436,7448,7461
.word 7473,7485,7497,7509,7522,7534,7546,7558,7571,7583
.word 7595,7607,7619,7632,7644,7656,7668,7681,7693,7705
.word 7717,7729,7742,7754,7766,7778,7790,7803,7815,7827
.word 7839,7851,7864,7876,7888,7900,7912,7925,7937,7949
·word 7961,7973,7986,7998,8010,8022,8034,8047,8059,8071
.word 8083,8095,8107,8120,8132,8144,8156,8168,8180,8193
.word 8205,8217,8229,8241,8253,8266,8278,8290,8302,8314
.word 8326,8339,8351,8363,8375,8387,8399,8411,8424,8436
·word 8448,8460,8472,8484,8496,8509,8521,8533,8545,8557
.word 8569,8581,8593,8606,8618,8630,8642,8654,8666,8678
.word 8690,8703,8715,8727,8739,8751,8763,8775,8787,8799
.word 8812,8824,8836,8848,8860,8872,8884,8896,8908,8920
.word 8932,8945,8957,8969,8981,8993,9005,9017,9029,9041
.word 9053,9065,9077,9090,9102,9114,9126,9138,9150,9162
.word 9174,9186,9198,9210,9222,9234,9246,9258,9270,9283
.word 9295,9307,9319,9331,9343,9355,9367,9379,9391,94{)3
.word 9415,9427,9439,9451,9463,9475,9487,9499,9511,9523
.word 9535,9547,9559,9571,9583,9595,9607,9619,9631,9643
.word 9655,9667,9679,9691,9703,9715,9727,9739,9751,9763
.word 9775,9787,9799,9811,9823,9835,9847,9859,9871,9883
.word 9895,9907,9919,9931,9943,9955,9967,9979,9991,10003
.word 10015,10027,10039,10051,10063,10075,10087,10099,10111,10123
.word 10135,10147,10159,10170,10182,10194,10206,10218,1 0230, 10242
.word 10254,10266,10278,10290,10302,10314,10326,10338, 10349,1 0361
.word 10373,10385,10397,10409,10421,10433,10445,10457,1 0469, 10481
.word 10492,10504,10516,10528,10540,10552,10564,10576,10588, 10600
.word 10611,10623,10635,10647,10659,10671,10683,10695,10706,10718
.word 10730,10742,10754,10766,10778,10790,10801,10813,1 0825, 10837
.word 10849,10861,10873,10884,10896,10908,10920,10932,10944,10956
.word 10967,10979,10991,11003,11015,11027,11038,11050,11062,11074
.word 11086,11098,11109,11121,11133,11145,11157,11168,11180,11192
.word 11204,11216,11227,11239,11251,11263,11275,11286,11298,11310
.word 11322,11334,11345,11357,11369,11381,11393,11404,11416,11428
.word 11440,11451,11463,11475,11487,11499,11510,11522,11534,11546
.word 11557,11569,11581,11593,11604,11616,11628,11640,11651,11663
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.word 11675,11687,11698,11710,11722,11734,11745,11757,11769,11780

.word 11792,11804,11816,11827,11839,11851,11862,11874,11886,11898

.word 11909,11921,11933,11944,11956,11968,11980,11991,12003,12015

.word 12026,12038,12050,12061,12073,12085,12096,121 08, 12120, 12131

.word 12143,12155,12166,12178,12190,12201,12213, 12225,12236,12248

.word 12260,12271,12283,12295,12306,12318,12330,12341,12353,12365

.word 12376,12388,12399,12411,12423,12434,12446,12458, 12469, 12481

.word 12492,12504,12516,12527,12539,12550,12562,12574, 12585, 12597

.word 12609,12620,12632,12643,12655,12666,12678,12690,12701,12713

.word 12724,12736,12748,12759,12771,12782,12794,12805,12817, 12829

.word 12840,12852,12863,12875,12886,12898,12909,12921,12933, 12944

.word 12956,12967,12979,12990,13002,13013,13025,13036,13048,13059

.word 13071,13082,13094,13106,13117,13129,13140,13152,13163,13175

.word 13186,13198,13209,13221,13232,13244,13255,13267, 13278, 13290

.word 13301,13312,13324,13335,13347,13358,13370,13381, 13393, 13404

.word 13416,13427,13439,13450,13462,13473,13485, 13496, 13507,13519

.word 13530,13542,13553,13565,13576,13587,13599,13610,13622,13633

.word 13645,13656,13667,13679,13690,13702,13713,13725, 13736, 13747

.word 13759,13770,13782,13793,13804,13816,13827,13839,13850,13861

.word 13873,13884,13895,13907,13918,13930,13941,13952,13964,13975

.word 13986,13998,14009,14021,14032,14043,14055,14066, 14077, 14089

.word 14100,14111,14123,14134,14145,14157,14168,14179,14191,14202

.word 14213,14225,14236,14247,14259,14270,14281,14293,14304, 14315

.word 14326,14338,14349,14360,14372,14383,14394,14406, 14417,14428

.word 14439,14451,14462,14473,14484,14496,14507,14518,14530,14541

.word 14552,14563,14575,14586,14597,14608,14620,14631, 14642, 14653

.word 14665,14676,14687,14698,14709,14721,14732,14743, 14754, 14766

.word 14777,14788,14799,14810,14822,14833,14844,14855,14866, 14878

.word 14889,14900,14911,14922,14934,14945,14956,14967,14978, 14989

.word 15001,15012,15023,15034,15045,15056,15068, 15079, 15090,151 0 1

.word 15112,15123,15135,15146,15157,15168,15179,15190,15201,15213

.word 15224,15235,15246,15257,15268,15279,15290,15301, 15313, 15324

.word 15335,15346,15357,15368,15379,15390,15401, 15413, 15424,15435

.word 15446,15457,15468,15479,15490,15501,15512, 15523,15534, 15545

.word 15556,15568,15579,15590,15601,15612,15623, 15634,15645, 15656

.word 15667,15678,15689,15700,15711,15722,15733,15744,15755, 15766

.word 15777,15788,15799,15810,15821,15832,15843,15854, 15865,15876

.word 15887,15898,15909,15920,15931,15942,15953, 15964, 15975, 15986

.word 15997,16008,16019,16030,] 604] ,16052,16063,16074,16085,16096
.word 16107,16117,16128,16139,16150, 16161,16172,16183,16194,16205
.word 16216,16227,16238,16249,16260,16270,16281,16292, 16303, 16314
.word 16325,16336,16347,16358,16368,16379,16390,16401, 16412, 16423
.word 16434,16445,16455,16466,16477,16488,16499,16510,16521,16532
.word 16542,16553,16564,16575,16586,16597,16607,16618, 16629, 16640
.word 16651,16662,16672,16683,16694,16705,16716,16726, 16737, 16748
.word 16759,16770,16780,16791,16802,16813,16824,16834, 16845, 16856
.word 16867,16877,16888,16899,16910,16920,16931,16942, 16953,16964
.word 16974,16985,16996,17006,17017,17028,17039,17049, 17060,17071
.word 17082,17092,17103,17114,17124,17135,17146,17157, 17167,17178
.word 17189,17199,17210,17221,17232,17242,17253,17264,17274,17285
.word 17296,17306,17317,17328,17338,17349,17360,17370,17381,17392
.word 17402,17413,17423,17434,17445,17455,17466,17477, 17487,17498
.word 17509,17519,17530,17540,17551,17562,17572,17583,17593, 17604
.word 17615,17625,17636,17646,17657,17668,17678,17689,17699,1771 0
.word 17720,17731,17742,17752,17763,17773,17784,17794,17805,17815
.word 17826,17837,17847,17858,17868,17879,17889,17900,17910,17921
.word 17931,17942,17952,17963,17973,17984,17994,18005,18015,18026
.word 18036,18047,18057,18068,18078,18089,18099,18110,18120, 18131
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.word 18141,18152,18162,18173,18183,18193,18204,18214,18225,18235

.word 18246,18256,18267,18277,18287,18298,18308,18319,18329,18339

.word 18350,18360,18371,18381,18392,18402,18412, 18423,18433, 18443

.word 18454,18464,18475,18485,18495,18506,18516,18526,18537,18547

.word 18558,18568,18578,18589,18599,18609,18620,18630,18640, 18651

.word 18661,18671,18682,18692,18702,18713,18723,18733,18744,18754

.word 18764,18774,18785,18795,18805,18816,18826,18836,18846, 18857

.word 18867,18877,18888,18898,18908,18918,18929,18939,18949,18959

.word 18970,18980,18990,19000,19011,19021,19031,19041,19051,19062

.word 19072,19082,19092,19103,19113,19123,19133,19143,19154,19164

.word 19174,19184,19194,19205,19215,19225,19235,19245,19255,19266

.word 19276,19286,19296,19306,19316,19326,19337,19347, 19357,19367

.word 19377,19387,19397,19408,19418,19428,19438,19448,19458,19468

.word 19478,19488,19499,19509,19519,19529, 19539,19549, 19559,19569

.word 19579,19589,19599, 19610,19620,19630,19640,19650,19660,19670

.word 19680,19690,19700,19710,19720,19730,19740,19750,19760,19770

.word 19780,19790,19800,19810,19820,19830,19840,19850,19860,19870

.word 19880, 19890,19900,19910,19920, 19930,19940,19950,19960,19970

.word 19980,19990,20000,20010,20020,20030,20040,20050,20060,20070

.word 20079,20089,20099,20109,20119,20 129,20139,20 149,20159,20 169

.word 20179,20 188,20 198,20208,20218,20228,20238,20248,20258,20268

.word 20277,20287,20297,20307,20317,20327,20337,20346,20356,20366
·word 20376,20386,20396,20406,20415 ,20425 ,20435,20445,20455,20464
.word 20474,20484,20494,20504,20513,20523,20533,20543,20553,20562
.word 20572,20582,20592,20602,20611,20621,20631,20641,20650,20660
·word 20670,20680,20689,20699,20709,20719,20728,20738,20748,20758
.word 20767,20777,20787,20796,20806,20816,20825,20835,20845,20855
.word 20864,20874,20884,20893,20903,20913,20922,20932,20942,20951
.word 20961,20971,20980,20990,21000,21009,21019,21 029,21 038,21 048
.word 21057,21067,21077,21086,21096,21106,21115,21125,21134,21144
.word 21154,21163,21173,21182,21192,21202,21211,21221,21230,21240
.word 21249,21259,21268,21278,21288,21297,21307,21316,21326,21335
.word 21345,21354,21364,21373,21383,21392,21402,21412,21421,21431
.word 21440,21450,21459,21469,21478,21488,21497,21506,21516,21525
.word 21535,21544,21554,21563,21573,21582,21592,21601 ,21611 ,21620
.word 21629,21639,21648,21658,21667,21677,21686,21695,21705,21714
.word 21724,21733,21743,21752,21761 ,21771 ,21780,21789,21799,21808
.word 21818,21827,21836,21846,21855,21864,21874,21883,21893,21902
.word 21911,21921,21930,21939,21949,21958,21967,21977,21986,21995
.word 22004,22014,22023,22032,22042,22051 ,22060,22070,22079,22088
.word 22097,22107,22116,22125,22135,22144,22153,22162,22172,22181
.word 22190,22199,22209,22218,22227,22236,22245,22255,22264,22273
.word 22282,22292,22301 ,22310,22319,22328,22338,22347,22356,22365
.word 22374,22383,22393,22402,22411,22420,22429,22438,22448,22457
·word 22466,22475,22484,22493,22503,22512,22521 ,22530,22539,22548
.word 22557,22566,22575,22585,22594,22603,22612,22621 ,22630,22639
.word 22648,22657,22666,22675,22685,22694,22703,22712,22721 ,22730
.word 22739,22748,22757,22766,22775,22784,22793,22802,22811 ,22820
.word 22829,22838,22847,22856,22865,22874,22883,22892,2290 1,2291 0
·word 22919,22928,22937,22946,22955,22964,22973,22982,22991,23000
.word 23009,230 18,23027,23036,23045,23053,23062,23071 ,23080,23089
.word 23098,23107,23116,23125,23134,23143,23151 ,23160,23169,23178
.word 23187,23196,23205,23214,23223,23231 ,23240,23249,23258,23267
.word 23276,23284,23293,23302,23311 ,23320,23329,23337,23346,23355
.word 23364,23373,23382,23390,23399,23408,23417,23426,23434,23443
.word 23452,23461 ,23469,23478,23487,23496,23504,23513,23522,23531
.word 23539,23548,23557,23566,23574,23583,23592,23601 ,23609,23618
.word 23627,23635,23644,23653,23661,23670,23679,23688,23696,23705
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.word 23714,23722,23731,23740,23748,23757,23766,23774,23783,23791

.word 23800,23809,23817,23826,23835,23843,23852,23860,23869,23878

.word 23886,23895,23903,23912,23921 ,23929,23938,23946,23955,23964

.word 23972,23981,23989,23998,24006,24015,24023,24032,24041,24049

.word 24058,24066,24075,24083,24092,24100,241 09,24117,24126,24134

.word 24143,24151,24160,24168,24177,24185,24194,24202,24211,24219

.word 24228,24236,24244,24253,24261 ,24270,24278,24287,24295,24304

.word 24312,24320,24329,24337,24346,24354,24362,24371,24379,24388

.word 24396,24404,24413,24421 ,24430,24438,24446,24455,24463,24471

.word 24480,24488,24496,24505,24513,24521 ,24530,24538,24546,24555

.word 24563,24571 ,24580,24588,24596,24605,24613,24621 ,24630,24638
·word 24646,24654,24663,24671,24679,24687,24696,24704,24712,24720
.word 24729,24737,24745,24753,24762,24770,24778,24786,24795,24803
.word 24811,24819,24827,24836,24844,24852,24860,24868,24877,24885
.word 24893,24901 ,24909,24917,24926,24934,24942,24950,24958,24966
.word 24974,24983,24991,24999,25007,25015,25023,25031,25039,25047
.word 25056,25064,25072,25080,25088,25096,251 04,25112,25120,25128
.word 25136,25144,25152,25161,25169,25177,25185,25193,2520 1,25209
.word 25217,25225,25233,25241,25249,25257,25265,25273,25281,25289
.word 25297,25305,25313,25321 ,25329,25337,25345,25353,25361 ,25369
.word 25376,25384,25392,25400,25408,25416,25424,25432,25440,25448
.word 25456,25464,25472,25480,25487,25495,25503,25511 ,25519,25527
.word 25535,25543,25550,25558,25566,25574,25582,25590,25598,25605
.word 25613,25621 ,25629,25637,25645,25652,25660,25668,25676,25684
.word 25691 ,25699,25707,25715,25723,25730,25738,25746,25754,25762
.word 25769,25777,25785,25793,25800,25808,25816,25824,25831 ,25839
.word 25847,25854,25862,25870,25878,25885,25893,2590 1,25908,25916
.word 25924,25931,25939,25947,25954,25962,25970,25977,25985,25993
·word 26000,26008,26016,26023,26031 ,26039,26046,26054,26061 ,26069
.word 26077,26084,26092,26099,261 07,26115,26122,26130,26137,26145
.word 26153,26160,26168,26175,26183,26190,26198,26205,26213,26221
.word 26228,26236,26243,26251 ,26258,26266,26273,26281 ,26288,26296
.word 26303,26311 ,26318,26326,26333,26341 ,26348,26356,26363,26371
.word 263 78,26385,26393,26400,26408,26415,26423,26430,26437,26445
.word 26452,26460,26467,26475,26482,26489,26497,26504,26512,26519
.word 26526,26534,26541 ,26548,26556,26563,26570,26578,26585,26593
.word 26600,26607,26615,26622,26629,26636,26644,26651,26658,26666
.word 26673,26680,26688,26695,26702,26709,26717,26724,26731 ,26739
.word 26746,26753,26760,26768,26775.26782,26789.26797,26804,2681 1
.word 26818,26825,26833,26840,26847,26854,26861,26869,26876,26883
·word 26890,26897,26905,26912,26919,26926,26933,26940,26948,26955
.word 26962,26969,26976,26983,26990,26997,27005,270 12,270 19,27026
.word 27033,27040,27047,27054,27061 ,27068,27076,27083,27090,27097
.word 27104,27111,27118,27125,27132,27139,27146,27153,27160,27167
.word 27174,27181,27188,27195,27202,27209,27216,27223,27230,27237
.word 27244,27251,27258,27265,27272,27279,27286,27293,27300,27307
.word 27314,27321 ,27328,27335,27342,27349,27355,27362,27369,27376
.word 27383,27390,27397,27404,27411 ,27418,27424,27431 ,27438,27445
.word 27452,27459,27466,27472,27479,27486,27493,27500,27507,27513
.word 27520,27527,27534,27541 ,27548,27554,27561 ,27568,27575,27582
.word 27588,27595,27602,27609,27615,27622,27629,27636,27642,27649
.word 27656,27663,27669,27676,27683,27690,27696,27703,2771 0,27716
.word 27723,27730,27736,27743,27750,27757,27763,27770,27777,27783
.word 27790,27797,27803,2781 0,27816,27823,27830,27836,27843,27850
·word 27856,27863 ,27869,27876,27883 ,27889,27896,27902,27909,27916
·word 27922,27929,27935,27942,27948,27955,27962,27968,27975,27981
.word 27988,27994,28001,28007,28014,28020,28027,28033,28040,28046
.word 28053,28059,28066,28072,28079,28085,28092,28098,281 05,28111
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.word 28118,28124,28131 ,28137,28143,28150,28156,28163,28169,28176

.word 28182,28188,28195,2820 1,28208,28214,28220,28227,28233,28239

.word 28246,28252,28259,28265,28271 ,28278,28284,28290,28297,28303

.word 28309,28316,28322,28328,28335,28341 ,28347,28353,28360,28366

.word 28372,28379,28385,28391 ,28397,28404,2841 0,28416,28423,28429

.word 28435,28441 ,28447,28454,28460,28466,28472,28479,28485,28491

.word 28497,28503,28510,28516,28522,28528,28534,28541 ,28547,28553

.word 28559,28565,28571 ,28578,28584,28590,28596,28602,28608,28614

.word 28620,28627,28633,28639,28645,28651,28657,28663,28669,28675

.word 28681 ,28687,28694,28700,28706,28712,28718,28724,28730,28736

.word 28742,28748,28754,28760,28766,28772,28778,28784,28790,28796

.word 28802,28808,28814,28820,28826,28832,28838,28844,28850,28856

.word 28862,28868,28874,28880,28886,28891 ,28897,28903,28909,28915

.word 28921 ,28927,28933,28939,28945,28951 ,28956,28962,28968,28974

.word 28980,28986,28992,28997,29003,29009,29015,29021,29027,29033

.word 29038,29044,29050,29056,29062,29067,29073,29079,29085,29091

.word 29096,29102,29108,29114,29119,29125,29131,29137,29142,29148

.word 29154,29160,29165,29171 ,29177,29183,29188,29194,29200,29205

.word 29211,29217,29222,29228,29234,29239,29245,29251,29256,29262

.word 29268,29273,29279,29285,29290,29296,29302,29307,29313,29318

.word 29324,29330,29335,29341 ,29346,29352,29358,29363,29369,29374

.word 29380,29385,29391 ,29397,29402,29408,29413,29419,29424,29430

.word 29435,29441,29446,29452,29457,29463,29468,29474,29479,29485

.word 29490,29496,29501 ,29507,29512,29518,29523,29529,29534,29539

.word 29545,29550,29556,29561 ,29567,29572,29577,29583,29588,29594

.word 29599,29604,29610,29615,29621 ,29626,29631 ,29637,29642,29647

.word 29653,29658,29663,29669,29674,29679,29685,29690,29695,29701

.word 29706,29711 ,29717,29722,29727,29732,29738,29743,29748,29753

.word 29759,29764,29769,29774,29780,29785,29790,29795,2980 1,29806

.word 29811 ,29816,29822,29827,29832,29837,29842,29848,29853,29858

.word 29863,29868,29873,29879,29884,29889,29894,29899,29904,29909

.word 29915,29920,29925,29930,29935,29940,29945,29950,29955,29961

.word 29966,29971,29976,29981,29986,29991,29996,3000 1,30006,30011

.word 30016,30021,30026,30031,30036,30041 ,30046,30051 ,30056,30061

.word 30066,30071,30076,30081,30086,30091,30096,30101,30106,30111

.word 30116,30121,30126,30131,30136,30141,30146,30 151 ,30156,30160

.word 30165,30170,30175,30180,30185,30190,30 195,30200,30205,30209

.word 30214,30219,30224,30229,30234,30238,30243,30248,30253,30258

.word 30263,30267,30272,30277,30282,30287,30291,30296,30301,30306

.word 30311 ,30315,30320,30325,30330,30334,30339,30344,30349,30353

.word 30358,30363,30368,30372,30377,30382,30386,30391,30396,30400

.word 30405,3041 0,30415,30419,30424,30429,30433,30438,30442,30447

.word 30452,30456,30461,30466,30470,30475,30480,30484,30489,30493

.word 30498,30503,30507,30512,30516,30521 ,30525,30530,30535,30539

.word 30544,30548,30553,30557,30562,30566,30571,30575,30580,30584

.word 30589,30593,30598,30602,30607,30611 ,30616,30620,30625,30629

.word 30634,30638,30643,30647,30652,30656,30660,30665,30669,30674

.word 30678,30683,30687,30691 ,30696,30700,30705,30709,30713,30718

.word 30722,30726,30731 ,30735,30739,30744,30748,30753,30757,30761

.word 30766,30770,30774,30778,30783,30787,30791 ,30796,30800,30804

.word 30809,30813,30817,30821,30826,30830,30834,30838,30843,30847

.word 30851,30855,30860,30864,30868,30872,30876,30881,30885,30889

.word 30893,30897,30902,30906,30910,30914,30918,30922,30927,30931

.word 30935,30939,30943,30947,30951,30955,30960,30964,30968,30972

.word 30976,30980,30984,30988,30992,30996,31001,31 005,31 009,31 0 13

.word 310 17,31021,31025,31029,31033,31037,31041,31045,31049,31053

.word 31057,31061,31065,31069,31073,31077,31081,31085,31089,31093

.word 31097,31101,31105,31109,31113,31117,31121,31124,31128,31132
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.word 31136,31140,31144,31148,31152,31156,31160,31164,31167,31171

.word 31175,31179,31183,31187,31191 ,31194,31198,31202,31206,31210

.word 31214,31217,31221 ,31225,31229,31233,31236,31240,31244,31248

.word 31252,31255,31259,31263,31267,31270,31274,31278,31282,31285

.word 31289,31293,31297,31300,31304,31308,31311 ,31315,31319,31323

.word 31326,31330,31334,31337,31341,31345,31348,31352,31356,31359

.word 31363,31366,31370,31374,31377,31381 ,31385,31388,31392,31395

.word 31399,31403,31406,3141 0,31413,31417,31420,31424,31428,31431

.word 31435,31438,31442,31445,31449,31452,31456,31459,31463,31466

.word 31470,31473,31477,31480,31484,31487,31491,31494,31498,31501

.word 31505,31508,31512,31515,31518,31522,31525,31529,31532,31536

.word 31539,31542,31546,31549,31553,31556,31559,31563,31566,31569

.word 31573,31576,31580,31583,31586,31590,31593,31596,31600,31603

.word 31606,3161 0,31613,31616,31619,31623,31626,31629,31633,31636

.word 31639,31642,31646,31649,31652,31655,31659,31662,31665,31668

.word 31672,31675,31678,31681 ,31684,31688,31691,31694,31697,31700
·word 31704,31707,31710,31713,31716,31719,31723,31726,31729,31732
.word 31735,31738,31741,31744,31748,31751 ,31754,31757,31760,31763
.word 31766,31769,31772,31775,31778,31781 ,31785,31788,31791,31794
.word 31797,31800,31803,31806,31809,31812,31815,31818,31821 ,31824
.word 31827,31830,31833,31836,31839,31842,31845,31848,31851 ,31854
·word 31856,31859,31862,31865,31868,31871 ,31874,31877,31880,31883
.word 31886,31889,31891 ,31894,31897,31900,31903,31906,31909,31911
.word 31914,31917,31920,31923,31926,31929,31931,31934,31937,31940
.word 31943,31945,31948,31951 ,31954,31957,31959,31962,31965,31968
.word 31970,31973,31976,31979,31981,31984,31987,31989,31992,31995
.word 31998,32000,32003,32006,32008,32011,32014,32016,32019,32022
·word 32024,32027,32030,32032,32035,32038,32040,32043 ,32046,32048
·word 32051 ,32053,32056,32059,32061 ,32064,32066,32069,32072,32074
.word 32077,32079,32082,32084,32087,32089,32092,32095,32097,32100
.word 32102,32105,32107,32110,32112,32115,32117,32120,32122,32125
.word 32127,32130,32132,32134,32137,32139,32142,32144,32147,32149
.word 32152,32154,32156,32159,32161 ,32164,32166,32168,32171 ,32173
.word 32176,32178,32180,32183,32185,32187,32190,32192,32194,32197
·word 32199,32201,32204,32206,32208,32211 ,32213 ,32215,32218,32220
·word 32222,32224,32227,32229,3223 1,32233,32236,32238,32240,32242
.word 32245,32247,32249,32251,32254,32256,32258,32260,32262,32265
.word 32267,32269,32271 ,32273,32275,32278,32280,32282,32284,32286
·word 32288,32291,32293,32295,32297,32299,32301,32303,32305,32307
.word 3231 0,32312,32314,32316,32318,32320,32322,32324,32326,32328
.word 32330,32332,32334,32336,32338,32340,32342,32344,32346,32348
.word 32350,32352,32354,32356,32358,32360,32362,32364,32366,32368
.word 32370,32372,32374,32376,32378,32380,32382,32384,32386,32387
.word 32389,32391,32393,32395,32397,32399,32401,32403,32404,32406
·word 32408,3241 0,32412,32414,32416,32417,32419,32421 ,32423,32425
.word 32426,32428,32430,32432,32434,32435,32437,32439;32441,32443
·word 32444,32446,32448,32450,32451 ,32453,32455,32456,32458,32460
.word 32462,32463,32465,32467,32468,32470,32472,32473,32475,32477
·word 32478,32480,32482,32483,32485,32487,32488,32490,32492,32493
·word 32495,32496,32498,32500,32501 ,32503,32504,32506,32508,32509
.word 32511 ,32512,32514,32515,32517,32519,32520,32522,32523,32525
.word 32526,32528,32529,32531,32532,32534,32535,32537,32538,32540
·word 32541,32543,32544,32546,32547,32548,32550,32551,32553,32554
.word 32556,32557,32558,32560,32561 ,32563,32564,32565,32567,32568
.word 32570,32571,32572,32574,32575,32576,32578,32579,32580,32582
·word 32583,32584,32586,32587,32588,32590,32591,32592,32594,32595
.word 32596,32597,32599,32600,32601,32602,32604,32605,32606,32607
.word 32609,3261 0,32611 ,32612,32614,32615,32616,32617,32618,32620
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.word 32621 ,32622,32623,32624,32625,32627,32628,32629,32630,32631

.word 32632,32634,32635,32636,32637,32638,32639,32640,32641,32642

.word 32644,32645,32646,32647,32648,32649,32650,32651,32652,32653

.word 32654,32655,32656,32657,32658,32659,32660,32661,32662,32663

.word 32664,32665,32666,32667,32668,32669,32670,32671,32672,32673
·word 32674,32675,32676,32677,32678,32679,32680,32680,32681,32682
.word 32683,32684,32685,32686,32687,32688,32688,32689,32690,32691
.word 32692,32693,32694,32694,32695,32696,32697,32698,32699,32699
·word 32700,32701,32702,32703,32703,32704,32705,32706,32706,32707
.word 32708,32709,32709,3271 0,32711 ,32712,32712,32713,32714,32714
.word 32715,32716,32717,32717,32718,32719,32719,32720,32721,32721
.word 32722,32723,32723,32724,32725,32725,32726,32726,32727,32728
.word 32728,32729,32729,32730,32731 ,32731 ,32732,32732,32733,32734
.word 32734,32735,32735,32736,32736,32737,32737,32738,32738,32739
.word 32739,32740,32740,32741 ,32741 ,32742,32742,32743,32743,32744
.word 32744,32745,32745,32746,32746,32747,32747,32747,32748,32748
.word 32749,32749,32750,32750,32750,32751,32751 ,32751 ,32752,32752
.word 32753,32753,32753,32754,32754,32754,32755,32755,32755,32756
.word 32756,32756,32757,32757,32757,32758,32758,32758,32758,32759
.word 32759,32759,32759,32760,32760,32760,32760,32761 ,32761,32761
·word 32761,32762,32762,32762,32762,32762,32763,32763,32763,32763
.word 32763,32764,32764,32764,32764,32764,32764,32764,32765,32765
.word 32765,32765,32765,32765,32765,32765,32766,32766,32766,32766
.word 32766,32766,32766,32766,32766,32766,32766,32766,32766,32766
.word 32766,32766,32766,32766,32766,32766,32767,32766,32766,32766

*
*
* Hanning window

*
* Table contains 128 point Hanning window

*
*
HANWIN .word 0, 4, 19, 44, 78, 123, 177, 241, 314, 398, 490, 593,
705, 826, 957, 1097, 1247, 1405, 1572, 1749

.word 1934, 2128, 2330, 2541, 2761, 2988, 3224, 3467, 3718, 3977, 4244, 4517,
4798, 5086, 5381, 5682, 5989, 6303, 6623, 6949

.word 7281, 7618, 7960, 8308, 8660, 9017, 9378, 9744, 10113, 10487, 10864, 11244,
11627, 12013, 12402, 12793, 13187, 13582, 13979, 14377

.word 14777. 15178, 15579, 15981, 16383, 16785, 17187, 17588, 17989, 18389, 18787,
19184, 19579, 19973, 20364, 20753, 21139, 21522, 21902, 22279

.word 22653, 23022, 23388, 23749, 24106, 24458, 24806, 25148, 25485, 25817, 26143,
26463, 26777, 27084, 27385, 27680, 27968, 28249, 28522, 28789

.word 29048, 29299, 29542, 29778, 30005, 30225, 30436, 30638, 30832, 31017, 31194,
31361, 31519, 31669, 31809, 31940, 32061, 32173, 32276, 32368

.word 32452, 32525, 32589, 32643, 32688, 32722, 32747, 32762, 32767, 32762, 32747,
32722, 32688, 32643, 32589, 32525, 32452, 32368, 32276, 32173

.word 32061,31940,31809,31669,31519,31361,31194,31017, 30832, 30638, 30436,
30225, 30005, 29778, 29542, 29299, 29048, 28789, 28522, 28249

.word 27968, 27680, 27385, 27084, 26777, 26463, 26143, 25817, 25485, 25148, 24806,
24458, 24106, 23749, 23388, 23022, 22653, 22279, 21902, 21522

.word 21139, 20753, 20364, 19973, 19579, 19184, 18787, 18389, 17989, 17588, 17187,
16785, 16383, 15981, 15579, 15178, 14777, 14377, 13979, 13582

.word 13187, 12793, 12402, 12013, 11627, 11244, 10864, 10487, 10113, 9744, 9378,
9017, 8660, 8308, 7960, 7618, 7281, 6949, 6623, 6303

.word 5989, 5682, 5381, 5086, 4798, 4517, 4244, 3977, 3718, 3467, 3224, 2988,
2761, 2541, 2330, 2128, 1934, 1749, 1572, 1405

.word 1247, 1097, 957, 826, 705, 593, 490, 398, 314, 241, 177, 123,
78, 44, 19, 4, 0, 4, 19, 44
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•
•
• Twidd1e factors
•
• Table contains rea1 and imaginary part of 4096-point FFT twiddle factors
•
•
TWDFAC .word 32767, 0, 32757, 804, 32727, 1607, 32678, 2410, 32609, 3211, 32520,
4011, 32412, 4807, 32284, 5601, 32137, 6392, 31970, 7179

.word 31785, 7961,31580, 8739,31356, 9511,31113,10278,30851,11038,30571,
11792, 30272, 12539, 29955, 13278, 29621, 14009, 29268, 14732

.word 28897, 15446, 28510, 16150, 28105, 16845, 27683, 17530, 27244, 18204, 26789,
18867, 26318, 19519, 25831, 20159, 25329, 20787, 24811, 21402

.word 24278, 22004, 23731, 22594, 23169, 23169, 22594, 23731, 22004, 24278, 21402,
24811, 20787, 25329, 20159, 25831, 19519, 26318, 18867, 26789

.word 18204, 27244, 17530, 27683, 16845, 28105, 16150, 28510, 15446, 28897, 14732,
29268, 14009, 29621, 13278, 29955, 12539, 30272, 11792, 30571

.word 11038,30851,10278,31113,9511,31356,8739,31580, 7961,31785,7179,31970,
6392, 32137, 5601, 32284, 4807, 32412, 4011, 32520

.word 3211, 32609, 2410, 32678, 1607, 32727, 804, 32757, 0, 32767, -804, 32757,
-1607, 32727, -2410, 32678, -3211, 32609, -4011, 32520

.word -4807, 32412, -5601, 32284, -6392, 32137, -7179, 31970, -7961, 31785, -8739, 31580,
-9511, 31356, -10278, 31113, -11038, 30851, -11792, 30571

.word -12539, 30272, -13278, 29955, -14009, 29621, -14732, 29268, -15446, 28897, -16150,
28510, -16845, 28105, -17530, 27683, -18204, 27244, -18867, 26789

.word -19519, 26318, -20159, 25831, -20787, 25329, -21402, 24811, -22004, 24278, -22594,
23731, -23169, 23169, -23731, 22594, -24278, 22004, -24811, 21402

.word -25329, 20787, -25831, 20159, -26318, 19519, -26789, 18867, -27244, 18204, -27683,
17530, -28105, 16845, -28510, 16150, -28897, 15446, -29268, 14732

.word -29621, 14009, -29955, 13278, -30272, 12539, -30571, 11792, -30851, 11038, -31113,
10278, -31356, 9511, -31580, 8739, -31785, 7961, -31970, 7179

.word -32137, 6392, -32284, 5601, -32412, 4807, -32520, 4011, -32609, 3211, -32678, 2410,
-32727, 1607, -32757, 804, -32767, 0, -32757, -804
•
•
• CRC
•
• Tab1e used to ca1cu1ate CRC-check
•
• The a1gorithm to generate this table can be found in
• BYTE magazine November 1987 page 339
•
•
CRCTable .word 0, 4129, 8258, 12387, 16516, 20645, 24774, 28903

.word 33032, 37161,41290,45419,49548, 53677, 57806, 61935

.word 4657, 528,12915, 8786,21173,17044,29431,25302

.word 37689, 33560,45947,41818, 54205, 50076, 62463, 58334

.word 9314,13379, 1056, 5121,25830,29895,17572,21637

.word 42346,46411,34088,38153, 58862, 6292~ 50604, 54669

.word 13907, 9842, 5649, 1584, 30423, 26358, 22165, 18100

.word 46939, 42874, 38681, 34616, 63455, 59390, 55197, 51132

.word 18628, 22757, 26758, 30887, 2112, 6241, 10242, 14371

.word 51660, 55789, 59790, 63919, 35144, 39273, 43274, 47403

.word 23285, 19156,31415,27286, 6769, 2640, 14899, 10770

.word 56317,52188,64447,60318,39801,35672,47931,43802

.word 27814,31879, 19684,23749, 11298, 15363, 3168, 7233

.word 60846, 64911, 52716, 56781, 44330, 48395, 36200, 40265

.word 32407, 28342, 24277, 20212, 15891, 11826, 7761, 3696
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.word 65439, 61374, 57309, 53244, 48923, 44858, 40793, 36728

.word 37256,33193,45514,41451,53516,49453,61774,57711

.word 4224, 161, 12482, 8419,20484, 16421, 28742, 24679

.word 33721, 37784, 41979, 46042,49981, 54044, 58239, 62302

.word 689, 4752, 8947, 13010, 16949,21012,25207,29270

.word 46570, 42443, 38312, 34185, 62830, 58703, 54572, 50445

.word 13538, 9411, 5280, 1153,29798,25671,21540, 17413

.word 42971,47098,34713,38840,59231,63358,50973,55100

.word 9939, 14066, 1681, 5808,26199,30326, 17941,22068

.word 55628, 51565, 63758, 59695, 39368, 35305, 47498, 43435

.word 22596, 18533,30726,26663, 6336, 2273, 14466, 10403

.word 52093, 56156, 60223, 64286, 35833, 39896, 43963, 48026

.word 19061,23124,27191,31254, 2801, 6864,10931,14994

.word 64814, 60687, 56684, 52557, 48554, 44427, 40424, 36297

.word 31782,27655,23652,19525,15522,11395, 7392, 3265

.word 61215, 65342, 53085, 57212,44955, 49082, 36825, 40952

.word 28183,32310,20053,24180, 11923, 16050, 3793, 7920

*
*
* Parallel port strings
*
*

.asect "Strings",EXTERNAL
.label ParStrBeg

*
*
* Parallel port possible commands

*
*
ResetStr
HelloStr
SpecStr

*
*

.string "RESET" ;Check RESET

.string "HELLO" ;Check HALLO

.string "GETSPECTRUM" ;Check SPECTRUM

* Parallel port possible answers

*
*
UnknownCmd
Ok
Hello
Spectrum
Specdata

*
*
* Program end

*
*

.end

.string

.string

.string

.string

.space

.label

0,15, "Unknown <:ommand"
0,2, "Ok"
0,41, "HeIlo, I'm a digital FLLlPLL, version \.0"
1, 8, "Data2 "
16*128
ParStrEnd
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